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IN JANUARY OF 2019, the International Teacher Development
Institute (iTDi) hosted a four-week online iTDi online course Be-
coming a (More) Reflective Teacher1. The course was a combination
of live meetings and written discussion forums, and the participating
teachers were sometimes put in pairs as ‘learning partners’ for partic-
ular tasks. Several weeks after the course ended, iTDi leadership ap-
proached two of the participants with the idea to create this resource
based on the content generated during the course.
Below, you can read what the actual course promised.
Reflective teachers already know there can be tremendous benefit
from having another pair of eyes in their classroom, just as there can
be from observing other teachers’ classes. What if those extra eyes are
your own?
The key to becoming a more reflective teacher is learning how to
observe what you do in the classroom, accurately and without judg-
ment. John F. Fanselow has long been an advocate of teachers using
transcription and recordings to see their teaching and students with
new eyes. Start the new year by working closely with John and other
teachers from around the world in learning how to reflect on your
own classes in ways that will transform your teaching, regardless of
your level of experience as a reflective teacher.
With John you will:




• Learn how to analyze what is happening in classes with-
out judgment.
• Work with a partner and analyze what is happening in
each other’s classes, gaining the benefit of another pair of
non-judgmental eyes.
• Learn how to make small changes in your teaching,
based on what you observe, and continue the reflective cy-
cle.
This course is about YOU. More than any other iTDi Faculty, John
works with what teachers bring with them to his courses. The direc-
tion of the live sessions and discussion will be based on the interests
teachers bring with them, and the needs that appear upon reflection.
To become reflective teachers we need to first understand what we’re
actually doing in our classrooms. This course is dedicated to that un-
derstanding.
Hopefully, the resource you are about to start reading will do the
same!
This resource has been compiled by Zhenya Polosatova and Anne
Hendler, two participants in the course. At the time of the course,
Anne was working as an EFL teacher at a conversation school in
Japan. Zhenya was/is an international freelance teacher trainer and
trainer coach based in Ukraine.
Working on the project was our attempt to archive the content of
the unique author and facilitator’s ( John’s) input, in-depth partici-
pant responses and thoughtful replies to the course participants. All
the teachers who took the course were working and living in var-
ious parts of the world and were working in different educational
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institutions (private and public schools, freelance tutors, etc.) For
some weekly discussion tasks the participants worked in pairs; some
were completed individually. There were also four live meetings in
the ‘synchronous’ mode where real-time conversations took place.
In John’s own words: ‘Looking, re-looking, re-interpreting is the
theme of the course. You can construct a new book of how to tran-
scribe and learn from transcribing. People know more than they
think they do.’
Read more about John at iTDI website: https://itdi.pro/john-
fanselow/about/, or at his blog: https://itdi.pro/johnfanselow/
blog/
The main purpose of this resource is to support and promote re-
flection. In this document you will find questions and tasks for read-
ers that do not have “right” answers, but will help you to explore your
own beliefs and practices and guide you to reflect more deeply than
perhaps you would on your own.
This resource explores three levels or layers of Reflection: talking
about student learning, discussing teaching experience, and conver-
sations about the reflective thinking and reflective practices. The
main tools used to reach these levels of reflection were oral discus-
sions, written posts and assignments, looking and re-looking (at the
classroom experience), interpreting and re-interpreting, discovering
and rediscovering. The course process involved lots of active listen-
ing to each other, and active reading of forum posts.
The second purpose of putting together this resource is to show how
the reflective process can be organized.
This resource can be used as a springboard for furthering your own
reflective journey. Just as the conversation did not end when the
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course this document was based on ended, your reflective journey
does not end at the end of this book.
‘A Journey into Reflective Teaching’ is a resource for
1. Individual teachers seeking ways they can reflect on
what they do in the ELT classroom, and help their stu-
dents succeed in becoming confident language users
2. Pairs or small groups of teachers exploring ways of lan-
guage learning and teaching and ready to spend some time
discussing their learners
3. Reflective Practice Group coordinators/facilitators
looking for (possibly) new topics for their meetings and
interesting questions for teacher discussions
4. Academic Managers/Directors of Studies preparing for
their regular in-service meetings/training sessions/semi-
nars and eager to try out a new(er) format with the teach-
ers as part of their school PD program
How to Use this Resource
If you are reading this resource, we assume you are already a reflective
teacher. By ‘reflective’ we mean a teacher ready to think back about
the lessons and practice, think about the reasons and rationale, be-
liefs and assumptions behind the decisions made, and thinking how
else s/he can help the learners achieve their goals.
Since we don’t really believe in the certainty of assumptions, or ‘the
one and only way to reflect’, we think you would enjoy reading the
resource in the order we put it together. You will learn the meaning
of observation-based, non-judgmental reflection on student learning
and on your own teaching. The introductory notes opening each
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chapter will help you ‘locate’ the ideas and have a perspective, and
the questions asked to the readers will offer some structure to your
reflection. There are no ‘correct answers’ to these questions, but the
discussions they open may help you and your reflective partner, or
group, find out more about the learners you are working with.
You can also start reading this book from any chapter or section,
however, you may prefer to follow the Editorial Notes inside and
refer to particular transcripts in the Appendix, or the articles John
added to the course tasks. By doing the same tasks as the course par-
ticipants, you will be able to ‘live through’ a similar reflective experi-
ence, and learn from the process of those conversations.
The notes or questions for readers will help you reflect on the con-
tent of the chapter, and can be shared as discussion points/starters
for the teacher development sessions or reflective practice group
meetings in your context.
During the course John often refers to his book, Small Changes in
Teaching, Big Results in Learning, and the accompanying videos
which can be accessed through this link https://itdi.pro/itdihome/
small-changes-big-results-videos/
In addition, John shared written transcripts of interactions in order
to practice the following reflective thinking skills:
1. analyzing classroom interaction (CI) ci 1 to ci 7: in
chapters 1, 2 and 3
2. comparing what is said and heard (CS&H) cs&h 1 and
2: in chapter 4
3. generating alternatives (GA) ga 1 to ga 6: in chapter 10
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4. comparing interactions in different settings (IIDS) iids
1 to iids 3: in chapter 11
All the transcripts can be found in the body of the resource, and/or
the Appendix.
There are also segments called ‘pop-up discussions’ based on the ‘side
conversations’ coming out of the posts and ideas shared. Not left
without attention and care, many of them turned out to be impor-
tant learning moments for the teachers in the group.
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Chapter 1: Classroom Interaction 1
EDITORIAL NOTE
This part is based on the pre-course tasks the participants received from
John (see Task for Readers below) and a live session in Zoom opening
the course. During the session, two transcripts were discussed and ideas
were compared (Ci 1 and Ci 2) and some pop-up discussions with John
and participants took place, inspired by the transcripts and questions
asked/comments made. Since the topic of the transcripts was ‘Classroom
Interactions’, conversations popped up about the following: error correc-
tion, the concept/idea of Mastery, the role of confusion in learning, cov-
ering teaching curriculum, and giving feedback to learners. At the end
of the chapter there is a discussion about the role of video in classroom
observation and reflection.
Pre-Session Task (as Task for readers)
Look at the attached seven transcripts. Choose at least two of the tran-
scripts and write down what you notice about them. You can browse
through the transcripts and select ones that you find interesting or puz-
zling, etc.
After you write down what you notice, write down two ways that the





My two students are looking at a drawing from a booklet called Do's
& Don'ts in Laos: A Guide to Culturally Sensitive Travel in the Lao
PDR. The drawing depicts a female tourist smoking from a bamboo
bong and another male tourist passed out, having possibly OD'd.
One sketchy-looking villager is smoking with the female tourist
while two other concerned villagers are assisting the male tourist,
who is lying on the ground. The caption reads: "The use of drugs is
illegal in Laos. The consequences may be severe for you and Lao soci-
ety." This caption was covered by the teacher (me). The two students
were asked to write two or three sentences, describing what they see
in the photo.
Transcript
T: We have at least three? Do you have, Teresa?
S1: Yah, I write something.
T: OK, um, do you wanna start, Christina?
S2: I saw in this picture... uh... the man... a man... a man. A man
fall down and another two person try to help him. I think this man
smoke too much bambook, that's why he's felt bad.
T: OK.
S1: OK, there are... there... these people, they are inhalin... inhaling,
uh, a strange plant. And the other people is... maybe shocking. And
the native, native people found the tourist.
T: OK. Um, let's just, I just wanna work on this sentence one more
time. 'I saw... I saw in this photo... a man... fell?
S2: '...fall down'
T: '...fall down and another...'
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S2: 'too person'
T: Um...
S2: Ah, no, no, no. I sorry. 'Two' yah? [student changes 'too' to 'two']
T: OK.
'Two person'... Um...
Teresa, do you wanna help Christina out with this word? 'Two per-
son' or 'two... '
S2: 'Two people'
T: 'People'. OK. 'Two people'.
S1: 'Person is one, is one?
JOHN: So I’m just curious, before we look at the transcript, we’ll
just go around. William, do you have any comments from transcript
one that you made?
William: Um... yeah, from transcript one... based on the teacher’s
description, I guessed that the learners must be adults. It seems to be
quite an unusual context and I wonder what the teacher was aiming
for, what kind of language they hoped to get. From the transcript it’s
hard to really pin down what the aims are.
John: If you didn’t say that in your comments, you might write on
your transcript if you have a copy: “It’s not clear what the aims are.”
Now the teacher says in the beginning what he/she’s doing, but the
relationship between that description of the context and what’s go-
ing on is not clear, perhaps. So the aim is not clear - that’s a statement.
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( John continues to call on participants.)
John: So the teacher encouraged self-correction.
John: Now getting back to the point about the aim, your question is,
Do the things that the teacher corrected help you to see the aim or
not? It’s really a stupid question because even if we can see what the
aim was and the teacher said what the aim was, it may have nothing
to do with what’s going on. So lesson number one I’d like you to con-
sider is that much of what this teacher is doing, and what I’m doing,
and what every teacher in the world is doing is “out of consciousness”.
In other words, the student says something, the teacher does some-
thing. The teacher can’t possibly know ahead of time what’s going to
happen. The teacher may have a plan; the teacher describes the con-
text; the teacher may have a textbook; but what goes on in the in-
teraction is usually totally different from that. If we didn’t have this
context, I think we’d know just as much as we do with a context. So
one goal of this series of discussions we’re going to have is to look at
what’s actually going on in the interaction.
Now did any of you count the number of words that the teacher said
and the students said? I mean there’s no reason you should, but one
difference you see here on page 1... Let’s look at the transcript. And
look at Student 1 and Student 2. Count all the words the students
say.
From the chat transcript:
Participant: 4/36/29
John: So on page one, Student 1 says 4 words and then Student 2
says 36 words, and Student 1 says 29 words. Then how many words
are incorrect? Student 1, four words: “Yah, I write something.”
From the chat transcript:
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Participant: 1 “write”
John: I see one. So 25%. And in 36, how about that?
Steven: How many words are wrong in the 36?
Participant: “Around 5”
John: Five or six out of 36. Now one thing to consider is if you have
a transcript like this that you do with your students, if they’re mak-
ing one error out of four or six out of 36, it means that they’re talking
about stuff that their language level is not capable of dealing with.
And so getting back to the idea of the aim, one use of a transcript like
this is to diagnose what the students need to work on. So you could
say that one aim of this has nothing to do with what the teacher said
in the context, and nothing to do with language that the teacher had
in mind ahead of time, but to see that they have to do some work on
past tense... Because if students talk like this every day, their language
(from my perspective) is not going to improve. The only way it can
improve is if we take what they say... and work on these things a cou-
ple of dozen times on different days. One purpose of transcripts...is
to find out what the students need: to diagnose to see what needs to
be done.
Question to readers: apart from using a transcript, how else can you see
what students need to know/learn?
And... let’s go to the next page. Same thing. ( John reads from the
transcript aloud) “I just wanna work on this sentence one more
time....” They’re struggling. But they can engage in this kind of strug-
gle for months and I don’t think their language is going to develop.
But if you take these sentences to make them into a dialogue or some
kind of pattern practice to use for 10 or 15 minutes in the next cou-
ple of weeks, making loads of substitutions of course, then I think
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this kind of looking at what the students are saying could be very use-
ful.
John: Any other comments from others about this first transcript
before we go to number two?
Phil (voice): Yeah, just one thing. I think that when you look back at
transcripts or even when you’re listening to your learners speaking in
class it’s always good to keep in mind the difference between perfor-
mance errors where students just make errors and perhaps they don’t
self-correct them but they know that they were errors and then errors
of commission where they actually lack the linguistic knowledge or
understanding. I think it’s all too easy sometimes to try and correct
errors that students know that they got wrong.
John: Say again the two kinds of errors.
Phil: Performance errors, where they actually know what the correct
language should have been, but they just made a mistake during
speech and they didn’t perhaps self-correct it. And then errors where
they didn’t actually have the linguistic knowledge or understanding.
John: OK. How can those both be the same?
Phil: So I think they can be quite different and it’s good to appreciate
the difference.
John: But tell me about how... you said about the difference, but how
can they be the same instead of different? I know that in the litera-
ture they’re described as different, but how - not just you - but how
can these be the same: performance errors and what’s the other one?
Phil: Errors of commission.
John: Commission? No.
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Steven: Yes. Errors of commission.
From the chat transcript:
Jane: both result in miscommunication?
John: So performance and ...
Phil: You’ve got errors of commission and also errors of omission:
things that are done due to lack of linguistic knowledge, and also
things that are left out. You might also have errors of omission. For
example, when I was a language learner, sometimes I had a lot of per-
formance errors but I didn’t care about them because the commu-
nicative needs were being met. But then to have to spend a lot of class
time on going over all those errors and having to sit through a lot of
time when teachers were trying to correct the errors that I know were
errors was a waste of time as opposed to focusing on other things.
John: Let me write this down because. Don’t believe what I’m writ-
ing, but just consider this.
From the chat:
John: If we continue to make performance errors but get
our point across, in the long run we will not be fluent.
Phil: Or not accurate ;-)
Question to readers: How do you categorize student errors? When and
how do you correct their mistakes during the lesson?
John: So as I said, if we continue to make performance errors but
get our point across, in the long run we will not be fluent. I know
that there’s this thing that “it doesn’t matter if people make errors be-
cause we can understand, we get the point,” but in this sentence, “Po-
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lice shot thief ”, could you write down what that could mean? “Police
Shot Thief ”. Type in the chat what you think is the meaning of “Po-
lice Shot Thief.”
Ideas from the participants in the chat transcript:
• The police shot the thief
• a police officer has been shot by a thief ?
• A police officer has shot a thief
• “One or more police officers shot a/the thief/thieves”
John: The police shot at a thief. A police person shot up a thief.
• oh, that kind of shoot up! (from a catapult!)
• shot the thief into the air
John: You see I said that the police shot at a thief. So you see, “shot
thief ” you don’t know if the person hit the thief or missed the thief.
But the point is, if you think of the different possibilities of what this
could mean, there are like 30 or 40 totally different sentences and
you have no idea which it is. So accuracy from my perspective is ab-
solutely critical.
Question to readers: can you come up with 10 more possible sentences?
In math class if you say 2+2=5, you’re close. I mean, being close in
math is not good. The bridge is going to fall down if you don’t mea-
sure it right. I know that there’s a huge movement in our field: “It’s
OK to make errors. You should encourage the students to be com-
municative.” I’m not against being communicative. I’m not against
encouraging students. But I think that catching and working on
these consistent errors whether they’re performance errors or com-
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mission errors, whatever you call them is critical. Don’t believe what
I say; just consider it. Consider that this is absolutely critical and you
shouldn’t go from stage 1 to stage 2 until they master the thing. They
should master it when they’re excited, when they’re under pressure,
at all times they have to master this stuff. It has to be totally part of
their psyche. These basic patterns like past tense, singular, and plural:
absolutely critical.
Write down this sentence. “I like ice cream.” Type it in the chat.
From the participant chat transcript:
• P1: I like icecream.
• P2: i like ice cream
• P3: I like ice-cream
• P4: I like ice cream.
• P5: I like ice cream.
• P6: I like ice cream.
• P7: I like ice-cream
• P8: I'd like ice cream.
• P9: I like ice-cream.
Question to readers: what do you notice about the way(s) participants
respond to the task about ‘ice-cream’?
John: No problem. So, 3rd-year Japanese high school students, these
are two things that they wrote.
John types: I spring. I ice.
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John: So, usually when the teacher gave a dictation, the teacher said
the sentence once, asked the students to write it, say it again, said it
a third time, and then the teacher wrote the sentence on the white-
board. And then the teacher went around the room and everybody
had it correct. So I asked the teacher: “Don’t write it on the white-
board. Say it three times, have the students write it, and then walk
around the room.” There were 40 students in the class, and 10 stu-
dents wrote “I like ice cream.” 10/40. I mean, they haven’t mastered
one of the basic patterns in English after many many years. I think
that it’s very important, when we look at the transcripts of what the
students say, to say “what are some things that I could work on that
they really have to master before I move on to something else?” Let’s
go to transcript 2. Thank you.
The group got back to this script in the asynchronous part of the course and
the task was as following:
Question to readers: what other possible alternatives for Ci 1 can you
offer based on your own classroom experience as a teacher and learner?
William (with Liew)
For the pair work task this week, I wrote a response to the Ci 1 Tran-
script.
My suggestions for alternative ways to teach this are below.
Liew Loon Teik was kind enough to look at the transcript I sent him
for a section of one of my own lessons. It was refreshing to be able to
get another person’s view on the interactions taking place.
As one great example: in the transcript, one of my learners describes
how she felt a sense of achievement when she participated in a
singing competition last year, but responds ‘no’ when asked if she
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would consider participating in another one, after which everyone
laughs.
Liew Loon Teik was able to interpret that she was probably recalling
the long hours of hard work and practice before the competition and
the pressure and nervousness that were involved. I’ve known a lot of
teachers who would not have perceived this; they would not have
‘seen’ what the laughter was indicating, and might have pushed the
student to explain more.
From the description and transcript, I’m not really sure why the
teacher has used this context or what their aims are. But so what -
let’s go with it, and imagine we are still going to use the drawing of
the stoned tourists for English learning purposes.
Option One
Get the learners to imagine that the picture is the third of five images
that form a story. They are given four blank sheets of paper, and
imagine that the image happens in the 'middle'. They then draw what
led up to it, and what happens next.
They can then explain, telling their 'story' to the rest of the class,
with the teacher making notes for feedback and/or recording for lat-
er transcription and analysis with the learners of the language used.
Option Two
Turn it into a role play, with students playing the roles of the tourists
and villagers. If there are other students in the group, extra ‘charac-
ters’ could be added.
Less confident students might want to take some time to write a
script and practice before performing it. Obviously, the teacher can
help with this process when the students need it.
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Very confident students might be asked to arrange themselves to
match what they see in the image, and then, “go” – they perform an
impromptu role play, making up the dialogue as they go along.
The beliefs that I base these alternatives on are:
• Just about anything could be used as an aid for language
learning purposes, although the teacher needs to think
about what they are aiming for. At the same time, the
teacher may want to adapt things as the lesson proceeds.
The teacher will also need to consider their learners, ask-
ing questions like, ‘what mood will they be in when the
class begins?’, ‘how will they interpret the materials I in-
troduce and the tasks I want them to do?’, and ‘is this cul-
turally appropriate?’ (so obviously, the teacher needs to
know their learners well).
• The teacher should, as much as possible, use activities
and tasks that encourage the learner’s creativity and sense
of imagination, rather than ‘harnessing’ them or restrict-
ing them. I admit that many of us do have to work within
externally set parameters (tests, syllabuses, textbooks and
so on) – I certainly do – so perhaps the mark of a good
teacher in today’s age is to find ways of teaching and learn-
ing that satisfy “The Man”, as people in western cultures
might call it, while also allowing our learners to develop
in ways that can’t be assessed by someone with a clipboard
and a checklist.
John in reply:
Re how students feel and Liew Loon Teik’s alternative interpreta-
tion, we have to realize that in most cases what we think our students
are feeling or thinking and what they are really thinking and feeling
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are not the same. It is very, very difficult if not impossible to know
what others feel and think. So Liew Loon Teik’s alternative interpre-
tation is perceptive, as is your initial interpretation but both might
well be wrong.
Re the alternatives, the use of sketches allows students to move from
meaning to images rather than meaning to language which if their
language is limited, which it is of course, means they are limited.
Re the role play, tough to play different roles even in our first lan-
guage.
Your point about using students’ sense of imagination and creativity
is crucial. But your option of having them sketch rather than use lan-
guage is more likely to enable them to use their imagination and cre-
ativity since images came before written language.
Jane in reply:
William, I thought I’d read your whole post last week, but coming
back to read it again this week made me realize I missed some key
points. I love the sentence preceding your option one, and your re-
lated point about all the things a teacher needs to consider when se-
lecting materials.
Task to readers: read Transcript 2 below and write down 3 things you
notice about it (things that stand out as important or unusual).
ci 2 Transcript ci 2
Context
The students were given instructions to silently read the passage and
cross out any words they didn’t understand, and then draw a picture
of what they think the word might be.
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The students were seated at four different desks for about 7-10 min-
utes.
Jackie: Okay, let’s come back together and sit at the same table to talk
about.
English or Japanese is okay.
Kanako: What do you think this is? 1
Tomoko: A paddle?
Kanako: Do you know what this is?
Jackie: What’s this?
Tomoko: Are they in a lake? 5
Kanako: Hu. It’s like they are pushing something into the water.
From the beach?
Tomoko: Beach.
Kanako: So, they put that currach thing in, right?
Hanae: (questioning pronunciation?Currach? 10
Kanako: They put a currach or something in.
Hanae: Currach? Before she said...
Kanako: The Currach came from the water? I’m not sure.
Jackie?What did you think it was Tomoko?
Tomoko: I thought, I thought I boat. 15
Jackie: How about you Hanae? You though it was a boat?
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Hanae: Ahh, uhu. I watched, I look, I see that...
Jackie: Tomoko’s...
Hanae: Picture. Go back my brain.




Jackie: Okay, what other words did you not know?
Kanako: Where did it go in?
Tomoko: Paddle. 25
Kanako: Did you hear?
Chad: Do you play table tennis?
Kanako: Mmm
WILLIAM: I wondered if one of the students confused the context
after hearing the word 'paddle' (or thinking they had heard it)
John: Well, we’ve gotten loads of stuff to talk about just with these
two: “I wondered if the students... (reads William’s comment aloud)
“I wondered if one of the students confused the context after hearing
the word 'paddle'...” Another value of transcripts to me is to remind
everybody that confusion is normal. That for two people to under-
stand each other is a miracle. One advantage of seeing a short tran-
script, and your students. too, is to say, “Well, it’s normal to do this.
And then you have to know how to negotiate to clarify the confu-
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sion.” So some people are afraid of confusion. You can’t be afraid of
it because you can’t avoid it. It’s normal. But when you look at a tran-
script, then this [clearing up the confusion] can be the next lesson.
Question to readers: John said ‘confusion is normal’ and ‘for two people
to understand each other is a miracle’. To what extent do you agree with
this idea? Can you give examples from your teaching experience? Or
from life outside the classroom?
Phil: “What are some of the things we really need to work on before
students move on to something else?” I agree in many respects that
we have to consider this but also think many teachers are driven by a
curriculum and expected to cover a certain amount of material each
week, especially in public education.
John: I understand that. So what I tell people: if you have a 40
minute class, spend 10 minutes going over some basic things that no-
body has mastered. And then spend the other 30 minutes doing what
you have to do: following the curriculum or the textbook, prepar-
ing for the test, or whatever. And in those 10 minutes, you can also
teach the students some ways that they can learn on their own, which
we’ll learn about in the next couple of weeks. And one way they can
learn on their own is for them to transcribe some of this stuff, cor-
rect it in their leisure time or in pairs, and then use this as part of the
10 minute lesson the next day or two days later, so you go on with
your regular curriculum, your regular textbook, but you take a little
bit—a little vignette like this—that the students have transcribed or
you’ve transcribed with them together and you work on that for 10
minutes.
So this is a way to take into account the curriculum you have to
cover the material. You know, here’s another meaning... I’ll show you.
This is another idea of cover. This is the material, and you cover it.
( John shows participants a piece of paper covering class material.)
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One meaning of “cover” is to learn it, to go over it many times. An-
other is you cover it up. And most of what we do is the second. Cause
there’s not enough time to deal with the amount we are expected to
teach in the short amount of time we have. So let’s continue. Any
more thoughts on number 2?
Katka: Interesting that English or Japanese is ok in this
task.
Jane: I like that.
Jane: The teacher doesn’t say very much compared to the
students
John: And again, if we count (which we don’t want to have to spend
time on that), that’s a very useful measure: How many words we say
and how many words they say and how many of the words that we
say and that they say are similar, like the same pattern. So we don’t
have to do that now, but that’s something else you can do with tran-
scripts: you count the number of words you say, count the number
of words the students say, and then somehow mark the ones that you
both say that are similar, either the same pattern or the same vocabu-
lary.
Question to readers: How flexible is your teaching curriculum? Where
and how in the lessons can you insert some ‘transcribing sessions’ with
students? How might they change the outcome of what you are teach-
ing?
Jane: Maybe this teacher is taking notes to give feedback
at the end.
John: No idea, but a useful idea. In addition to recording the stu-
dents and then listening to the students, take notes. And then lat-
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er—because then you don’t interrupt them—then you do a little les-
son. Incidentally, who’s this person in Israel. Steve, remind me. She
did a course.
Steven: Penny Ur
John: Penny Ur. She interviewed hundreds of people in Israel. Not
just Israelis, but you know in Israel they can be from a lot of coun-
tries. She sent questionnaires to a lot of people. I mean hundreds.
90% wanted explicit feedback from the teacher—not from their
peers, not indirect feedback, not ‘try again’. Explicit feedback. She
defines it. I can’t go into it here. But the point is, you can ask your
students what they think about how you correct. Or if you let things
go, what do they think about it. When they look at a transcript and
they see what you’re doing, say “now here I’m correcting you. Does
that bother you? What’s good about this? What’s good about that?”
Again, they don’t remember what you did in class all the time, but
if they have an example and a transcript: “What do you think about
this? You like it or you didn’t like what I did?” Of course they’re not
going be honest so you don’t have to ask them live. You can just say
“Write down on this transcript what you like and what you didn’t
like that I did.” So it’s totally anonymous.
Steven: Yeah, I made that mistake very often in my earlier years hav-
ing students correcting each other. And then regarding one student
trying to self-correct and I said, “No no no it’s not your turn! Some-
body else is going to correct you now and make you feel terrible
about yourself !” That’s the message I was getting across to them. Pen-
ny’s findings are very true about that. Aren’t they? That they really
don’t want peer feedback.
P1 : I again looked at interaction patterns and who the
teacher prompts (looks like she's trying to involve the stu-
dent who's fallen silent)
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P2: I get the same requests
Question to readers: how often do you give explicit feedback to your stu-
dents? What is such feedback about? Have you ever asked your students
about their preferred way to receive feedback on their performance (e.g.
speaking tasks, or written assignments)?
John: “I again looked at interaction patterns and who the teacher
prompts (looks like she's trying to involve the student who's fallen
silent)” Well, or fallen asleep! Or both! But you know, we’re looking
at transcripts which gives us about maybe 40 or 50% of what’s going
on. So if you have students who have phones and they can do a video
of interaction or pair work or you can put a video in front of the class
and then look at it with the students, some of the students are gonna
be sleeping maybe or not, but maybe they’re tired. I mean, in other
words, I’m just saying that much of what goes on in a class is lost in
a transcript. And if we have another course we can look at the differ-
ence between transcripts and videos. For next week, I’m asking you
to look at a video of some student interaction and you’ll see what a
great difference it is from just the transcript. But we get some sense
because we got “OK” and in the first... Here we have “Aha”. So that
shows that they're coming along with natural language.
Question to readers:
Think about the differences between videos, transcripts, and still pho-
tographs of the classroom as ways of observing students and yourself:
what advantages and disadvantages of each do you see?
In the following chapter you will read the continuation of the first live
session, and more ‘Classroom Interaction’ transcripts will be discussed.
You will find out what it means to be non-judgemental in the reflective
process, and why being recorded as a part of classroom practice can be
helpful, or even necessary.
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Chapter 2: Classroom Interaction 2
EDITORIAL NOTE
This chapter is a continuation of the first live session, and two more
‘Classroom Interaction’ transcripts (ci 3 and 4) are being discussed here,
and some pop-up conversations are shared ( for example, you will read
about being non-judgemental in the reflective process, being recorded as
a part of classroom practice, and why teachers’ becoming obsolete may be
a good idea). You will also see questions from John’s former course par-
ticipants, and may be inspired to ask him your own question.
Question to readers: read Transcript Ci 3 of teacher directions below
and write down 3 things you notice.
Transcript ci 3 Directions
1. Just go one seat behind.
2. Try not to look at your notebook if you can. OK?
3. So everyone, please stand up.
4. Try to put words—as many words as possible in these blanks.
5. Everybody, please stand up.
6. With your new partner.
7. Please put as many words as possible here as this girl is writing.
8. She has four different sentences. OK?
9. Please don’t read, don’t read.
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10. Everyone please stand up. All of you.
11. Try to make as many sentences as possible again.
12. Read, speak to your partner, don’t read. “My/ favorite/ color/
is/—no, no.” My favorite color is.
14. Try to speak to your partner, not read your notebook.
15. As many sentences as possible. Go. Go.
JANE: What is happening in this transcript? I couldn’t figure it out.
Marta: the teacher is trying to improve on giving instructions?
John: One teacher when she entered the classroom every morning
said, “When I call your name, tell me if you’re present.” And after
a week, the mother of one child visited the teacher and said, “My
daughter complains because she said that every day you say you’re
going give her a present. But you never give her a present.” But in
my experience, when I have students transcribe some of these things
[directions], they don’t get most of what we say. I mean they know
what to do because they’ve done it before and they look at another
student who’s doing it, and they’re used to these directions because
some of the directions are similar year after year. But they don’t nec-
essarily know the language behind the directions. So this is anoth-
er advantage of transcribing. You can use this as a dialogue and then
have them practice. “Just go one seat behind. Please just go two seats
behind. Please just go two seats in front of the other student. Just go
one seat to the left. Just go one seat to the right.” And then they really
have mastered this stuff in addition to knowing what the purpose is.
Maria: that’s so true
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John: I just want you, in the first sentence, “Just go one seat behind”,
to tell me how many content words there are and how many function
words or structural words.
Note to readers: try John’s task above before you continue reading
John: These are odd terms maybe, but “content words” have to do
with experience. We usually teach vocabulary. If you look in the dic-
tionary, you look up the definition of certain words. But if you look
up in the dictionary the definition of “it” it doesn’t help you that
much. The “structural words” are ones that can fit on one piece of A4
paper. “At, the, in, a...” How many in sentence one? Could you just
type because it’s sometimes difficult to determine which is which.
Steven: Are you asking which words have real meaning?
John: Yeah, experiential meaning.
• everything except 'just'?
• C: 4; S: 1? I think the same as P1
John: “Just go one seat behind” So one person said, “everything ex-
cept ‘just’”.
Steven: Another participant is saying the same thing.
John: Uh-huh. And how about number 2?
• Not look notebook
• what about “you” and “your”?
John: Now, “not, look, notebook” That’s one participant. But what
about: are those content or..?
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Steven: Yeah, I think if they get those three words they’re going to
understand what they should not do.
John: Exactly. And that’s a big problem. Because the function words
like “at” and “if ” we don’t hear. So another reason to transcribe is
they say, “Oh my god this is what the teacher’s been saying all this
time. I had no idea.” Again, they can do what you want them to do
and miss half of what you’re saying. But we don’t want that to hap-
pen.
John: not, to, at, your, if, you. Not, to, at, your, if, you. I have 6 func-
tions. So, some are kind of part function and part meaning. But usu-
ally ‘you’ is categorized as a structural word. Even though it has ex-
periential meaning, referring to a person, obviously. Anybody... we
won’t dwell on this, but I think it’s very important to realize that stu-
dents can understand directions and do what you want them to do
and not really get most of what you’re saying. Now, most of you’ve
studied English as a foreign language, many of you have studied
other languages, and I studied Spanish for many years—I’m terri-
ble—but the point is I could get a lot of the stuff but I didn’t know
the ‘en’, ‘de’, and all those important words that go in between. Let’s
go to number 4.
Task to readers: read Transcript 4 of Modeled Talk below and write
down 3 things you notice.
Transcript ci 4 Modeled Talk
T: When you come over to this table today what you’ll be doing is
you’ll be using the dry erase boards.. . . that on the bottom please ? So
you’re going to write words on the board or sentences. And another
dry erase pens, when you take the lid off, do you just throw it on the
ground?
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SSS: No!
T: You snap it right down the bottom.
S: Yes.
T: You use the marker to write the words. If I was writing pig, I
would write pig right on the board. Or and I could write “I see the
pig.” (T writes on the board as she says each word and some stu-
dents also say each word as the teacher writes each word and says
each word. And what comes at the end of the sentence?
Students: Periods!
T: And what does that mean?
SSS: Stop!
T: So I could write the words, I could write sentences. I could look
up here and I could use the farm words that we’ve been working
with and I could write the sentences (points to the farm words on an
easel) using those words. I could copy those words. You get to decide
today.
But you’ll be writing sentences and words and you’ll be using the
word bank of farm words and the dry erase boards at the table. Please
make sure that when you’re done with your job you erase the board
and that you snap back the top on your marker. And it’s all ready for
the next person. Get it ready for the next person for the sad news
is you’re keeping them from learning. So what is it we’re doing here.
Raise your hand if you know. So, J. . . what are we doing?
S: We. . . we’re writing about pigs.
T: Is it only pigs?
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S: No.
WILLIAM: I can imagine my CELTA trainer shooting me if I used
this level of Teacher Talk
Jane: Those ICQs* though! LOL
*Editorial Note: the ‘ICQ’ above means “Instruction Checking Ques-
tion”.
The conversation about Transcript ci4 continued in the forum discus-
sion.
Liew Loon Teik
Transcript ci4 - Modeled Talk: Alternatives
IN THIS TRANSCRIPT, the pupils appeared to be clueless about
what was required by the teacher. To further enhance the delivery of
instruction, the following can be done by the teacher.
The teacher could:
• Design a poster with visual steps (reminder to reinforce
the instructions)
• Review with the students on the lesson flow
Seeing empowers the pupils to want to be a part of the process. Be-
sides, by connecting pictures and actions, pupils would also be able
to expand their vocabulary.
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Pros: scaffolding makes instructions comprehensible, pupils in re-
turn, feel safe and secure in knowing what is expected of them.
John:
RE modeled talk, sorry I asked you to see how this could be made
productive. Consider that the [original] lesson is a total waste of
time and should be put in the trash!
Liew Loon Teik
With regards to the Modeled Talk transcript, this is what I have in
mind. Each step of the lesson will be represented with visuals and
the teacher would elicit responses from pupils and reemphasize key
details in order to ensure smooth transition from one step to anoth-
er. I’ve decided to substitute sight words [used by the teacher] with
pictures. Undoubtedly, this change would require the pupils to recall
the name of the animals and how they are spelled.
The following are 6 steps which I consider to be crucial in producing
a more focused and meaningful lesson.
Step 1
Picture 1 – Dry erase boards with markers
Teacher instructs pupils to take a dry erase board and a marker each.
Step 2
Picture 2 – Marker with the cover removed and placed on its bottom
Pupils are told to remove the cover in order to write
Step 3
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Picture 3 – Dry erase board with the word ‘Sentence’ written at the
top with numbers 1 and 2
Teacher highlights that pupils are required to write 2 sentences
Step 4
Picture 4 – Examples of farm animals and adjectives (colours)
Pupils are presented with a visual containing farm animals and a list
of adjectives
Step 5
Picture 5 – Dry erase board with ‘I can see a + adjective (colours) +
name of animal.’ written on it.
Teacher instructs pupils to use this structure and pick an adjective
and an animal from Pic 4.
Step 6
Picture 6 – An empty dry erase board with marker pen covered.
Once the pupils have shown their sentences, the teacher instructs
pupils to erase the board and cover their markers.
Question to readers: do you follow the same six steps when planning and
teaching your lessons with young children? What do you the same or dif-
ferently? Why?
JOHN SHARED THE FOLLOWING ‘Questions from [his former
course] Participants’ with the group.
Questions to readers: out of the list below, which question(s) are inter-
esting for you to think about? Choose 2-3. Which questions do you think
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you could answer now? Again, choose 2-3. Later in the course you will
get back to these questions and see if the answers are emerging or chang-
ing.
Questions from participants
1. What are common reflective practices?
2. How can reflective skills be improved?
3. How can I further develop my reflective skills?
4. What are the factors that make me a good teacher?
5. How can I improve those areas?
6. What can I do to get new skills?
7. What does reflective teacher mean?
8. What does reflective teaching mean?
9. How can I observe myself while teaching?
10. How Can I analyze what is happening in the classroom assertive-
ly?
11. What strategies are possible to be used for peer class observation
?
12. How can a reflective cycle impact on students to help them be
more reflective about their learning process?
13. How can I be certain that I am diagnosing and responding to a
particular problem correctly?
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14. How to provide effective feedback to pupils from the lower com-
petency group without diminishing the urgency for corrective mea-
sures?
15. One-to-one consultation for pupils of the lower competency cat-
egory is essential as it provides them with undivided attention and
elevates their self-esteem to be seen and treated as equals in the class-
room. Realistically, a teacher has to conduct the lesson within a fixed
time frame. What can I do to induce a similar learning environment
which is as effective as how it would be in a one-to-one session?
JOHN: Now question number four: “What are the factors that
make me a good teacher?” is a very common question. If I asked
a hundred teachers, maybe 99 will want to improve their teaching.
And they want to be a good teacher. I mean, I don’t want to be a bad
teacher, even a mediocre teacher... One idea is when we look at tran-
scripts, instead of looking at whether we’re doing a good job or a bad
job, just step back and try to see what we’re doing, ask the students
what they understood, what they didn’t understand, what was useful
and not useful. That’s one way to get at the factors that make a good
teacher without saying, “Am I a good teacher?” Because good is a lit-
tle elusive. So you get more specific comments if you sometimes ask
students to draw pictures of what they like that you do and what they
don’t like. We asked some students in some different classes and it’s
amazing what came up. Some students said, “I don’t like the teacher’s
perfume.” I mean that wouldn’t occur to me in a hundred years that
they didn’t like the teacher because of the perfume! So it’s important
to ask the students to draw sketches. To write comments—anony-
mously—what bothers them. And that might be a way to get at inter-
acting in a more engaging way and in a more positive way with your
students.
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Question to readers: Look up the definition of “reflect” in 2-3 different
sources and make a note of three ways the definitions are similar and
three ways they are different.
John: See a lot of people ask me basically, “What is reflective teach-
ing” which is a very elusive, slippery term. Here is a definition.
https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/reflect
reflect | rəˈflekt | verb 1 [with object] (of a surface or body)
throw back (heat, light, or sound) without absorbing it:
when the sun's rays hit the Earth a lot of the heat is reflected
back into space | (as adjective reflected): his eyes gleamed in
the reflected light. • (of a mirror or shiny surface) show an
image of: he could see himself reflected in Keith's mirrored
glasses.
John: In the definition, you see down at the bottom, “he could
see himself reflected in Keith’s mirrored glasses.” What I think you
should try to do to be a reflective teacher is to pretend you’re a mirror
so when you look at what’s going on you just see yourself, the stu-
dents, and what they’re doing. With no subjective judgments about
what you’re doing. Just “this is what I did.” That’s what I try to do
with a transcript, I just say, “what do we see?” We didn’t say too much
about good and bad. We just say “what do we see?” This definition
of ‘reflect’ is what I’m talking about: looking in a mirror. It’s a mir-
ror. We wanna reflect, see what we’re doing, in the most descriptive,
accurate way we can. Not to bring in other values, either cultural
values, prejudices, or whatever. So, you have a copy of 3a. These are
some questions that some of the teachers wrote that they want to talk
about. And with your partners you can talk about them.
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Questions for readers: Choose 2-3 questions you don’t understand/don’t
like for some reason. What might be the reasons? Ask those questions to
a colleague, take a note of their answer.
How else can you categorize the questions below? How would John do
it? Read on and find out!
LINK TO Chapter 3, task 11
John: Now, I’m just curious.
Have you ever been told when you call a service company that the
call might be recorded?
Participants write in the chat:
• Yes, of course.
• yep
• Yes
• Yes. I used to work in a call centre; I've asked that ques-
tion thousands of times.
John: There are two kinds of questions. Well, there are many kinds
of questions, but sometimes people classify questions into two kinds:
ones you know the answer to, and ones you don’t know the answer
to. This is a good example of one I know the answer to, so in a way
it’s a terribly stupid question. So, I didn’t ask it to do a census. I just
asked the question to remind you that in any service industry other
than teaching, recording the interaction is standard behaviour. But
when I’ve asked teachers through the years have they ever record-
1. https://docs.google.com/document/d/16JxwUvf1WQRRmwRDi4fENez2_0XzrYaRnTX-
MUooVS-8/edit
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ed and transcribed their classes, the only ones who have have done
so because it was an assignment: They’re taking a teacher training
course or they’re working on an MA or whatever. They don’t do it
regularly. They do it only because it’s an assignment.
So one of the reasons that I suggested you do a transcription between
now and next week that fits on a piece of A4 paper is because you
don’t have time. Even to put a transcript on A4 paper will take 15 to
35 minutes minimum. To transcribe 3 minutes takes a long time. If
you do it with your students, it could be done more quickly. And if
you have a 3 minute recording, one group of students can do minute
1, another group of students can do minute 2, and another group
of students do minute 3. So you can do 15 minutes in 5 minutes.
And then they can put it together. And if they do it in pairs or more
than pairs, one will hear one thing and another one will hear anoth-
er thing. If you do it alone, it’s very difficult because you don’t hear a
lot. So if you do it with your partner, it’ll be easier. If the students do
it with you or they do it with each other, it’ll be easier because each
of us hears something different—from any communication. So tran-
scriptions that are a joint effort will be more productive and it gets
people working together, which I think is very important: cooperat-
ing in the classroom: learning as a joint activity. Learning as a joint
activity.
Optional task for readers: this week, record a 3-5 minute portion of your
lesson with students.
Then, ask students to spend time listening and writing down everything
the speakers say, within 1 minute of that recording.
John: Now, in the chat is there a way for people to put in a comment
without their name? Because I want people to say two things about
the class that they didn’t like.
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(Ed.) The chat cannot be used anonymously.
Participants write in the chat:
• lol
• too short)) so many amazing things to discuss
• wish we had more time!
• I also recorded pairwork (all pair work in the lesson, ac-
tually) for a Delta assignment. Listening to those record-
ings was shocking but also a powerful catalyst for develop-
ment.
Note for readers: how would you answer John’s question about the
course so far? How do you feel reading these pages?
John: Just to remind you, just as there isn’t enough time in class to
cover the curriculum as somebody said earlier that we have to cover,
there’s not enough time in these four hours so that’s why we’ll give
you some tasks in between. But the other thing is I’m trying to in-
troduce you to some ways of looking at transcripts in the class and
then there’s some readings that you’ll have. Over time, on your own
you can learn things that we just touch on in each class. But you can
develop these little things that we touch on and because, as Steve
said, there’s a recording that’s available, you can listen again and fo-
cus on some of the things that you particularly like, and in your ques-
tions for next week and the next week, you can say, ‘I want you to fo-
cus more on “this”’, whatever “this” is. We understand the time con-
straints, but I want to remind you that I’m trying to teach you ways
of looking so that I’m not necessary. And in one of the transcripts
you’ll see that I say “Bye-bye John” to the students. That they don’t
need me at a certain point. So we want to get to the point where
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students, teachers working together, can develop a lot without some
outside person all the time.
So if you ask students, I think you can learn so much more than ask-
ing the experts—outside experts. I don’t consider myself an outside
expert. I consider myself a fellow teacher-explorer. But some in our
field consider themselves experts, and to me the only way we can
learn is to admit our ignorance. And so I keep saying “I don’t know
the answer to this. I don’t know the answer to this. Let’s try to figure
it out.”
Questions to readers:
Do you agree with John’s view on experts (in ELT, in general?)
What would you like to ask John, if you had a chance?
[Hint: you can share the question with him on the ITDI blog:
https://itdi.pro/johnfanselow/blog/]
Editorial Note
In the following part you will read the written/discussion board home-
work the participants had in the week that followed the live class. The
homework was based on the same seven transcripts we have been dis-
cussing so far.
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Chapter 3: Classroom Interaction 3
EDITORIAL NOTE
One of John’s big beliefs about learning and teaching is ‘repeating the
same task in different ways’. This chapter starts off with the first piece of
homework (Tasks 1-2) John offered his participants to work on during
the week, which was coming back to the same seven transcripts on ‘Class-
room Interaction’. Some tasks were written in ‘learning pairs’ and were
a summary of previously arranged online meetings during the week. You
will read the posts from the participants, and the responses from John
and from the other members of the group.
The second piece of homework (Task 3) was to record a piece of their
lesson and then transcribe a page from the recording, to share with the
learning partner. In this chapter the participants’ posts show their im-
pressions and findings from the process of transcribing, or reflecting to-
gether on the actual transcriptions. Read on for a glimpse behind the
curtain of teachers’ lessons from around the world.
Tasks
1. Though we have discussed what you each noticed about Transcripts
ci1 to ci7 1before our class and during our class, please talk with your
partner and share points you noticed after our discussion that you had
not initially noticed.
2. John asked you to write down ways the transcripts were similar and




and similarities in our session, please discuss with your partner any new
differences or similarities you noticed after our discussions.
Eva:
Transcripts taught me to/that:
• Give short and clear instructions
• Speak less - Say more
• Facilitate the learning
• You are not the star! The students Are!
Transcripts are my extra pair of eyes - when the class is over I can an-
alyze them and will help me improve myself as a teacher!
Comments:
Katka: Hi Eva, love the metaphor about transcripts being 'our extra
pair of eyes' :-) Agree with your points 1 and 4: indeed, focusing
on Ss as being 'stars' reminds us to pause and check if we are clear
(and say less). I'd like to learn what you mean by 'facilitate learning'
(I think the process of recording the interactions and analyzing the
script can be one step in this direction?)
Eva: Thank you Katka!
I think that our job is to facilitate students' learning, to help them
achieve their goals, to help them learn the language - which means-
to guide them, support them, motivate them. If we analyze our
teaching, we can improve and become better!
Jane: "Transcripts are my extra pair of eyes" <—I love this. Some-
times the classroom is such a busy place and there is so much going
on in my brain that I miss things in front of my face. It's really good
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to have an extra pair of eyes. And transcripts don't tell us what's good
or bad. Just what happened.
Eva: I agree Jane! Transcripts are the mirror of our classroom, tran-
scripts allow us to learn from our experience!
John: Speak less and say more and give short and clear instructions
are crucial discoveries.
We can meet these goals if we demonstrate rather than give instruc-
tions and if we write the instructions on the board or if when we give
instructions we ask students to write what we say. We will have to say
the instructions more than once but the value of instructions is that
it is one of the few times when we use English naturally. And stu-
dents have to learn to understand directions in many areas—how to
open a bank account, pay a bill, apply for a credit card, etc. But they
do not learn instructions we give because there is too much language
that is not part of their memory. But when they listen and transcribe
our directions they say: ‘A- ha!’ They begin to understand regular
English. But without transcribing they do not learn anything. They
can usually do the tasks by looking at what others are doing or be-
cause there are only so many things they can do—open their books,
fill in the blanks, copy from the board, etc. But they have to mas-
ter the language of these directions, not just guess what they are sup-
posed to do.
Olena: Speak less - say more. Beautifully put! Your phrase inspired
me and I came up with a simple rule for my own teaching: explain
less - ask better questions.
Eva: Olena, Can not agree more! Thank you!
Question to readers: How do you understand/feel about the line Eva
wrote ‘Transcripts are my extra pair of eyes"?
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Eva: What I learned from the transcripts is that our ideas and expec-
tations and preparations for a particular class are not always the same
as what actually happens in the class. Looking at the transcripts we
can notice that our teaching is like a river flow that we don't always
know where will lead us.
Also I have noticed that if we record the pair work between our stu-
dents, we can find out how they think, what they struggle with and
it will be much easier for us to help them learn the language.
Comments and responses:
Jane: I agree with what you wrote about recording pair work. I
think it can also help the students to see what they need to work
on through transcripts of recordings if you have students who would
benefit from that kind of autonomy.
Eva: Jane I agree, yes!
John: Yes, reality and our imagining are often different. And we can
learn much from how students learn and how they can develop their
autonomy from transcriptions.
But consider another word for struggle—you say we can learn how
students struggle. On the one hand they do, but on the other hand,
they discover that they can do more than they think which is a slight-
ly different description of how our students and we learn. I want
learning to be joyful! Whatever that might mean.
Eva: The learning must be joyful, yes. With "struggle" I wanted to say
what they find difficult.
Question to readers: to what extent do you agree that ‘learning must be
joyful’? What or who (might have) shaped this belief ?
Willam and Liew Loon Teik
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I was partnered with Liew Loon Teik for the pairwork exercise. I’ll
summarise our responses to the original transcripts below. This is a
little later than other participants (sorry, been quite busy this week)
but I’ve had the benefit of being able to see the other comments and
John’s replies and I think I can see why he runs the task this way.
On reading and analyzing the transcripts before last week’s online
meeting, I had noted in many cases that, according to my own judge-
ment, I could not see what the aims were, I could not understand
why the teacher was using the material or tasks being described, and I
worried about the high level of TTT [Teacher Talking Time] I saw in
a couple of instances. I also thought that many of the teachers need-
ed to focus on their corrective feedback techniques a little.
I guess, on reflection, that perhaps I was assuming the ‘assessor hat’
(apologies to Edward de Bono) in the way that I assume my tutors on
the Celta, DipTESOL and other ELT training courses might have
done. But I also remember thinking, particularly when doing the
DipTESOL, that the way classes are assessed can be a little unfair as
the person observing your class can never really appreciate the full
scope of what you do to help your learners over the months or years
they spend with you – they only get to see a couple of hours, which
is barely even a snapshot.
So how could I justify judging these teachers on the basis of tran-
scripts that capture maybe three minutes of their lessons?
Liew Loon Teik seemed to be taking a much more sympathetic ap-
proach when analyzing the transcripts. For example, he could see ev-
idence of learning, particularly vocabulary knowledge and retention,
in Ci 2, and although some of the activities did not seem to be fully
succeeding, such as in Ci 3, Liew Loon Teik was able to understand
the teacher’s possible motives.
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Overall, Liew Loon Teik states that, in his own words, ‘the selection
of content to be taught in the classroom has to be syllabus-specific
and age-appropriate in order to achieve progress towards lesson mas-
tery’ – from some transcripts it’s apparent that the teachers perhaps
had yet to fully appreciate this, but the use of transcripts may help
them to reflect on their lessons, especially in isolating potential issues
that they might not have been aware of when they occurred.”
John:
“Dear W and L,
Thrilled to read the name deBono, Willam. Regarding the selection
of content- and age- and syllabus-specific which you Liew Loon Teik
mention is very difficult to determine. People have been developing
course guides and syllabuses for decades as well as scores if not hun-
dreds of textbooks. Few if any of these syllabuses or textbooks have
been age appropriate for loads of reasons—kids of the same age in
different places know different things in their own languages, the
content in one place is of use to students and of no use to students in
another place.
So to determine what is age specific or content specific, looking at
transcripts and sharing them or producing them with our students
will reveal what we need to teach. If we present half a dozen graded
readers including song lyrics, they can select what is of interest.
Planning what to teach is a fools' errand I think. Listen to what stu-
dents say and write and want to learn about and what they need to
use language for.”
Questions to readers: what is your attitude to lesson planning? How
long do you plan your own lessons? Have you ever taught a lesson with-
out any planning at all? What did you learn from that experience?
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Olena and Jane
Jane and I had a productive discussion about the transcripts and the
process of transcribing. To keep our contribution concise, I am go-
ing to provide just a few examples of what we noticed about the tran-
scripts and key similarities and differences:
1. Ci2: It is hard to decide what the purpose of this activity is. Stu-
dents do indeed interact a lot, but we were wondering how learn-
ing could be maximised in this activity. For instance, when there was
a communication breakdown because of pronunciation, the teacher
could have used this opportunity to help the students resolve the
issue. Another phrase that puzzled us was “English or Japanese is
okay”. Shouldn’t students be challenged and encouraged to use the
target language as much as they can?
2. Ci4: This teacher is probably working with a group of young learn-
ers. The teacher’s instructions are quite verbose, and at the end of
a series of instructions, students are still not sure what to do. The
teacher could have given more concise instructions, while also ask-
ing a student to demonstrate. A shorter series of instructions with a
practice round may have been a faster way to achieve the goal.
3. There is a major difference between ci2 and ci4 in as much as the
role of the teacher and the amount of teacher talking time are very
different. In ci2, students seem to be left to their own devices and the
discussion is quite unstructured, whereas ci4 gives an example of a
large number of instructions.”
Note to readers: read John’s reply below and do the task he is asking the
participants to work on.
John: When you get a chance, revisit your comments that you devel-
oped together and cross out any jargon you use and write a J above
any judgments you make.
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Also, also revisit the transcripts and see to what extent they are all the
same even though on the surface they seem different in many ways.
Olena: John, thank you for your comment. I looked through our
comments again, and I think I am starting to see how the use of jar-
gon can be inherently judgmental. By labelling a part of a lesson as
student-led and teacher-led, or by describing instructions as verbose,
we make a judgement about a situation. Yes, I am certainly just at the
very beginning of my journey towards reserving judgement.
3. (Audio or Video) Record a portion of your class. Transcribe with your
partner or with your students some recorded interactions (no longer
than 2-3 minutes). Make sure your typed transcription can fit on one
sheet of A4 paper (12 pt font).
Participants in the course shared their reflections on the process of tran-
scribing or reflecting together on transcriptions. Read their reflections
below and identify some beliefs that inform their thoughts.
Tatyana (and Marta)
Marta and I transcribed and discussed two episodes from two differ-
ent lessons Marta had taught and recorded.
What I learnt from the process of transcribing and discussing the
transcripts:
1. A transcription of a class interaction is not enough, what is really
needed for better analysis is the context of the class. In the transcripts
John sent us at the beginning of the course we were provided with
such descriptions. They are crucial because without knowing the
context it is much harder to interpret correctly why the teacher was
doing what he/she was doing. For example, in one of Marta's record-
ings I heard her speak a lot, asking various questions and moving on
to ask more questions while the students were mostly silent. Without
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knowing the real context it's very easy here to slip into judgemental
conclusions accusing the teacher of too much teacher talk. Howev-
er, when we were discussing this episode with Marta she noted that
this was a group of very shy students who were reluctant to speak. In
her attempt to make students a bit more relaxed and willing to talk,
Marta first tried to give them a model answer by answering some of
the questions herself and to elicit at least some simple answers to let
students gain more confidence that they can say something and thus
they can contribute into a meaningful conversation. Knowing the
context like this helps to see more clearly what was happening in the
class and whether the intended goals of the teacher were achieved.
2. As we were talking about the value of transcribing, Marta made a
very good point that when you see the transcription of your lesson
(or the lesson of another teacher) you can determine better whether
the students have the lack of language or the lack of ideas, the latter
being a very common reason why some students keep silence and
avoid class discussions.
3. Marta and I agreed, and in turn we both agreed with John, that
the words we use when assessing the class interactions are important:
instead of saying that the teacher did something wrong or he or she
should have done this or shouldn't have done that, it is better to sim-
ply describe what the teacher did differently. Such an attitude opens
up a thought-proving reflection and discussion rather than closes it.
Comments and responses
Olena: A very interesting contribution! Your first point is basically
what I initially thought when starting to discuss the process with my
partner. But I was just wondering if NOT knowing the context can
be equally as helpful and enlightening. I found that when I know the
context, despite myself I start thinking about how I would teach this
lesson and what is considered to be an example of "good practice".
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When one knows next to nothing about the context of a given inter-
action, it may at times be more conducive to pure description than
judgement, don't you think?
John: Tatyana, Olena's comment that not knowing the context can
be useful I agree with. First we can analyze without knowing the level
of the students, the type of class, etc. Then later we can re-analyze
when we "know" more. I put "know" in quotes because what we know
about the context is often false claims or inaccurate descriptions.
Re M's reason for talking a lot—wanted shy students to have a lot of
models so maybe they would gain confidence. The less we say if we
do x, y will happen the better. You can ask why I make this claim if
you wish.
Re the words we use, yes they can be dangerous. That is why as Shake-
speare reminded us, "There is neither good nor bad but thinking
makes it so."
Tatyana: John, Yes, I think it's really useful to have two attempts to
analyse a transcript: one when we don't know the context or the pur-
poses of the teacher and second when we were provided with such
information. I see now that this way we will notice much more and
will have more insights.
Questions to readers: what do you think about knowing or not knowing
the context or situation ‘in full’ when listening to the classroom tran-
scripts? What can be some more advantages and disadvantages of ei-
ther?
Marta (and Tatyana)
Tatyana and I have spent a very productive 90 minutes discussing
various insights we got from the course. Certainly, I've read my part-
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ner's comments, which fully resonate with me. However, here are
some things which I would like to highlight as well:
1. Transcripts can show to what extent your learners are willing to
take risks with the language. This is the evidence which demonstrates
who is willing to negotiate the meaning and experiment with the lan-
guage forms and who might need additional support.
2. It is crucial not to be critical of others and yourself in the course of
examining the transcripts. Any choice a teacher makes is context-spe-
cific. Therefore, we need to walk in the shoes of the teacher so that we
can make conclusions. Otherwise, it is better to share your feelings
and impressions in a non-judgemental, supportive way. You asked
about the way I could relate my CELTA experience with this course
in terms of feedback and reflection. During my CELTA course I had
a constant feeling of being imposed on with 'dogmas.' At a certain
point some of these even started contradicting each other (namely,
sit—or, walk around and monitor—while your students are reading
or listening individually). So what was I supposed to do? Sitting and
walking at the same time? :) Evidently, the positioning of the teacher
is really important, but it could serve a better purpose if they just
gave me the opportunity to experiment with my positioning in re-
lation to the class and self-reflect, rather than give a straightforward
remark. My conclusion is as follows: people need time to digest such
remarks, reflect on them... No rather I would get the trainees to work
out for themselves if their positioning is right for the given circum-
stances and, eventually, work out their own action plan. I guess this
is what scaffolding is about. As you mentioned in one of the videos -
if there is too much info given, students are not motivated to learn.
The same works for teachers as well.
Comments and responses
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John: Marta, Working things out for themselves—which you men-
tion in your conclusion—is central, both for us as teachers and us
and our students as language learners.
I quote Whitman in my new book who says what we are saying in
this way:
Walt Whitman in Leaves of Grass (1855):
I tramp a perpetual journey, (come listen all!).
I lead no man to a dinner-table, library, exchange,
But each man and each woman of you I lead upon a knoll,
My left hand hooking you round the waist,
My right hand pointing to landscapes of continents and
The public road.
Not I, not any one else can travel that road for you.
You must travel it for yourself.
Note to readers: As you continue reading and taking your notes, try to
circle jargon you use and then write a description of what actually you
saw or experienced to substitute for the bits of jargon you use such as
“scaffolding”.
Maria: Experiment and self-reflect, and have a chance to talk it
through with someone who knows how to listen - I love that. That
resonates with me 100 percent!
Editor Note: to wrap up this segment, we would like to share John’s gen-
eral comments on participant partner tasks
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“The pair work comments I think show the value of peer analysis
that Heather Thomas writes about2. I have noticed sometimes that
when I join two teachers analyzing a transcript they talk less than
when I am not present. The recordings of the conversations with me
and without me always show more sophisticated talk when I am ab-
sent.”
I am very refreshed by the fact that
1. The comments about transcribing are honest/candid/open.
2. They are short.
3. They are insightful and mostly descriptive rather than judgmental.
The issue of judgments is complex. When we say "I talked too much."
we are making a judgment. If we say "I said 300 words and the stu-
dents said 30 words" we are being descriptive.
The more we move to description the more we are likely to notice
about what we are doing in more specific ways.
Cheers. John”
Eva to John: “Yes, you are right! Instead of "I talked too much" I
would say this: I recorded my class for 5 minutes and I counted the
words I said - (140 words), and my student 72 words.”
Question to readers: What else did you notice about the comments and
responses teachers shared in this part?
In the following chapter the theme will be ‘Comparing what is said and
heard’. If you already created some transcripts of your own lesson(s), you
will need them again.
2. https://docs.google.com/document/d/1o98uAJHq7zfjYbEw0aXp2XlvsnfpG8nzoBY-
Cfvhh85U/edit
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Chapter 4: Comparing what is said and
heard
EDITORIAL NOTE
In this segment, the main theme is ‘Comparing what is said and heard’,
and the benefits of transcribing your teaching experience. How do you
know your students understand what you say? Do your teaching beliefs
match your practice? To consider those questions, the participants discuss
2 lesson transcripts (cs&h 1 and 2) and watch one video clip. We invite
you to join them.
Task to readers: Before you read on, please read the tasks and respond to
them reflecting on your own context.
Task to do alone
Read and re-read transcripts cs & h 1 and 2 (Appendix) and write
down at least two lessons you learned about listening from these tran-
scripts of recordings in classes.
Watch Video 16 Transcribing and write down at least two lessons you
learned about listening that are similar to or different from the lessons
you learned from reading and re-reading transcripts cs & h 1 and 2.
Link to video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_contin-
ue=44&v=ABhu3PDk0xk
Liew Loon Teik
Based on cs&h1 and cs&h2, some pupils were fixated on getting cer-
tain words correct and were most probably left guessing what they
meant, which hindered them from listening to the latter part of the
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sentences. On the other hand, several pupils managed to obtain the
gist of what was being said by highlighting the keywords of the sen-
tence. Throughout this process of reproducing sentences uttered by
the teacher through gist, several grammatical components such as
prepositions and determiners might be absent from the answers. Be-
sides, certain words which were unfamiliar or unknown to them
might be omitted or written as how they sounded by the pupils. For
instance, pupil no.7 from cs&h2 displayed a high consistency in de-
coding for all the statements despite having trouble with spelling. In
my opinion, there is a possibility that he had used those words which
were spelled wrong in his interaction instead of encountering it visu-
ally in written form.
In my opinion, both teachers in cs&h1 and 2 could continue to in-
corporate and emphasise an immersive style of teaching the Eng-
lish language. In an immersive lesson context, pupils would be more
confident and willing to make mistakes. The initial disregard of the
teacher toward mistakes made by the pupils can be overcome as
pupils will become more aware of the function and use of grammati-
cal components through familiarisation.
Based on Video 16 - Transcribing, it is evident that the pupils were
in a relaxed state when transcribing as mistakes were approached in
a reflective manner. In Mr. John Fanselow’s lesson, the pupils were
allowed to repeat the audio as many times as they wanted in order
for the processing of language to occur, thus disregarding the need
for perfect transcription in their first attempt. Precisely, this repeti-
tive process of Listen-Pause-Think-Write enabled the pupils to be au-
tonomous learners as they controlled their pace of learning.
As I reflect on the potentials of transcribing in elevating my pupils’
English competency, I am particularly fond of Mr. John’s suggestion
of using multiple-choice questions (MCQs). Personally, I would in-
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troduce MCQs as a form of supplementary activity to enhance my
pupils’ language processing abilities after they have been exposed to
transcribing activities. Indeed, MCQs which have good distractors
would require my pupils to be more certain in order to discriminate
choices and finally, discover the right answer.
Comments:
John:
Dear Liew Loon Teik, I would like you to reconsider your comments
about CS & h 1 and 2. Why? Well, because in CS & h 1, the students
had heard these sentences from their English teacher in 10 separate
classes. During the two weeks of class they did not learn the word or-
der nor the use of are versus is nor the use of to. They had been study-
ing English in Junior and Senior high school. They were now tak-
ing English 4 hours a day. Yet they still did not know a fundamental
structure of English nor as I said one of the most fundamental dis-
tinctions in English—is versus are. If after 6 and 1/2 years they did
not master these items, I do not think they will master them unless
the teachers they have teach them by having them use them correctly,
writing them, making substitutions—“These are two words I do not
understand.”
Re gist, I think “gist” is as dangerous a word as “key”. Why? I would
like you to think about this claim I just wrote.
To me ‘are’ is a word that is as important as ‘understand’ and ‘word’
versus ‘words’ is also crucial. Structural words are ignored when we
teach vocabulary and that is one of the many reasons I think teaching
vocabulary is a waste of time. We need to teach language which is
structural words, sentence patterns and experiential words both in
spoken and written form.
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In the second transcript again we see that students with 6 and 1/
2 years of English do not know the difference between ‘we're’ and
‘where’ and mean versus means and ‘we going’ versus ‘we are going’
or ‘we're going’. There is no evidence to suggest that they will master
these basics unless they are taught and used over and over. They did
not learn them in 6 and 1/2 years. They will not learn them in anoth-
er 6 years on their own.
They are not listening for meaning because they do not have enough
patterns in their mind to recognize patterns so they write a few
words they think they recognize but make no sense as they write
them.
Remember the students could listen to the recording as many times
as they wanted. And some played the recording at least a few times
but since the patterns and meanings were not in their head they
could not understand them. Don't believe what I say.
Re the students would be more confident in making mistakes in an
immersion program, in fact they were in an immersion program.
There is no evidence that they were worried about making mistakes.
But one problem is they did not know they were making mistakes!
That could be a reason that they were not worried.
We underestimate the capability of our students; we do not require
enough. They are capable of much more than we think if we set the
correct tasks for them.
Re Video 16, multiple choice questions can be useful depending on
what we mean by them. I remind students of yes/no questions, ei-
ther/or questions and question-word questions relating to the text,
relating the text to their experience, “were you a strange child?”
and questions that require inference—”Was Botchan a troublesome
child?” Enabling students to understand new words by comparing
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them to words they already know such as ‘difficult’ expands their
range of vocabulary without defining words which as I often say is
detrimental to learning.
Liew Loon Teik to John:
Oh, dear. My bad, Mr. John. Due to the lack of background infor-
mation, I made those comments on the assumption that the subjects
were young learners/beginners in the English language. Based on the
latest update which you have given concerning the students, I believe
it would be more effective for the teacher to teach grammar in con-
text in order for them to contextualise the meaning of the different
grammatical structures. Presenting grammatical structures in isola-
tion might seem to be a viable option at first, but since they had un-
dergone both Junior and Senior high schools and have yet to repro-
duce them correctly, the approach of grammar could best be taught
and used in a meaningful and personalized context in order for them
to be internalised. Based on these transcriptions, what the teacher
could possibly do is to extensively incorporate specific target gram-
mar items into reading, listening and writing activities to help rein-
force students’ understanding of their usage.
With regards to the word ‘gist’ which you equated to ‘key’, I believe
you were trying to highlight that by understanding the gist, the stu-
dent is being restricted to understanding a particular portion of the
statement instead of grasping the sentence verbatim as how a key
would normally be able to unlock a specific padlock only. Conse-
quently, this outcome would limit the student’s ability in reproduc-
ing the target grammar in different contexts accurately. However, if
the student is able to understand the principles of the language be-
forehand, it would seem that the student holds the ‘master key’ to
comprehending the sentences verbatim regardless of its context.
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Thank you, Mr. John, for reiterating that as a reflective teacher, I
should get rid of preconceived notions of my pupils, of assuming
what they could and cannot do before even trying to understand the
situation or ascertaining the problem which they are facing. When
you mentioned “We underestimate the capability of our students;
we do not require enough. They are capable of much, more than
we think if we set the correct tasks for them”, this reminded me of
Stephen Krashen’s input hypothesis (i+1) which underlines learners
progress in their knowledge of the language when they comprehend
language input that is slightly more advanced than their current lev-
el.
John: First, Liew Loon Teik, there is no "My bad" in reflective teach-
ing. There is a "My always ready to re interpret the data over and over
from many perspectives". I have shared cs & h 1 and 2 with hundreds
of teachers. All, all, assume that the students are beginners. None can
believe that they are studying to enter a degree program and have
been in English classes for 6 years and are now in an intensive pro-
gram.
All over the world students are pretending to show understanding
and therefore the teachers move on from were vs. was to more com-
plex tenses and patterns. They give multiple choice tests or fill in the
blanks and when the students get some of the choices correct or fill
in some of the blanks correctly they think their students have mas-
tered different forms of verbs or structural words and sentence pat-
terns.
Let the data speak! Have them transcribe recordings. These show
what test results obscure. Forget tests and quizzes and exams.
Your metaphors about locks and keys, etc. are very vivid and power-
ful.
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Liew Loon Teik:
Thank you, Mr. Fanselow. I really felt encouraged when you enlight-
ened me with how a reflective teacher ought to respond to misin-
terpretation and never cease to approach the situation with an open
mind.
I have yet to incorporate transcribing activities in my classroom and
I plan to do so in my upcoming lessons. My English lessons are nor-
mally prepared in such a way that at least two skills would be given
emphasis. Namely, these two skills comprise of a focused skill and a
complementary skill for each day. The closest experience my pupils
ever had in regards to transcribing would be to complete the lyrics of
a song through listening.
Your approach of reflecting on transcriptions and requiring pupils to
transcribe have impressed upon me the idea of coming up with my
own text with minimal pairs and alternatively, include minimal pairs
which would ultimately determine my pupils' understanding of the
words in context.
Questions to readers: how do you understand John’s note that ‘there is
no "My bad" in reflective teaching’? In what way does the conversation
above reflect that belief ?
Olena, on Transcript cs & h 1
1. One of the most important lessons for me was the fact that teach-
ers make a lot of assumptions about what students know or should
know. Both transcripts clearly show that the fact that students recog-
nize the words in written texts or can produce them does not mean
that they can easily recognize them in a stream of speech. Both tran-
scripts illustrate how students tend to process the language word by
word and how they need to be made aware of how to apply their
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grammar and contextual knowledge to decode and process the mes-
sage.
2. Another important lesson that I learnt is that quite often language
teachers and students seem to be content with superficial processing.
It was of course impossible to arrive at this conclusion just based on
the transcripts, but I was trying to assess the transcripts and see how
similar situations unfold in my own practice. Students seem to be
focusing on key words (e.g. hotel, jeans, dress) instead of processing
language in chunks and seeing the relationships between ideas. So,
in my opinion, helping the students to process even simple messages




John: YES, YES, YES, but textbooks focus on words and so it is not
a surprise that teachers do also. However as you say language is not
words but phrases, clauses, chunks-words with experiential mean-
ing—visit, trip, meet, etc.- and structural words—at, the, an, was,
he,—all of which fit on one piece of A4 paper. We need to teach lan-
guage, not words or grammar.
Questions to readers: how do you understand the idea behind John’s
words ‘We need to teach language, not words or grammar’? In what
way(s) are the course books and materials you are using in your lessons
to help students learn the language? (and how can they help even
more?)
Tatyana: on Transcript cs & h 1
In my comment to this transcript, I can only say: Do not assume:)
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It's so clearly seen here the huge gap between the language level of
students and the level of teacher's speech. It seems the teacher was
not aware of these students' level. Perhaps the teacher saw this group
for the first time and assumed they would understand his/her natur-
al speech.
This transcript reminded me of my case when I had to conduct an
introductory lesson to a beginner group. I just walked into the class-
room, said hello and addressed the audience with the welcoming
speech in English which was interrupted by one of the students who
stood up and said in Russian, "It seems I have been placed in the
wrong group." I immediately had to switch to Russian to set her and
the rest of the group at ease. :) Naturally, when you are teaching a
multinational group you can't switch to a mother tongue. So the on-
ly way out is to use pictures and very simple words. As for the body
language, it's not always safe to use it as it might be interpreted dif-
ferently by people of different nationalities.
Comments:
John:
Tatyana, I think that in all the transcripts, there is a huge gap be-
tween the language of the teachers and the language of the students.
If we were to drop from a parachute into almost any classroom in
the world we would find the same gap. The fact that teachers are un-
aware of this gap is of course a huge problem. The fact that in teacher
preparation programs and in methods books this gap is not a central
concern is quite distressing.
Tatyana: John, It is truly so. It's not easy to adjust your language to
the language level of your beginner or elementary students. I think
the best way to practice this skill is to try to teach children.
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Question to readers: Discuss where there are gaps between the language
of the teacher/student in other transcripts, in cs & h 1 "Keywords/
Brainstorm", and in the transcripts of your own classes?
Tatyana: Solo Task 1, Transcript cs & h 2 "Field Trip"
First of all I need to say that I was impressed! Wow! :))
I couldn't have even imagined the extent to which we, teachers, need
to be sensitive to our students' language levels, especially when we at-
tempt to go beyond our routine classroom language.
This episode vividly reminded me of myself being a schoolgirl and
struggling with English and how stressful it can be to not understand
the important information that a teacher is saying. I particularly re-
member one case when our English teacher was dictating a text to us
and we couldn't make out the words like "two" or "too" or "to". Nat-
urally, our level of English was not enough to let us understand the
meaning of the text and all we could do was to focus on separate
words in an attempt to accidentally get them right.
But back to the transcript:) The lessons I learnt from the transcript:
1. It's a good idea to use very simple words and sentences when you
give students important information. It seems that the teacher tried
to do just that but it didn't turn out to be enough as some simple
words like "presentation" or "code" were misunderstood or misinter-
preted while students had no problem with understanding presum-
ably well-practiced phrases and structures like "we are going to" and
"you have to make a good presentation".
2. To avoid such misunderstanding, asking students Concept Check-
ing Questions (CCQs) could be a good way out to see how much
students were able to understand. I use these questions from time
to time. Certainly, CCQs aren't a panacea and there is always some
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danger of overdoing them. To avoid the latter, it could be beneficial
to only use CCQs to check understanding of some potentially chal-
lenging words (like "continental" or "dress code") or some instruc-
tions and ideas that should be clearly understood by the students
(e.g. when they are departing, what they need to do). This might help
to avoid confusion like the one that the word "presentation" caused
in the dialogue.
3. And certainly, it could be a good idea to encourage students to ask
you questions about your message.
Comments:
Jane: I think your first point is really important. And the personal
anecdote you shared is really telling. "Naturally, our level of English
was not enough to let us understand the meaning of the text and all
we could do was to focus on separate words in an attempt to acci-
dentally get them right." <—This sentence really stood out for me.
It seems like in this transcript the teacher is speaking above the level
of several students, leaving them to struggle like that. The teacher is
probably also unaware of the struggle until they see the transcripts.
Asking students to write down the instructions was a great way to
find out what they heard and understood. I wonder what changes the
teacher will make when they give instructions in the future.
Eva: I agree with you Tatyana! We teachers often say more than we
should and confuse the students. Using short and clear sentences and
instructions is a must!
Questions to readers: have you ever had a situation when you misun-
derstood a teacher of a foreign language? How did you feel at that mo-
ment? What can you learn from looking back at it now?
Jane, Task 1
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cs&h1: It seems clear that the students who are writing these in-
structions have problems both listening and spelling. I had trouble
figuring out what the sentences might have been, but here are my
thoughts.
Sentence 1 might be “two keywords are very easy to understand”.
It seems like the students did understand the keywords: key, words,
easy, understand. But the way they put it back together again made it
difficult to understand what they’re hearing.
Sentence 2 is probably “We are going to brainstorm. Brainstorm
means...” It is possible the students think they are going to a place,
given the capital letters.
Lessons learned:
1. Don’t assume students know what you are saying.
2. Asking students to write down instructions/classroom language in
words (or symbols) can give insight into how they hear those things.
cs&h2: This is what I see in my imagination. The teacher is speaking
slowly and clearly to a group of students who are all focused intently
on her. They are smiling and nodding. At the end, she asks, “Do you
understand?” / “Any questions?” and the students all respond with
more smiles and nods. As soon as she left the room/turned her back,
students who share the same home language confer about what she
might have said. The following Wednesday, all the students turn up
at 9 o’clock. They have all dressed appropriately. They are holding pa-
pers nervously in sweaty hands. One timidly raises his hand and asks
when he has to give his presentation. And finally, the penny drops.
Additional Lessons:
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1. It’s not always safe to rely on nonverbal cues to gauge student
understanding, even writing is not foolproof. Maybe next time, try
splitting them into groups and have each group draw a picture for
two of the instructions.
2. The kinds of mistakes students make when writing down direc-
tions can help a teacher to see what they need to work on. For in-
stance, these students might need more work on idiomatic language,
or collocations that they don’t hear very often.
Comments:
John: Students play understanding all the time and so as you say
gauging understanding on gestures or facial expressions is really use-
less.
Jane: John, Yes, I have noticed similar things with my own students.
And come to think of it, I do it in my L2, too.
Katka: Jane, I really enjoyed the lessons you learned by reading the
transcripts. In #1 I also see a reminder of how hard it is to 'get' some-
thing from the first attempt, and how important it is to help stu-
dents be patient and experiment with the language (even and espe-
cially when we teachers assume they 'know' something, or when we
think something we say is 'easy') As for #2, agree about our teacher
learning from their mistakes. Also, about common names, and being
ready for certain input in listening (how familiar are they with the
area they are traveling to, for example?)
Jane: Katka, That's a really good point about students needing mul-
tiple attempts to hear something - even something the teacher knows
they know. There are features of spoken language that a teacher
might not remember in the moment of giving instructions, like re-
duced sounds and word blending. Could you say more about what
you mean by "experiment with the language"?
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Katka: Jane, I meant trying to work out the meaning by writing, re-
writing, self-editing, adding ideas, spelling words in a different way,
etc. Have just looked back at #1 and see that the sentence about '2
key words' is written by different students, not one? Might be refer-
ring to Video 16 then, where we can see a close up of what the ladies
were writing. Thank you for helping me be more specific in what I
am trying to say!
Jane: Katka, thanks for explaining more. I watched that video, and
that was one of my takeaways, too. The ladies could listen as many
times as they wanted. And in the video John said he was transcribing
as well to prevent himself from taking over the controls. I like that he
let the students decide when they were ready to move on once they
got used to the activity. I think it would be tempting to monitor and
tell students to move on when the TEACHER sees that they don't
have any mistakes, but it is more important for the STUDENTS to
feel that they are ready.
Questions to readers: Do your students have a chance to ‘experiment
with the language’ (or the subject you are teaching?) In what way(s)
might this be helpful for their learning?
Eva
I re-read all the comments many times and it seemed that I had it all
stored in my head but I was not aware of it.
• give students more time to prepare / silent thinking is
important / I don't know why I was always rushing to get
an answer from the students!
• record your teaching from time to time: do not judge it
but try to improve it!
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• we - teachers make a lot of assumptions of what our stu-
dents know or should know - record their pair work and
find out more about it.
Comments:
Marta: Good points! Thinking time is crucial, given that in an ESL
class a person is struggling with both what to say and how to say
John: Eva, the only point I would like to make is that using the word
‘improve’ can be dangerous. You might ask me why I say this or you
might write a couple of reasons why I say that using ‘improve can be
dangerous.
Eva: Why?
Jane: Maybe because "improve" is a judgment?
Olena: Or because if we say that we want to improve something, it
is implied that the current state is somehow inferior/subpar. Anoth-
er reason may be the fact that we never know where the changes we
make may lead us and our students. The same change can have very
different effects on different people.
John: Yes, yes and yes again re the danger of the word ‘improve’.
Questions to readers: what do you think about using the word ‘improve’
in the context of (your) teacher development and growth?
In the following chapter you can read three conversations ‘popping out’
of the assignments discussed here. Can you guess the topics they revolved
around?
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Chapter 5: Pop-up Discussions
EDITORS' NOTE
The following posts popped up from the teacher participants’ reflections
while working on the
‘Comparing what is said and heard’ written assignments. Participants
and John discuss and reflect on such topics as Motivation, Self-Criticism
and Appreciation, and CCQs. Who do you agree with?
Marta: As John suggested, I started watching Video 16, but at a cer-
tain point I paused and decided to watch Videos 1 to 16. My ap-
proach worked for me as I got a deeper insight into what John was
talking about concerning listening and reflecting on your learners'
learning.
I will start from the main lesson:
As teachers, we have to make sure that learning (not only teaching) is
happening. Certainly, the transcript produced by the students them-
selves could work as evidence demonstrating what is really going on
in learners' heads. Additionally, repeated exposure to language struc-
tures in the 'Listen-Think-Write' activity will certainly do a lot of
good. Namely, students can see their own progress and, who knows,
maybe, one day they 'won't need a teacher' :)
Besides, by doing the listening activity with the group, John demon-
strates to the students that it is natural from the very beginning to err
and skip certain points, which will essentially boost their motivation.
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Finally, the classroom is relaxed, everyone has a 'no rush' mood, do-
ing things at their own pace, which could be praised as a good way of
facilitating self-discovery.
Comments and responses
John: M, WOW! You watched all 16?
At some point view some with a few of your students and have them
write comments in general and then ask to what extent the students
and teachers illustrate ways that they can learn on their own which is
one of the purposes of the videos.
You say that having the students see that missing items and then
making changes can boost their motivation.
Motivation is one of the most frequent words in all conversations
about teaching. And when I look at titles of presentations at confer-
ences, at least one third of the titles contain the word "motivation". I
do not think I use the word once in any of my books—doing a fact
check would be difficult—but at least I used it rarely.
I think it is a dangerous word. During class you can ask me why if
this is puzzling to you. In the meantime consider how such a word
so frequently use by teachers and school principals and other people
who talk about students can be dangerous.
Questions to readers: why do you think ‘Motivation’ can be a dangerous
word? How can it also be a helpful concept?
Jane: "As teachers, we have to make sure that learning (not only
teaching) is happening." This resonates with me, mostly because it's
something that is so easy to forget when I get caught up in a lesson
plan!
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Eva: Jane, Great point! I have been thinking a lot about it. Teach-
ing—Learning—Thinking—Observing—Feeling—-Exploring ....
so many things are going on. I want students to be comfortable and
relaxed. Then learning will happen.
John: Jane and Eva, what resonates is important and not getting
caught up in a lesson plan is important. Write one or two ways to not
get caught up in your plans and ensure learning is happening.
Task to readers: as John asks above, write down one or two ways to not
get caught up in your [lesson] plans and ensure learning is happening.
Jane: John, I guess one way is to not plan lessons at all! In that case,
the teacher would "just" have to focus on what students’ needs are
and what they bring to class.
Optional task to readers: if you have time, watch all the 16 videos and
see in what way you agree with M, and where you see things differently.
William: For the solo task, I looked again at my own notes from the
original transcripts sent before the first online meeting, and decided
I ought to reconsider my approach – perhaps, like Liudmyla, I have
a tendency to reflect on my own teaching in a critical way. Self-crit-
icism can be useful at times, but I am starting to see how it needs to
be balanced against an appreciation of our own beliefs about teach-
ing and how these underline what we do in the classroom. I think
this may be in line with the types of realizations Heather Thomas de-
scribes in her paper.
This week, in order to apply what I am learning, I recorded parts
of two of my own Listening and Speaking classes. In the sections I
recorded, I deliberately restricted my own use of corrective feedback
and let the learners speak freely as much as possible. I was using the
think-pair-share technique, and had asked the learners to consider
questions in which target vocabulary was ‘embedded’, so the aim was
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to get the learners to understand and use those target words in con-
text.
The target vocabulary had been introduced in the previous lesson,
and many of the learners had since practiced it via a Quizlet I had
created and provided to them as a homework task, but on analyzing
the transcripts I could see that I had perhaps covered the terms rather
than having taught them. I won’t reproduce the transcripts here, but
I could see that in many cases the learners were, one might say, ‘talk-
ing around the words’ rather than using them in a way that showed
real mastery and ability to apply them. The thing is, I didn’t really
notice this at the time – their responses were mostly fluent (although
there were lots of incidental grammar mistakes).
I definitely need to revisit these terms in the next class, and probably
the one after that, and will need to employ retrieval practice tech-
niques rather than assuming the learners ‘know’ these terms when
they hear them in different contexts.
Comments and responses
John:
William, though teaching vocabulary is for most people one of our
central tasks and there are loads of books about how to teach vocab-
ulary I think teaching vocabulary is detrimental to learning.
The students did not use the words you taught or introduced because
we do not use words we use language, we communicate meaning.
Michael West wrote the first graded readers. At the end of each page
he had a note "You have now read X new words." But the words were
in context.
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Once upon a time there were three little bears, they ate honey and
slept a lot, etc.
He did not teach ‘honey’—he had a sketch of a honey pot. He did
not teach ‘slept’ but had a sketch of the three bears sleeping.
Sometimes he had questions such as ‘What did the three bears eat?
Did the three bears eat honey or apples? Did they sleep a lot or a lit-
tle? Do you like honey? Do you eat honey every day?’ etc.
There was no teaching, only learning and all controlled so that the
grammar mistakes your students made—and all students in the
world make because we try to have them use words we teach were few
and far between.
Re the responses being fluent though there were a lot of mistakes,
if you look up fluent I think there will be a comment that fluency
includes accuracy. I know that in our field there is a big distinction
made between fluency and accuracy. I do not buy this.
But as I said do not believe anything I say—explore! Investigate!
Question! See ya soon.
William:
Thanks so much for your reply John. I will take your opinion into ac-
count when deciding how to proceed with this class. Your reply re-
minded me of something that might be important for my learners
- I've been asking them to listen to media such as news broadcasts
and consider how much they already understand on the first listen-
ing, and what they can do to improve their comprehension. Many
of them, in the first instance, said they tried to write down the 'key
words' - I guess this was something taught by previous teachers or
in previous classes. None of the students who did this said it really
helped.
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One other note - there are situations where we 'have' to teach vocab-
ulary if, for example, it's in the test (and I'm against having to 'teach
to the test' but have to work with the parameters set by my employ-
ers, as most of us do). In cases like this - and this is a question for
everyone - what approaches can a teacher use? Just to clarify - I'm
talking about situations where you know the learners will be asked
directly to, for example, match terms to their definitions (which
proves nothing, but I'm forced to use this test).
Question to readers: before reading John’s response, answer the question
from the participant. What approaches to teaching new vocabulary can
teachers use?
John: Dear William,
If you ask your students to listen to media such as news broadcasts,
have them try to find broadcasts that have subtitles. Also have them
listen to only 1 or 2 minutes over and over again rather than say 5
minutes one time. The news broadcasts have way too many words
and structures that they have not mastered so all they can do is pick
up a few words and from doing this they learn nothing and usually
feel discouraged.
I am pleased to hear that though they tried to write down so called
key words this was of no help. I have been urging teachers to forget
the idea of key words for many years. In video 11, students miss the
words not and rather. The teacher had previously focused on words
like internet, military and other so called key words. But the words
not and rather were ones that students missed and so got the mean-
ing completely wrong. Have a look at video 11.
Re matching definitions and words, if you have students read pas-
sages with the words and manipulate them, they will be able to
match definitions and words without your defining them. In pas-
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sages the words are in context and they get the meaning not only
from the words that they have to match but from the other words
both structural ones like ‘is,’ ‘to,’ ‘and,’ and experiential words like
‘golf,’ ‘apple,’ etc.
So you can use the test and still provide your students with a range
of ways of mastering vocabulary other than just matching definitions
and words which requires only memory, not prediction or focus on
meaning
Editorial Note
The topic of CCQs came up in a previous discussion (Chapter 4) and
John asked the group to explore it some more. You can read that explo-
ration below.
John: CCQs are new to me so please write a few examples related to
one of the transcripts. I discuss different types of questions in Small
Changes, my new book, such as fact, inference, experiential, yes/no,
either/ and question word. And then I provide many examples using
the same reading passage.
So I am very keen on the value of giving labels to questions but we
need examples to illustrate what the labels mean. Thanks for intro-
ducing me and perhaps others to a new way to group questions.
Tatyana: Jane, I liked the idea of asking students to write down what
they've understood, however, it might look rather unnatural and far-
fetched, especially when the students are on the immersion course in
the country of the target language. I can even imagine a teacher or a
group leader keep asking students to do something to check their un-
derstanding when all communication is done in the target language
and the chief purpose of the immersion course is to let the students
get the experience of what it feels like to be in the natural language
environment.
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Tatyana: Eva And it requires a lot of skill and practice! :))
Eva: Tatyana I agree! ?
Tatyana: John, I was first introduced to CCQs by my English
teacher at a college in London. I was in the group of English lan-
guage learners (not teachers of English), but our teacher taught us,
the learners, the technique that teachers are usually taught. And I
should say it was very useful. Later on, when I was doing my CELTA
course I realised where my teacher had taken this technique from.
Concept Checking Questions are an umbrella term, I think, to all
the different types of questions you have mentioned. The target of
the questions is just that: to check understanding of concepts and
ideas being discussed. That is why these questions should be yes or
no questions, thus clearly indicating what students really understood
and what they didn't. Usually you need to ask no more than 2 or 3
questions for you to see if you were successful in putting your mes-
sage across.
The example:
You may be speaking about wildlife and say something like this:
"Not all predators are animals."
You assume that your learners may not know the word "predator".
You can elicit the meaning of it from the students or give quick ex-
planation like 'A predator is an animal who eats other animals" and
then you can ask a couple of CCQs:
- Is a crocodile a predator?
- Is a chicken a predator?
- Is a lion a predator?
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If you got all correct answers you can be sure your students now un-
derstand what a predator is and you can continue with your story.
Naturally, CCQs must be relevant to the students' language level.
Questions to readers: Has this explanation of the term ‘CCQ’ been the
same as you have heard/read about? What ideas does/might it add to
your teaching practice or style? What question(s) to the author of the
post are you left with?
Jane: Tatyana, I think the language classroom is THE PLACE for
unnatural use of language. The playground and practice field of lan-
guage users. :)
William: Hi Tatyana and everyone else. I've been reading and re-
reading the posts on here for this week’s solo task. I was also intro-
duced to CCQs when I did the CELTA.
They can be useful at times, but in the past I've had the feeling that
many students were able to respond to a CCQ in the way I might
be hoping for, but they still didn't really understand the concept, and
that has led to problems later on in the lesson. Like you say, they're
not a panacea and need to be appropriate to the group. They're also
potentially subjective and might generate a few of those 'rabbit holes'
we teachers tend to find ourselves in (if you're a worm, a chicken is a
predator, as I can imagine so many smart Alec/Alexis nine year olds
saying :) ).
John: CCQs, like all jargon, have to be explored. When people claim
that when teachers use CCQs it will assure understanding or learn-
ing or whatever, we are deluded to think that A causes B.
Now in some ailments in medicine some ‘A’s cause ‘B’s. If you have a
headache and take an aspirin, the headache might go away. But most
aliments are not so easily dealt with just as learning is not going to
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take place if we just say, Do X." We need to do x, y, and z at the min-
imum.
As Tatyana says, CCQs can be useful at times but we have to look at
the interaction in the recordings and our transcripts.
So many thoughtful comments. Thank you for sharing and teaching
me and others.
Tatyana: William, Your last example of how smart and inventive
kids (and young adults) can be made me laugh as I recalled so many
truly ingenious answers I received from my learners to seemingly
straightforward and simple questions! :))) And this alone makes
teaching younger learners so much fun! :)))
Tatyana: Jane, So true. But isn't it our goal to bring the classroom
conversation closer to the real world as we and our students go up
the language levels?
Question to readers: How do you understand her question about the
goal of the reflective conversations for teacher professional development?
Jane: Tatyana, I don't know... I think it's outside of my experience as
a teacher! :) As a language learner, I am quite comfortable with class-
room language being patterns and drills and questions and answers
and writing down instructions and all the classroom stuff that doesn't
mirror the life outside my door /because/ I know that if I learn all
that stuff, I'll be better able to understand what is going on outside,
and better able to hear how people use that language in daily life.
Tatyana: Jane, As a language learner I'm comfortable with that my-
self too. I kind of differentiate between the classroom and the real
world. But we are teachers of languages and seasoned language learn-
ers, we can see the constraints, challenges and purposes of the two
worlds. However, not every language learner understands the differ-
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ence and when they find themselves in the real world situations they
complain that the teacher hasn't taught them anything. :(
Jane: Tatyana, you're right. :( What a conundrum.
Questions to readers: What is your key learning/insight from this chap-
ter? What would you like to explore/read more about? What ideas
would you like to try out with your students or colleagues in the nearest
future?
In the following chapter you will read an article ‘Transcripts for Reflec-
tive Teaching’ by Heather Thomas about the practice of regularly reflect-
ing on teachers’ classes.
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Chapter 6: Heather
EDITORIAL NOTE
The central theme for this segment is an article ‘Transcripts for Reflec-
tive Teaching’ by Heather Thomas about the practice of reflecting on
teachers’ classes. The discussions about the article, its content and mes-
sage were very rich. Readers may prefer to start off by taking their own
notes from the article and then compare/contrast the reflections with
those of the course participants. The other way round could be no less in-
sightful: start by reading the responses from the teachers on the course
and get curious what made them think so.
Task to readers: read the article by Heather Thomas and write down
any lessons you learned about transcribing. Keep in mind that she said
the lines in a speech and you have the advantage or seeing what she said
aloud.
Transcripts for Reflective Teaching by Heather Thomas,
International Pacific College
This paper reports some of the observations of a group
of tertiary language and content teachers who met reg-
ularly to reflect on short transcripts from their classes.
The transcripts were a springboard for discussion on class-
room techniques, class dynamics and student learning.
As a starting point, they used Contrasting Conversations
(Fanselow, 1992), which advocates a non-judgmental ap-




Contrasting Conversations aims to be a kaleidoscope, rearranging
teacher perceptions of classroom experiences into fresh patterns.
These are the sorts of mental realignments experienced, in another
context, through reading Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain
(Edwards, 1993). After two chapters, I was able to draw. In those
chapters I learned that people cannot draw because they do not really
see. I learned techniques for freeing the mind from false preconcep-
tions of how things look. Mental images of trees, for example, can
prevent us from seeing the particular characteristics of an actual tree.
The solution is to draw the empty space around the tree. We are able
to see this as it really is, to draw it, and by extension, to draw the tree.
I was enabled to see, and therefore to draw. Similarly, unhelpful pre-
conceptions about teaching might cloud our perspectives. If we are
freed from these preconceptions, we are enabled to see, and therefore
to teach in new ways.
I was part of a small group of language teachers that met regularly
over the course of a year to consider short class transcripts through
the lenses offered in Contrasting Conversations, and under the guid-
ance of its author. Following this, some of us became facilitators, en-
couraging other small groups of staff to try the procedure. I had col-
laborated over the years with subject specialist teachers in writing
and teaching content-based college papers and was therefore inter-
ested in finding a mutually comprehensible meta-language for dis-
cussing classroom interactions. As an educator of ESOL teachers in
Certificate, Diploma and degree programmes, I was also interested
in trying these techniques in observation follow-up discussions. If
teacher trainees are equipped with a ‘toolkit’ that includes reflectivi-
ty, they can continue to learn from their experience (Gray, 2000), to
ask why things are done as well as how to do them, and to engage
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Our procedure was to tape our classes, transcribe one- or two-minute
segments of interactions, and meet with our peers to consider this
data. Memory cannot capture the rich and sometimes hectic class-
room panorama. As illustrated in the tale of Rashomon, in which
four independent witnesses give differing versions of a murder, we
need the primary data of the transcript (Fanselow, 1977:17).
The process took less time than more ambitious methods such as ob-
serving or viewing videos of whole classes. A startling number of in-
teractions can occur in a short time. As one teacher put it, ...’you can
get a truckload out of two minutes’. Some other teachers, unable to
find value in a micro approach, preferred to observe or video whole
lessons. As one said, ‘I need to see the whole lesson – how it is intro-
duced, how one thing leads to another, how the objectives are met,
how it concludes, how it all hangs together’.
In hindsight, some pre-teaching on the sorts of insights that can be
gained from short transcripts might have been useful. For example,
merely by considering teacher talk, we can learn a great deal about
how teachers manage their classes, involve students in tasks, group
students, ask display or referential questions, allow wait time, re-
spond to students, orient students to lessons, check understanding,
solicit information, provide direct instruction, correct errors, pro-
vide feedback, and carry out elicitation (Nunan & Lamb, 1996).
Small group transcripts can illustrate how students negotiate mean-
ing, or how they co-construct learning. Supplementary observation
tasks (for example, Richards & Lockhart, 1994; Wajnryb, 1992)
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could provide a targeted and accessible framework, ‘...“a way in” to
discovering the classroom...’ (Wajnryb, 1992:8-9). An accessible in-
troduction to action research using transcripts, could also be of ben-
efit (for example, Tsui, 1995).
The discussions
Our discussions had three stages: classification of data into two op-
posite categories, re-classification, and consideration of different ap-
proaches to the situation shown by the transcript. For example, when
considering how to encourage students to speak more in class, we
listed data under the headings, ‘encouraging’ and’ discouraging’. We
then looked at the encouraging items to see how they could be inter-
preted as discouraging, and vice versa. Where calling on a particular
student by name had been classified as encouraging, we now reclassi-
fied this act as discouraging, because it might have increased the stu-
dent’s anxiety. Finally, the person who had provided the transcript
decided on action - to stop the practice for a week and observe any
changes. Participants had control over the data that they presented,
the decisions they made, and were responsible for how much or how
little they put into the process.
The particular discussion above took place when we were still be-
coming accustomed to the process. On the corner of my notes I have
scrawled my apparently dawning enlightenment, ‘If I’m already en-
couraging students, surely I shouldn’t try the opposite - to be dis-
couraging? Being encouraging is one of the things I do best – if any-
thing I’m too encouraging. Oops. Maybe I could try being silent’.
As we were sometimes jolted out of ritualistic behaviours, we did
question who needed this treatment and how often. For example,
surely young teachers had not yet developed harmful rituals. But,
ironically, observation and conferencing revealed that many had
done so. Especially if they had experienced very teacher-centred
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classrooms, they took teacher-centredness as a given. During our re-
flections, most of us went through phases when we were more open
to change than during others. The best advice was probably given in
the introduction to our text, that Contrasting Conversations was to
be considered a ‘cookbook’, to be dipped into as required (p. 8).
Overcoming barriers
The first reaction of participants to their tapes was often to be self-
critical. One experienced teacher, considered proficient by her col-
leagues, spoke of the first time she saw a video of herself teaching, ‘I
was devastated’, she said, ‘I was forced to confront so many aspects
of my teaching, and more, of myself. I never wanted to put myself
through that again’. However, because there were no judgements and
no plaudits in our group, there was no need to be anxious or to pos-
ture. We were able to avoid falling into the trap of turning a reflective
practice group into a showcase where ‘success is worn like an armour’
(Graves, 2002:19).
Meeting with peers rather than supervisors can have advantages. Peer
mentoring can ‘connect with teachers’ ZPDs’, allowing teachers to
adjust incrementally, as much as they are ready for, rather than being
blown away by ‘perfect’ models (Murphey, 2000). Supportive peers
can create a safe environment. The facilitator must be the first to
become vulnerable. For example, in an early meeting, I presented a
transcript showing how I tried unsuccessfully to draw a student into
conversation in English. This may have encouraged a member of the
group to bring to the next session, a transcript that illustrated a simi-
lar situation even more vividly.
Transcript 1:
Teacher: Can you give me an example?
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Student: Eh?
Teacher: Can you please give me an example?
Student: (Talks in Japanese)
Teacher: I would like the answer in English please.
Student: Ah – sorry. /ll/
Teacher: You mean s-o-r-r-y
Student: Eh?
Lecturer: The word is ‘sorry’.
Student: Ah... (Continues in Japanese)
Lecturer: No – I’d like the answer in English please.
Student: Sorry. /ll/
Teacher: Noooooo! (Both laugh).
SOME OBSERVATIONS
A sampling of the discussions in our groups included the following.
Strategic competency and fluency
Most of us used tape rather than video for pragmatic reasons, and
therefore could not observe body language. However, when we con-
sidered how this lack might be an advantage, we realised that listen-
ing to voices isolated from the larger picture of communication, in
itself actually produced insights. Several teachers commented that
they were shocked when they realised how little their students ac-
tually said. The students, it seemed, had developed strategic compe-
tence, which led to a false impression of fluency.
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The difficulty of practising target forms in ‘authentic’ ways
We often noticed that things did not turn out according to expec-
tations. Some observations showed how difficult it was to construct
‘authentic’ speaking tasks that would elicit target forms. In one class,
students completed a unit on the use of the past simple and past con-
tinuous. They listened to a model in which someone described what
they were doing when they met their best friend. The model con-
tained sentences such as, ‘I was travelling when I first saw her’; ‘I was
working in a factory when we met’. But the practice speaking activi-
ty produced few of the targeted forms, even when the teacher inter-
vened to ask questions that might have been expected to do so (Tran-
script 2). This realisation led to an interest in task design and a re-
thinking of expectations regarding authentic dialogue. Would native
speakers have produced the target forms?
Transcript 2:
Student A: I will talk about my friend in Japan.
Teacher: Is she living in Japan now?
Student A: Mmm
Teacher: Sentence (rising intonation).... .........
What were you doing when you met?
Student A: We were students.
Teacher: You were studying?
Student A: Mmm
Teacher: What was she doing when you first saw her?
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Student A: She was my friend’s friend.
When it is better to be wrong
Another example of thwarted expectations involved a study of the
transcripts of students working together in small groups to solve
problems. Sometimes these illustrated how students aim to co-con-
struct meaning according to ideal interactionist or socio-cultural
conceptualisations. But at other times, we saw how there were advan-
tages to being wrong. It avoided the loss of face, maintained class-
room harmony, and avoided transgressing against senior students or
male students. In the example below, learners are editing a passage,
and after some hesitation, accept a suggested correction even though
they seem to know it is wrong.
Transcript 3:
Student A: And the next mistake, in line 15 ’...had con-
trolled Cuba’s
paper industry’. (reading)
Student B: Fourth mistake is, ‘Saralegui had never watch-
ing’ (reading) ‘... had never watched...
Student A: mmm hmmm.
Student C: ‘She had been working...’ (reading)
Student A: Not yet - major, major’, first. WRONG
Student B: hmmm? major?
Student C: major?
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Student A: majored ...had majored
Student B: hmmm... had majored...OK.
Student A: The next one...(pause) She had been work-
ing...
CONCLUSION
There are many natural barriers to reflective practice, including anx-
iety about being judged and the difficulty of focusing on long-term
professional development in the face of short-term goals. In today’s
economic climate, there are also institutional barriers including time
pressures, short-term contracts, the part-time nature of much ESOL
teaching, and the rise and demise of language institutes. Teachers
may need to be convinced that they should willingly embrace a prac-
tice that might lead to even more uncertainty and change. Yet, stick-
ing with the process of reflection long enough to perceive its rich-
ness, will better enable us to make decisions that are thoughtful and
principled. From time to time allowing our practices to be ‘respect-
fully’ challenged through a process like that in Contrasting Conver-
sations will help to keep our teaching fresh and our vision clear.
NOTE: THE ARTICLE CAN be retrieved here1.
John: One purpose of this course is to connect teachers. With the
internet we do not need to work only with colleagues, some of whom
may not want to explore at this stage of their careers.
Participant responses and comments
1. https://ltprofessionals.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/HeatherThomas.pdf
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Tatyana: The lessons I learnt from Heather Thomas' reflections on
transcribing
1. I particularly liked how supportive and productive peer work can
be in comparison with meeting with supervisors. When you feel ac-
cepted and respected, you feel more relaxed and open for new ideas
and perspectives. You also learn not to judge neither others nor your-
self but explore and reflect more. You also become more willing to
experiment and research. You become more honest with yourself and
learn to see and notice the things that you might not be comfortable
with. It's what John said in the last webinar: "The only way we can
learn is to admit our ignorance" instead of wear "success ... like an ar-
mour".
2. I also liked the idea of one of the obstacles for implementing reflec-
tive teaching. For some reason we assume that a professional is the
one who knows all and is certain in everything in his/her specializa-
tion. Uncertainty, on the other hand, is considered to be the sign of
an apprentice, a person who hasn't yet mastered his/her profession.
This belief turns out to be one of the biggest obstacles to embracing
"a practice that might lead to even more uncertainty and change." Re-
cently, I have come to realize that I myself really need to learn to get
comfortable with the uncomfortable and to learn to take uncertain-
ty and change as a normal part of life.
Comments:
John: Living with uncertainty once we realize that there is no way
not to is quite liberating. Trying to control the uncertainty is impos-
sible yet it seems the normal thing we all try to do. Not knowing in
fact can be liberating and enables us to see what we had not previ-
ously seen. If we take a train and constantly look at the digital clock
on the train or our watch to see if the train is on time or not we can-
not look out the window and notice trees, clouds, buildings, children
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playing, etc. Or we cannot look at the clothing of the passengers and
notice some colors we enjoy or some styles we like.
Being open to possibilities is very hard if we are told we have to plan
lessons with a lot of detail. We then try to follow our plan rather than
be with our students.
Tatyana to John
As I'm going through our course I keep thinking about how hard it is
to learn to be open. Throughout our education and upbringing, we
have been mainly taught to concentrate on labelling, categorizing,
defining, judging and sorting out the whole world and our life expe-
rience into the neat compartments of our mental map of the world.
And how rarely, we have been given the opportunity to develop oth-
er skills like the skills we are learning now at our course: observing,
describing, noticing, experimenting and, in fact, playing with reality.
As for the lesson planning, I've been lucky not to have to draw up
too meticulous and highly detailed lesson plans as we are taught to
do at CELTA. I'm free to make a plan that is meaningful to me and
which serves better for my teaching purposes. However, working un-
der highly tight time constraints, I have to rush through the cur-
riculum (which I never completely fulfill, though, aiming for better
learners' results rather than curriculum fulfillment). That's why my
lessons are rather hurried and sometimes incoherent. But what has
started to worry me more is that I almost never set a clear goal for
each lesson: I usually write down what we need to do in class in order
to practice this grammar rule or in order to do these or those text-
book activities, but I almost never set a goal of what I what my stu-
dents to be able to do by the end of the lesson. So, I made a decision
to introduce a change into my lesson planning and start setting a goal
first and then try to arrange the activities so that they served the goal
most efficiently,
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Question to readers: In what way may lesson planning be helpful to stu-
dent learning, and in what way may the opposite be true?
Olena:
1. Non-judgmental approach: this is where I went wrong, particu-
larly with my own transcripts. Being trained in the CELTA tradi-
tion and having completed the Postgraduate Diploma in Language
Teaching, I’ve grown accustomed to scrutinizing my practice and
somehow this always ends with a quest for mistakes and mental self-
flagellation. I have transcribed bits of my lessons in the past, but,
mostly subconsciously, it was always to identify my mistakes and set
goals for improvement. There were moments when I found it drain-
ing and dispiriting. But from now on, I will stop asking myself: am I
a good teacher? I will try to adopt a non-judgmental approach and
describe what actually happened, trying through the transcripts to be
a (more or less) impartial observer in my own classroom.
2. I found the re-classification approach very refreshing. It shows that
some things we do in the classroom, e.g. calling on a particular stu-
dent by name, are not inherently encouraging or discouraging. This
example demonstrates, yet again, the value of experimentation in the
classroom.
Comments:
John: No need to think you went wrong. CELTA and most teacher
preparation courses are just what most think is right. We can just say
that there are alternative approaches and use the one that benefits us
and our students the most. Of course my answer is description and
analysis and experimentation rather than judgment. But my answer
is not necessarily the right answer, just another answer. Enjoy, enjoy.
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Question to readers: What stands out for you? Read the article and
select 3-4 lines/quotes that stand out for you for various reasons, and
make a note why they stand out.
Eva:
Key words: "...freeing the mind from false preconceptions of how
things look." - Why? Because things ( teaching ) look differently
when seen from another perspective, even me who was having the
class was surprised by the "other" me.
"Observation follow up discussions " - very helpful- enable us to see
and therefore to teach in new ways, we can learn from our "reflectiv-
ity"and from our experience.
"I am too encouraging. Oops! Maybe I could try being silent." - This
is what I found out about myself from my transcripts.
The most important thing I learned is - "no judgements and no plau-
dits in the teachers' group, no need to be anxious or to posture"
•There is no need for anxiety, we are not being judged. This is just
the way to improve ourselves as teachers and educators by seeing the
mirror image or having another pair of eyes in the classroom.
Comments:
John: All I can say/write is "Yes, Yes, Yes!" Pointing out that there is
no need to be anxious since we are not being judged is a crucial les-
son.
CELTA and most teacher preparation programs have a component
which requires teachers to teach a lesson and the lessons are judged.
I do not think this is productive and teacher preparation programs
that decided to drop judgments and focus on description and analy-
sis and experimentation I think would propel our field forward.
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Jane to John: That (teacher preparation programs that dropped
judgments and focused on the things you mentioned) would be rev-
olutionary.
Eva to John: Yes, yes I agree! The tutors judge teaching through all
CELTA course. I did it 6 years ago and I know the feeling. I person-
ally think that analysing and discussing the teaching would be more
productive.
Questions to readers: if you are teaching at a school, how does/could this
be applied to peer observation or developmental observation? If you are
an academic manager at a school, how can you apply some of the ideas
discussed above?
Katka: I will share some thoughts on the Transcripts for Reflective
Teaching by Heather Thomas, since I have been facilitating a group
of reflective teachers for the last 2 years or so and we have never
done any analysis/discussion of the actual classroom transcripts. I
now think we should start doing it!
I love the idea of paying close attention to 1-2 minute lesson chunks,
be it teacher talk, or teacher and student interaction, or a student-
student conversation (attempt to do a task, etc.). I am a big believer
in what she calls a micro approach, or 'zooming in' to a moment in a
lesson and trying to think about it through multiple lenses. Record-
ing (audio or video) and then transcribing offers so much depth, and
it is (seemingly) very easy to carry out.
The 'seemingly' part for me is about selecting a moment to transcribe
and reflect on: is the idea to have the whole lesson recorded? In the-
ory, I think we can learn from listening in-depth to any part of a les-
son. In practice, the choice itself would reflect our priorities, feelings,
aims, and much more.
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Finally, the idea of 'seeing an actual tree' (or a problem, issue, or
strengths of specific students) is very powerful. I will keep this
metaphor and will surely return to it.
Comments:
John: Re selecting what to analyze from a recording, one option is
just select at random. Stop the recording and transcribe 3 minutes.
Another is to select a bit that you felt was productive or not produc-
tive. But the problem with selecting is you have to watch the entire
recording which of course is time consuming.
I have found random selection just fine since from each recording
over time selecting randomly you get a complete picture of what is
going on.
Having said this, often 3 minutes of a 15 minutes segment is 3 min-
utes repeated 5 times. Or 3 minutes form a thirty minute recording
is 3 minutes repeated 10 times. Don' t take my word for it—experi-
ment.
Heather was initially skeptical about recording and transcribing but
like so many teachers she did not see that she would lose anything
and decided to give it a try.
John
Editorial Note
Later in the course, participants re-read the article and shared what
other important learning they were able to discover. Before reading on,
you may want to revisit the article once again. Or you may leave this
part for some time later and return in one week’s time, for example.
Katka: I re-read the Transcripts for Reflective Teaching by Heather
Thomas and here is what stood out for me this time:
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• saw concrete value in meeting with colleagues regularly
to reflect on short transcripts from classes taught
• confirmed that 'ordinary things [in my lesson or interac-
tions] are seen with new eyes' with the help of the partner
• realized that I can add 'discussing teacher beliefs and val-
ues' to what the author has already mentioned (classroom
techniques, class dynamics and student learning)
Reading the article this time, I paid attention to the examples of
what we can focus on when recording: teacher talk only, or small
groups of students working together. It was interesting that in the
pair task we had 2 different examples (My partner recorded her stu-
dents only, and I recorded myself talking to a student)
I can also confirm that the first reaction to my own 'recording + tran-
script' was... very self-critical. I now realize that I 'trained' myself to
be very positive to others (teachers, co-trainers, etc.) both in oral and
written feedback, but have to still learn and practice the open-mind-
ed and whole-hearted attitude to my own performance. Definitely
something to explore further in 2019. I wonder if forming a habit of
regularly self-recording and listening is a part of this process?
Other thoughts (semi-related)
I confirmed my belief and passion for systematic rigorous reflective
(post-teaching) process using the Experiential Learning Cycle (in
several specific adaptations for the ELT field, you can read more here2,
for example).
The process of recording 'catches' the experience in action, and tran-
scribing is a part of a very accurate description of what exactly hap-
2. https://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/doctoralcollege/training/eresources/teaching/theories/kolb
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pened; the analysis and generalization stages invite us to go deeper
in exploring the (possible!) reasons, the values and beliefs that may
reflect the decisions made, and then formulate an action plan to ex-
periment further (and again, record and transcribe, and reflect!).
Something that will be important for the group meetings I am going
to run in the coming school year: I am starting to see a different
meaning of 'reflective questions'. I used to prepare them before the
meeting, but now I will experiment with creating them 'in action', in
response to what colleagues are sharing.
Question/request: is there any newer reference/research in this area
you can share? I am particularly keen on the results, or evidence,
of how this reflective approach to professional development impacts
student learning, and/or teacher job satisfaction, for example? I
wonder if this kind of research has ever taken place?
John:
Katka, I do not know of any research that discusses the results of ev-
idence of how this reflective approach has an effect. But I do know
that over many years of working with teachers who have recorded
and transcribed they have expanded the range of activities they use
and their students have learned more. A group of teachers I have
worked with in Japan have seen the scores on TOEIC increase more
and more as the teachers use the kinds of activities that they generate
and I suggest in Small changes. When they just prepared their stu-
dents for TOEIC the scores did not change more.
Every situation is slightly different so even if there were articles they
would not necessarily influence your teaching.
In this course and in Small Changes and my other books and articles,
I advocate each teacher being the key in learning how alternative ac-
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tivities grow students. Read less in the journals and explore and ex-
periment more on your own with peers and students.
Re writing questions before you meet teachers–again let the teachers
share first. No need to plan but to be open to what others question
and wonder about.
Teaching is reminding people of what they already know and we can
do this only when we listen to those we are teaching and observe
what they can and cannot do and then give them a bit more infor-
mation so they can move from what they cannot do to what they can
do.
VERY GENERAL ADVICE and so not helpful. But as you read
more of what I write you will see what this means.
Question for readers: which of John’s beliefs do you see being addressed
here?
Tatyana
Without repeating what I wrote after reading this article for the first
time, I'd like to note here the idea that I noticed when I was re-read-
ing the article.
In the conclusion, Heather was speaking about "difficulty of focusing
on long-term professional development in the face of short-term
goals". The idea of setting yourself long-term professional goals made
me think about the goals I have set up for myself: which of them have
been truly long-term and how specific they have been?
Naturally, we all want to become "better teachers" but what it means
is usually left unanswered or rather obscure. And here I'm not talking
about the career path of a teacher from a teacher to a senior teacher
to a head teacher and so on. I'm talking about the teacher's profes-
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sional knowledge, competences and skills. We all know CEFR (The
Common European Framework of References for Languages) which
meticulously outlines the competencies and skills learners of a for-
eign language need to have at each particular level. However, I've
never heard of a Skills Framework for teachers. Is there a possibility
to create one? Is there a need for such a framework?
John:
I would be against developing a skills framework for teachers as I am
against the CEFR and all other developed lists of what skills should
be learned. The time spent trying to match what we do with the
framework is time wasted. We can look at the students and they can
look at themselves and their peers and realize what they want to de-
velop and what they do not want to develop.
We are all unique. One person might be able to use language with
humor and want to work on this. Another might want to be able to
sell things and want to develop a skill of sales. One size never fits all,
and trying to get everyone to master certain skills is a fool’s errand in
my view.
Do not put teachers or students in straight jackets! These are cruel
even for prisoners who have committed bad crimes.
Re setting goals, consider forgetting to set goals. John Dewey, an
American philosopher of education, among other things, said never
set goals! (Experience and Education3, among other books.)
When Dick Allwright asked students to write the goals that the
teacher had set at the beginning of class, sometimes writing them on
the board, few wrote what the teacher had proposed. When the goals
were just said aloud of course even fewer wrote the goals the teacher
3. https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/739202.Experience_and_Education
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had set. They wrote other goals, some of which were like “I wanted
to keep awake in class; I tried to look at the board more.”
As usual, I am not prescribing but rather trying to provide an alterna-
tive perspective for you to consider not to believe what I am writing.
Katka: I have been re-reading posts from the earlier weeks in the
course and noticed your question about levels of teaching skills: ‘I’ve
never heard of a skills framework for teachers. Is there a possibility
to create one? Is there a need for such a framework?’ I am not a fan
of ‘believing’ in one specific organization, even as big as Cambridge,
but they did develop a version of those levels.
Note: Cambridge Language Teaching Framework4
I am absolutely aware that they have (mostly) done it for promoting
courses for teachers, etc., but I like the idea that it can be adapted for
schools/institutions, and even for teachers themselves. Especially if
they think critically and don’t take what’s written for granted.
Questions to readers:
What are your ideas (and/or experience) about the levels and skills for
teachers’ professional development?
After reading what the course participants said about their insights and
discoveries, what else can you add to your ideas and notes about the ar-
ticle? Would you like to read the article again?
If you decided to share the article with the teachers you are working
with, what discussion questions would you ask them?
4. https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/teaching-english/professional-development/cambridge-eng-
lish-teaching-framework/
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How are the questions you created reflective of the beliefs about Learn-
ing and Teaching you personally have? What shaped those beliefs?
Where do they come from?
In the next chapter you will read how John and course participants dis-
cussed their experience and beliefs about Learning and Teaching.
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Chapter 7: Teaching is..., Learning is...
EDITORIAL NOTE
In this live session course participants reflected on their language learn-
ing and teaching experience. First, participants shared their most useful
learning activities and discussed what they have in common, discussing
successful learning strategies for learners (with ‘pop-up’ conversations
about a specific activity, and working with different age groups of learn-
ers). They later talked about their experience and ideas about Teaching
and Learning, and John shared one of his big beliefs of what learning
is.
John: Before we go into the theme of our conversation, I’d like you
to write down one of the most useful activities that you did when you
were learning a second language.
Participants responded in the chat:
• find someone who
• Rebus activity: to incorporate pictures/icons/symbols
which require pupils to decipher them into words
• Roleplay
• Surprisingly, given the methods back then, it was trans-
lation:)
• Reading unabridged books. I managed to read about
one book at each level that I was.
• making my own sentences with new vocab
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• I’ve been listening to the postal automated re-delivery
system over and over to figure out how to get my packages
delivered
• And while reading books, I think it was very useful to
constantly keep asking myself: would I be able to say this
particular sentence or not, and if not, why?
• re-telling a text
Task to readers: answer John’s question below about the similarities in
activities listed by the participants, namely: rebus, role play, translation,
reading authentic books, creating sentences and retelling a text.
After that, read on and compare your notes with what the course partic-
ipants said
John: I wonder if you can see anything that’s in common in all of
these activities. They’re quite distinct. I mean we’ve got 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6... 6 totally different activities. So what do they have in common?
Participants are typing in the chat:
• That we remember them?
• They are students-driven mostly
• Yes, I agree. The activities are student-centred.
• All those activities, they look like you have to be self-dri-
ven to do them. I mean, they imply a lot of effort com-
ing from the student. They’re more active, more produc-
tive than receptive, I guess. So they make students sweat.
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• Yes. I agree completely. And you had written that you
were writing your own original sentences.
Learning more than one foreign language, a conversation between two
participants
• Yeah, but preceding the sentences, I was keeping my
own vocabulary notebook and I was revisiting it daily and
I was revising daily and I was making up sentences in Eng-
lish every day, several times a day. Now it’s Spanish. I’m
trying to do the same with Spanish.
• Do you find it’s, uh, does it feel like a similar process
with Spanish? Or does it feel different than when you did
it with English?
• Oh, it’s much easier now because I know that it works. I
have very well-developed learning strategies, so even skip-
ping half of the lessons I’m still one of the best in the class.
Only because of the strategies I know as a teacher.
Optional questions to readers about language learning experience:
Do you think any of the strategies may work with other ( foreign/addi-
tional) languages you are learning?
Can the same activities be done with more than one language?
Do you ever use these activities in your own learning process now? Why,
or why not?
Pop-up Discussion: Rebus Activities
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Steven: Liew Loon Teik, you were talking about the Rebus activities.
Can you tell us any more—was that studying English, or another lan-
guage?
John: I also need help with “What’s a Rebus activity?” So, who did
the rebus activity? ... Oh, interesting. So rebus is translating sketches
and icons into words. Well that’s... I have a chapter in my new book
on that, in fact. I don’t call it that. I didn’t know about that.
Liew Loon Teik: I use it for each of my classes. Let’s say it’s about
a story, like Little Red Riding Hood. I would substitute the houses
into pictures of a house. If it’s a forest, I’d substitute a picture of a for-
est.
Svetlana: Can I jump in with a question about this Rebus? So it
takes a while to create this kind of material, yes? How do you deal
with this?
Liew Loon Teik: Most of the stories used in the storybooks are very
common and you can actually obtain these resources online. I’m in
some Facebook groups, and they usually have lots of resources for
kids. So basically all the teachers who gather there just share materi-
als freely.
Question to readers: how do you understand the term ‘rebus activities’?
Have you ever used any in your teaching?
Pop-Up Discussion: Different Groups of Learners
Question to readers: the conversation continued about the different
student groups participants had experienced working with. Have you
worked with these groups of students, too? How are your reflections and
perceptions similar or different?
Svetlana: So you teach kids mostly.
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Liew Loon Teik: Yeah, young learners.
Svetlana: How small?
Liew Loon Teik: For this year I’m teaching 8 year olds and 9 year
olds. Thanks for asking, Svetlana.
Svetlana: I know Marta loves kids as well. Teaching kids.
Marta: Yeah, young learners. Actually I found out that I’m much
better with teenagers. I love teaching kids because this is a challenge.
I mean like very young learners and young learners up to 12 years
old. Because with teenagers I’ve been teaching them all my life, all
my conscious life. The younger they are the more challenging it be-
comes. Because they are really frank, honest. They will never tell you
that “everything is fine”. They are very straightforward. That’s what I
like about teaching them. That’s a real teaching challenge. And how
about you Svetlana, what ages do you teach or do you like to teach?
Svetlana: From your description, I understand that I am like an
8-year-old kid. I am very straightforward. I work in a big IT company
located in various countries and various cities and teach Business
English mostly of course and general English to people aged 18 and
up. So I love teaching and working with adults because I like learning
from them. I like sharing. I’m just interested in all the things in the
world. I’m very curious about things and I love learning about black
holes or programming or whatever it is. That’s why I prefer working
with adults rather than kids but yeah. Kids. They give a lot of very
positive energy...
Marta: Actually many people think that IT specialists are more chal-
lenging than kids. Do you agree with that?
Svetlana: I love challenges.
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Questions to readers: what was the most challenging group of learners
you have worked with? Why was that a challenge for you? What did
you learn from working with them?
Steven [Getting back to John’s question about how the activities partic-
ipants identified at the beginning of the session are all similar]: So we
generally agreed that there was a more active nature to all the activi-
ties rather than a passive nature.
John: And the teachers were very invisible.
John: I’d like you to write down now, just complete this sentence:
Teaching is... and just type up a couple of words that, to you, teaching
is.
Task to readers: write down your response before reading on. Then com-
pare your ideas with what the course participants said.
Teaching is ...
• Teaching is not teaching
• patience with learning
• about showing opportunities
• to give a part of yourself into developing a better person
• facilitating learning
• what matters most and least in learning environments
• teaching is sharing
• a way to have fun
• loving unconditionally
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John: Who’s sharing in the teaching? You said teaching is sharing.
Tell me more about the “Teaching is sharing”.
Maria: It goes various ways in the process. Teacher is sharing with
students, students are sharing with teachers, students are sharing
amongst themselves.
Svetlana: [Teaching is] a way to have fun
John: tell me what you mean by fun.
Svetlana: Yeah I said that teaching is a way to have fun. One of the
reasons why I stay in teaching is because that’s one of the jobs which
allows me to have fun daily by exploring different areas of people,
life, and... that’s what I meant by to have fun. Because you can do
everything you like in your lessons as a teacher. You can preach your
vision of the world when you are a teacher and you have influence. So
you can be like a puppet master by changing people’s views on things
you find important.
John: I just looked up fun in the dictionary. “Enjoyment. Light-
hearted pleasure. Playful behaviour. Enjoyable.” So I think that all
these synonyms for “fun” expand the meaning of fun to show that
it’s not just doing something that doesn’t lead to learning. But in fact
amusement and feeling good about what you’re doing is another ex-
pansion of the meaning of fun.
Liew Loon Teik: Teaching is loving unconditionally.
John: Liew Loon Teik said “teaching is loving unconditionally.”
There’s a man called Charles Curran.
Editorial Note: Charles A. Curran is an American Roman Catholic
priest and moral theologian. Also the author of Community Language
Learning1 (aka Counseling Learning)
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Liew Loon Teik: By ‘loving unconditionally’, I was referring to
teachers paying equal attention to all pupils instead of practising bias
and favouring the smarter ones.
John: Now, Liew Loon Teik said, “By loving unconditionally, I was
referring to teachers paying equal attention to all pupils...”, right and
not favoring some. But Charles Curran, I mentioned him above, he
did a method called ‘Counseling learning or community language
learning.’ He was a counselor. A psychologist. And when he met you,
he would embrace you as if you were old friends, even though you
met him for the first time. And he said, “I’m sick to teach” s-i-c-k and
what he meant by that was “I want to share unconditionally and treat
everybody the same.” Incidentally, there’s a terrific TV show called
“Mr. Rogers [Neighborhood]”. Mr. Rogers was on American televi-
sion for like 30 years. And every day he said, “I like you just the way
you are.” Let me type it, it’s very significant.
John types: I like you just the way you are!
John: So that’s what I think Liew Loon Teik is talking about.
Liew Loon Teik: simple yet powerful words indeed
Task to readers: read what John is asking the group to share in writing,
and make a note with your own response before reading on. Then com-
pare your ideas with what the course participants said.
John: Now, complete this sentence: Learning is
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• a lifestyle)
• <takes> effort and time
• endless
• progressive
• getting meaningful experiences that you can shape into
something valuable in your life
• struggle/challenge/fun—I think the fun comes from
success after a struggle
John: My word is ‘Predicting’.
John: So “struggle and challenge” are in a way synonyms for “pre-
dicting” but predicting is a little more specific. And “progressive”
for sure, you know you predict something and then you can predict
more as you learn more. And “life’s essence”... you know, when you
see children... It’s a crazy example but you go to McDonald’s or some
place and there’s a child there and it’s one of the first times that they
saw a straw. There’s a straw in their drink. And where do they put
the straw in the beginning, sometimes? Children. Maybe you haven’t
seen this in your country. I’ve seen it in many countries. I put the
straw in my mouth, but... the children don’t all do that so where’s an-
other place they put it?
Responses from the participants:
• nose
• mouth
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• in their nose (the participant says he has 2 daughters, so
he knows!)
John: Yeah, in their nose. So you see, it’s predicting. Struggling, chal-
lenging, progressing. That’s how you learn. You try something, and
it doesn’t work the way you want it to, so then you try something
else. From the nose to the mouth, but no problem. So learning is also
how... kids just try things all the time.
Question to readers: combine your own definitions of learning and
teaching. What do you see? What do you notice?
John: Teaching is reminding people of what they already know.
Learning is predicting.
Editorial Note: readers may be interested in visiting John's blog, specifi-
cally, this post2.
Quote from the post: "I think teaching is reminding people of what they
already know and providing feedback to guide them from errors to cor-
rect use of language. And I think learning is predicting and using lan-
guages."
John: So if you combined the words that you used for learning and
teaching and mine, you can see how they have a lot in common, and
it’s stupid for me to ask you to write one word because in fact to try
to define learning with one word is an absurd idea. So if you take the
words that each of you wrote, and said, “learning is ....” then you’ve
got twelve different related words that have to do with what teach-
ing is and what learning is. But what’s different about what the words
you have given is, and what sometimes people think that learning
and teaching is, is that the teacher is kind of secondary. Kind of out
2. https://itdi.pro/johnfanselow/2019/11/24/transcripts-for-impeachment-and-for-learning-
about-our-teaching/
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of the way. We have to let people learn. And we have to let ourselves
learn. So all of the people who did pairwork said how much they
learn from each other. And if you read Heather Thomas’s article, her
whole focus is on how people can learn from each other and not hav-
ing some person like me there because then people kinda get fright-
ened “Oh, what does John think?” but if you’re just there as peers
and you compare what you’re looking at, you’re free. You’re liberat-
ed. There are no experts, and each person is an expert. Not just some-
body in a different position from you. This idea of joint learning I
have to emphasize. It’s a theme of the course. It applies to teaching, it
applies to learning, it applies to learning about your teaching.
Editorial Note: One of the homework activities for the following week
was to reread all the previously shared comments and responses in the
course so far. Instead of ‘moving forward’, participants read Heather
Thomas’s article again, watched video 16, looked at some of the tran-
scripts.
The part below refers to the transcript from Chapter 4, s & h 1 Student
Renditions/Versions of Teachers’ Comments
John: Now one of the sentences that I asked you to look at which
many commented on is
cs & h 1 Student Renditions/Versions of Teachers’
Comments
Here is what students wrote. Task: in the blank below, write what you
think the teacher said.
99. Twose key words other understand.
97. Key words very easy understand.
95. Two have very easy key word.
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93. To the key word is the understand.
91. Tou the easy key word is understand.
89. To the key word is understand.
_________________________________________________________
[THIS IS A SAMPLE OF what students wrote] with many mis-
spellings. Now the teacher had said this for two weeks, five days in
each class. So that’s ten times the teacher said it. Sometimes she said
three, four, difficult to understand easily, but the point is: no student
had any idea what the pattern was she was saying, and if she said it
a hundred times it would be the same. The only way you can find
out the relationship between what you say and what people hear is
to have them transcribe it. So this teacher did. The students were in
control of the recording, so they played this as many times as they
wanted. But even if they played it a hundred times, if they don’t
know the pattern, if they don’t know the words, they can’t write it
correctly.
Here is what students wrote. Task: in the blank below, write what you
think the teacher said.
Z. We going bringston, bring stone means. . .
Y. Where going. . .
X. I’m goin to. . .brainstorm mean. . .
W. Bringstorn. . .bringstorn mean. . .
V. I will briengston. . .briengston mean. . .
U. We brainston. . .Brainstorm’s mean is
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T. We going to bring stone means. .
S. Were goin to start Blemstorm. Blemstorm means. . .
R. Be stome. . .bestone num. . .
Q. Where going to?
P. Im’ going to Brinstorm.
________________________________________
JOHN: And then a couple of you commented about “I’m going to
Bringstorm” [Readers, refer to Chapter 4]. And you said, well it’s an
uppercase letter. “Bringstorm”. And we asked the students after, we
said, “why did you write the capital, uppercase letter?” And they said,
“We thought the teacher was telling us to go on a field trip.” You
see we can say, “I’m going to do this in five minutes” or “I’m going
to New York next week”—“I’m going” means either of those two
things. They had no idea, and they knew that after the teacher said
this, even though they had no idea what the teacher was saying, they
knew that they were supposed to say certain words. So if I say “ele-
phant” you’re supposed to say, “lion, jungle, Africa, India” but why
they said the words, they had no idea. They knew they had to say
them but why they said them they didn’t know.
Pop-up Discussion: Brainstorming
So some years ago there was an article in the New Yorker, which is
an American magazine. About brainstorming. And they compared
companies and educational institutions who use brainstorming and
didn’t use brainstorming to see to what extent those who did brain-
storming came up with more creative ideas, were more open to
change, total waste of time. So that's a footnote to this idea that the
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students had no idea what they were hearing and no idea why they
were saying these different words. But there’s no evidence that if you




Questions to readers: What do you think about brainstorming? Has it
worked for you as an individual, or a group think tool? Take a note
about your beliefs, then read the article and see if they changed/were
confirmed?
Editorial note: Below, John continues to analyze/explain Transcripts
cs&h 1-2
John: I was in New Zealand at a college where we taught tourism.
And the teacher said these kinds of things every day. So I said, “Why
don’t you record what you’re saying and ask the students to tran-
scribe what you say.” And this is what they said.
“The hotel has a dress code”
1st statement: We’re going to go to Wellington next Wednesday.
Student transcript: We are going to Wellington on next Wednesday.
2nd statement: We’re making an educational visit to the Interconti-
nental Hotel.
Student transcript: We wanna visit Intercontinental hotel.
3rd statement: We’ re very fortunate to get through.
Student transcript: We’re very fortunate to get through.
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4th statement: You have to make a good presentation.
(Students had heard this statement in all of their classes but the state-
ment was made to refer to oral reports they had to give in each
class. So though they all wrote this statement more closely to the
teacher’s statement than any other, the meaning they attributed to
it was different from the intention of the teacher’s statement. The
teacher wanted to remind them that they had to dress well to make a
good impression. In the event, none of the students had to make any
presentations; they simply listened to what the hotel manager told
them.)
Student transcript: You have to make a good presentation.
5th statement: The hotel has a dress code.
Student transcript: The Hotel has dress court.
6th statement: So, no jeans. Wear good shoes.
Student transcript: No Jeans Wear good shoes
7th statement: We will leave here at 9:00 o’clock.
Student transcript: We’ll leave here at 9. O”clock
8th statement: We’re going to go straight to the Continental Hotel.
Student transcript: We ‘straytly
SO THEY GOT A VERY low percentage of what she was saying
every day, and so over a 6-month period or a 3-month period, they
got nothing. I mean if you get 30% of what somebody says every day,
it’s the same as getting nothing. You’re not learning anything about
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tourism, and you’re not learning anything about English for sure.
So, as some of you pointed out [in Chapter 4 (CCQ discussion)], the
one sentence that the students understood was “You have to make a
good presentation” because the teacher said over and over not only
in tourism class but other times, “You have to make a good presen-
tation”. They gave powerpoint presentations, they gave speeches. So
they understood that. But this is not what the teacher meant here.
The teacher said you have to make a good presentation and you have
to dress well, cause we have to make a good impression at the hotel
so that they don’t think badly of the college. So they got the words
right but the meaning was totally different from what the teacher in-
tended. So the only way I know to understand what we’re doing, is to
do what every service organization in the world does which is record
what the people working there say with clients and look at it.
But I have to point out that there are two ways that companies look
at those recordings. One is to say, “Are they doing what we told them
to do?” The other way is to say, “This is what we heard, and what
we’re telling people to do, to say to the clients, is not working. ‘Good
morning. Thank you for calling.’ ‘My credit card was overcharged.’
‘We have a way to deal with that.’ ‘I’m sure you do, but I’d like you
to tell me how it works.’ ‘I can’t tell you how we do that because it’s
a secret.’” So they just followed a script. So American Express used
to have a script that they wanted all the clients to hear from the peo-
ple who worked for American Express. And everybody hated it. So
they changed that and they said instead of listening and just reply-
ing with a checklist of what to say, say, “You know, I was overcharged
two weeks ago, too. And here’s what happened to me. Tell me what
happened to you.” They personalized it. So the approval ratings of
American Express online help increased by 90% by not prescribing
what to do but allowing them to listen to customers and respond.
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So when we plan lessons, we look at the lesson plan instead of the
students. So in my book, I say, “Number one: never plan lessons.”
Base what you do on the recording and transcription of what you did
in the class and then you alter it and then the students come up with
what they want to talk about.
John: So that’s one thing in common with all the learning activities
that you thought were useful: you selected the content plus the ac-
tivity. The content plus the activity. So if you let the students select
and then you work with different groups, they can do a lot... much
more on their own.
Questions for readers: What has your teaching experience been with let-
ting students select the format and content of the lessons? Where and
how in your classroom can you offer them more choices (more freedom)?
Editorial Note
In the next chapter you will read more about John’s beliefs about the role
of predicting in the learning process, and find out why recasting is not
his favorite classroom technique.
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Chapter 8: Predicting and Recasting
EDITORIAL NOTE
This session begins with John’s follow up on the pop-up discussion from
Chapter 1, on error correction and why he hates teaching jargon in gen-
eral and the recasting technique in particular.
In the later part of this live class, John was using video 111 to offer con-
crete experience to the course participants and deepening the discussion
about learning. Follow along with the participants to try it out for your-
self.
John: As you know, I hate jargon. A few people have used the word
'recasting' in the comments. A lot of teachers after a student says
something like 'apple' the teacher says 'an apple'. I have recorded
many teachers and many teachers have recorded themselves. When
students transcribe, they say 'apple', the teacher says 'an apple'. What
do you think students write when the teacher corrects them? Do you
want to write that in the chat?
• Apple? Anaple?
John: Language has to be in the mind. Recasting is a total waste of
time.





John: They might write “an apple”, but more of them will write “ap-
ple”. Yes, 'anapil ' and all that list of possibilities. The point is if they
knew 'an apple' they would have said 'an apple'. But they don't know
it, it's not in their mind. So recasting, from my perspective, looking
at hundreds of transcripts, is a total waste of time, because none of
the students hear that what you are saying is different from what they
are saying.
Jane: like the transcript where the teacher asked the students to write
words they don’t know [by listening to the teacher and taking notes]. I
don’t think I can do such a task.
John: yes, so if you can avoid recasting, you will save a lot of time.
If the students say 100 words incorrectly and they did not hear you,
you lost 2-3 minutes at least, and they learned nothing. One idea is
to write 'apple' on the board, and put two dots before it (for 'an').
And then you ask, ‘what's this?’ Then write 'banana' and put one dot
before it (for 'a').
•• apple
• banana
That way they can visually see: an apple, a banana
In many countries I visited there were wall charts with fruits, and
they have (a picture of ) 5 bananas in the chart, in beautiful colors,
very big. Under the picture of bananas they have 'banana', and under
'grapes' they have 'grape' (but it isn't a grape, it is a bunch of grapes).
They are teaching vocabulary instead of language. So 'apple' does not
exist. It only exists as a big company (Apple), all the other times it's
an apple, or apples, some apples, etc.
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John: If you look up ‘elephant’ in many dictionaries, there is a pic-
ture of an elephant but there is no article with it. We say the students
don't use the articles correctly. Well, that's because we present them
incorrectly in dictionaries. And teachers don't do anything more
than recasting.
I am against recasting in general because it is a piece of jargon, but I
am against the concept of recasting because it is a waste of time. But
don't believe what I say, check for yourself.
Katka: I think a lot depends on the age of students.
John: I don't know about the age, I have done it with all age groups.
You can check.
Questions for readers: How would you go about checking whether re-
casting is a waste of time in your context? Make a plan and carry it out.
Predictions
John: KUIS, do you know what it stands for?
Jane: Kanda University of International Studies
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John: Well, Jane does. It is incomplete information for the others.
Jane: It’s on her shirt! (Editorial Note: John is referring to the student
in video 112, paused at the very start).
John: ‘ASAP’ (as soon as possible, you all know that) or ‘ILU’ (I love
you). We do this all the time outside the classroom, just writing the
first letters of the words.
Any time you offer incomplete info to students, they are going to
think more and make predictions. To me, learning is predicting.
Since we do this in real life all the time (text messages, abbreviations,
etc.). Why not do that in the classroom? We can write the initial let-
ters and create sentences.
To prevent multiple repetitions of the same text from being boring
you present it in a different way all the time.
Task to readers: watch video 11 till 1’21’’
John: Did any of you hear what the student in the KUIS T-shirt on
said?
• You can’t use ~~~?
• You can’t use eraser.
• Oh, that makes sense
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rjs5Ctlwohc&feature=youtu.be
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• I heard "you can't use English"
John: Why did that student say 'you can't use an eraser'?
• Because it’s better if the students can see their mistakes?
Maybe the teacher told them not to use erasers
• so they see how their assumptions develop?
• so they can compare
• Are they using this as a sort of test?
• on some level, yes (but there is no score or formal evalu-
ation)
• Because they are afraid to make mistakes? It is very use-
ful to see your mistakes.
John: These people were going to be English teachers. In Japan as
in many countries I visited students erase their errors. Then you
(the teacher and themselves) can't see their mistakes, can't see their
progress, how their assumptions developed. If they don't erase their
mistakes, they can see their progress over time. For example, “2 weeks
ago I made 3 errors, this time I did not make any!”
You don't need any tests, all you need is the students to make at-
tempts to understand and write what they hear.
They spend millions of dollars in Japan importing foreign teachers to
teach English, and partly it’s to develop cultural understanding. But
it’s a very expensive project. If they would tell students that they can-
not use erasers in the classroom, English would improve more than
it does with all the money they spend on importing foreign teachers.
And this is not just true in Japan, this is around the world.
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Some students don't like it when there are mistakes; it looks messy,
so they can have one page in their notebooks for initial drafts and
the next page for the corrected drafts. They are going to have their
errors, then the corrections, and then write the clean page with the
sentences that are totally correct.
I think it is a much better way to deal with errors than recasting, or
erasing them. Because if you erase them, it's like erasing facts.
John: So you have to have data, evidence. Students love when they
see their progress, and how what they thought they heard is different
from what was said.
John: Eva said that students are afraid to make mistakes. It's true.
Over time, they stop being afraid. They realize it is natural to make
mistakes. They know they can overcome the mistakes.
When the kids play soccer, ride a bicycle, kick a ball, play badminton,
or whatever, they can see if they miss. If they hit or did not hit a ball
and miss a target, they can see. They see they have to do this instead
of that. That’s normal, that’s life. Not to make it a big deal, it’s nor-
mal.
Ok, let’s go on and listen a bit more.
Editorial Note to readers: play/watch the video till 1'57'', pause on the
white page
Task for readers: listen to what the student said at the end. Write the
exact words down.
John: Did you hear what she said? Type in in the chat.
• “It was not”?
• It was NOT?
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• not...but
• it was not
• natto?
John: she said 'notto'.
Look at this page now: 'The original purpose of the Internet was not
intended for mass media or ordinary people'. Both of these Ss read
this for homework. They read it 2 times in class as you just saw, read-
ing it and writing what they thought they read, and only on the 3rd
time she noticed the word 'not'.
Extensive Reading has a lot of advantages. But here is a student who
read a passage 3 times and missed the whole point of the article be-
cause she missed the word 'not'.
Usually before we introduce a reading lesson we put words on the
board, e.g. original, Internet, mass, intended, military, developed, de-
fense, etc. These are words the students can look up in the bilingual
dictionary and learn the meaning immediately.
What they really need to know is 'the', 'was not', 'rather it was', 'as a
part of ', 'for'. The glue words, the structural words are absolutely cen-
tral, and yet these are not taught.
Structural words, sentence patterns, and vocabulary form Language.
When we teach grammar separately and vocabulary separately, we
don't teach language.
We teach ‘apple’, not ‘an apple’. Language is ‘an apple’, “I like apples.
Do you like apples?” “Give me an apple. Give me the green apple”.
'Apple' is not the problem, the problem is the other words around it.
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These students are going to be English teachers. Their English is at
a strong level, but they miss these points. Let's listen to what I say
about this interaction.
Editorial Note to readers: play/watch the video till 5'55''
John: could you write in the chat in what way this video is similar to
other videos about teaching, and one way it is different from other
videos about teaching?
Task to readers: before reading the responses from the course partici-
pants, please answer John’s question. ‘In what way is this video similar
to other videos about teaching, and in what way it is different from
other videos about teaching?’ Think about other teaching videos you’ve
watched on YouTube recently, for example.
• Different: doesn’t tell teachers what to do. Similar:
shows some classroom interaction
• doesn't show the teacher
• Similar: Points out what we need to see in these kinds of
situations. Different: It's not evident who the teacher is.
• show how students deal with their tasks (that is the same
)
• Similar = You provided reflective elaboration on what
was happening with the pupils
• (I don’t watch very many teacher training videos)
John: Jane, you said that my videos are similar because they show
classroom interaction but is there a difference in the way I show class-
room interaction?
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John: I think that in the videos I have seen it is not possible to hear
what students are saying in the class. Sometimes we can hear what
they say in response to a teacher’s question but in pair work we can-
not hear what they are saying.
My videos don't look like they were made in Hollywood. They’re not
elegant or 'professional', but done in more of a natural way. My videos
focus on the students, not the teacher, which I think is important.
Question to readers: How often do you record yourself teaching?
In chapter 1 you answered this question. Re-read what you wrote and
see if there are changes in how you see observation now. Think about
why or why not.
Task from Chapter 1: ‘Think about the differences between videos, tran-
scripts, and still photographs of the classroom as ways of observing stu-
dents and yourself: what advantages and disadvantages of each do you
see?’
Editorial Note
In the next part John will show how a simple set of postal stamps can
bring new awareness about noticing tiny details, and why it may be an
important exercise for teachers in their daily practice. Can you make
your own predictions before reading on?
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Chapter 9: Stamps and Ties
EDITORIAL NOTE
The segment below shows how a set of postage stamps helps us practice
noticing and observation, and why these are important skills for reflec-
tive teachers in their classroom practice.
To recreate the same experience as the teachers had in the course, you
can do the following: take a look at the page with all the stamps for 1
minute, then answer the questions. You can then look again and check
yourself. Important: participants could not see the close-up of the slide
on their screen, so the stamps were quite small.
Task from John: look at all the stamps and say which ones
1) show women
2) have water
3) use words other than English.
Stamps image: from ‘Contrasting Conversations1’ by John Fanselow
1. https://eric.ed.gov/?id=ED368209
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John: write down the numbers of the stamps in which there are
women. The numbers are at the bottom, under the stamps.
Participants are typing their answers in the chat.
• #4, #10




• 13, 8 - can’t see if men/women
• First time seeing these stamps. 4
• some pics are so small and it's hard to see (like #5) and
maybe there is a female pilot flying that plane
• I can’t see #13, but perhaps
• 4 - for sure
• #5
Note: later, John let the participants see some stamps closer.
John: could we look at stamp #5?
• Oh yes! No. 5 too
• 2 women
• Wow. Yes!
• yeah, now we see two women clearly
John: could we look at stamp #9?
• HUH?
• Pocahontas is a woman's name. Does that count?
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John: Yes, it counts, but you see she is dressed in men's clothing. At
that time it was difficult to put a woman on a stamp.
When we look at transcripts and videos of our classes, we have cer-
tain preconceptions in our mind of what's important, and what's not.
• Pocahontas? Wow
• It says Pocahantas. She was a Disney princess.
• wow!
• But it sure looks like a guy
• Pocahontas in disguise. Amusing
John: sometimes when you make a video, point the video towards
the students’ feet and see how frequently they are moving their feet
up and down. Do this when they are reading, or doing other things
in class. To me, it is a sign of boredom and total lack of interest in
what's going on. But we normally don't look at people's feet in the
classroom.
Maria: sometimes students take off their shoes in class!)) under their
chairs
John: Some students go like this [Hair touching] They mirror each
other's gestures.
John: Look at the eyes, look at their feet. Look at this, look at that.
That's why I showed you the stamps. If you don't look (close enough)
you won't notice a woman. They are really not central, except num-
ber 9. Otherwise, they are all decorations.
#10 is a woman but she does not look like a woman with that helmet
on.
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I might say look at all the stamps with water.
Look at the stamps that are using words other than English.




• Is it a blimp?
• It’s a zeppelin! ;)
John: ‘Graf ’ means ‘Count’ in English. Count Zeppelin. He’s the
man who designed this vehicle
John: Look at #7. Any foreign languages?
• Roman numbers? X th
• 10th?
• I know all those words, so I don’t know what’s foreign.
• olympiad?
• Angeles
• Yeah but it’s a city name
John: it is a Spanish word for 'angels'. People are used to saying the
word 'Los Angeles' as if it was English, and of course it is English, but
it’s also Spanish. Olympiad, I don't know what language that is. Not
English.
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Participant: Greekish?
John: Which stamps show heat?
• 6. Yellowstone (hot steam coming from underground)
• #3, heat from the engines from the zeppelin, form the
airship.
• looks like a geyser
• 6, 8 (humidity from up a mountain)
• I was gonna say 10, 11, 12 because they’re red
John: 12 is heat because of an engine
• Isn't it the sun's rays? The #3 top left of the blimp.
• 12 - engine of the plane must be hot, 11 - warm blooded
animal
John: Stamps... I am just using them as symbols
When you look at something you have a preconceived notion of
what is important.
If you say 'Ok, I am looking at this photo of my students or this
video', and instead of looking at their writing in the notebook or
what they are saying, you look at their feet, hands, eyes, face, how
their mouths are moving, you are going to see something you did not
see before.
Looking at one video or a photo from a few of your students in your
class 2-3 times, from different angles, I think will lead to more in-
sights than looking at the whole class where there are so many things
going on that you don't understand it.
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Task for readers: write 2-3 more questions about the stamps.
What other everyday objects can you use to develop your skill of observ-
ing and noticing? For example, coins, bank notes, etc.?
John: What color was my tie last week?
• red
• purple
• I wasn’t aware that you had a tie on :'D
• I wasn't focused on the tie. :)
There is no reason you should have noticed, it is totally irrelevant.
Sometimes some people notice because they notice. You weren't
aware that I had a tie on. It was irrelevant.
The point is, everyone sees things differently. That's why we are work-
ing in pairs. That's why students work in pairs to reconstruct mean-
ing. Everyone knows something different, something very impor-
tant. Don't say 'why didn’t you remember that my tie last week was
yellow? It's totally irrelevant.
Students can do a few selfies, and you can look at them, and they can
look at them.
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(Optional) Question for readers: make a selfie of yourself with the stu-
dents in your classroom. Look at the picture(s). What do you notice?
Show the picture to your students. What do they notice?
John: Looking, re-looking, re-interpreting is the theme of the
course. You can construct a new book of how to transcribe and learn
from transcribing. People know more than they think they do. You
confirm my belief. Thank you very much.
Editorial Note
In the next part the focus is on Generating Alternatives where you will
read about more ways of using transcribing for the reflective practice,
and find out why the number of alternative solutions matters, and in
what way(s) the opposite idea may work out.
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Chapter 10: Generating Alternatives
EDITORIAL NOTE
In this part, we explore what John calls ‘exploratory, playful activities/
tasks devoted to 'generating alternatives’.
Following John's belief in repeating activities multiple times for maxi-
mum benefit, for the first part of the written homework, he asked par-
ticipants to reread their own and each other's’ comments and posts, and
video clips from earlier in the course. Follow along as participants note
down some ideas or points they found particularly useful or new and feel
free to add your own. The additional reading was a chapter on 'Some
ways to make small changes'.
Task to readers: Read document 6 8.2 'Some ways to make small
changes' (Appendix). Take notes of the most important ideas that stood
out to you. Then, read the participants’ responses and compare.
Eva
Following reading and re-reading all the materials in the course we've
examined so far, I have arrived at several conclusions:
1. avoiding any kind of judgement may be beneficial. It is really cru-
cial to record our impressions without imposing any kind of judge-
ment on what we see or hear. This requires real mastery. We are all
humans and occasionally base our judgement on emotions and per-
ceptions.
However, here we could implement one of John's ideas. We could
hone the skill of being non-judgemental every day, in small steps.
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And the merit for making a negative or a positive conclusion could
be our students' progress.
2. Making recordings. Nowadays we need to go through a set of
limitations, which stop us from recording our activity on a regular
basis (permission from parents, students' reactions, school policy).
However, every time we make a recording we should try focusing on
different issues, that will enable us to start noticing something new
every time we watch and arrive at new and beneficial conclusions.
John to Eva
Re making recordings, I find the restrictions absurd. I mean we look
at students’ notebooks without permission. What is the difference
between looking at what they write and listening to what they say,
especially if they listen and they write what they hear.
I know there are pressures but it is important to point out to parents
and those in charge that their views are not all that reasonable.
Editorial Note: the other task asked the participants to choose one GA
transcript and write at least two different ways to teach the same lesson
(described in the transcript). Before reading on you can do the same.
John: I have been using the word 'tasks' to provide you with things to
do between classes. I looked the word up and the original meaning1
related to taxing people. Few people like to pay taxes and though the
origin is not familiar to most of us, seeing the origin gave me pause.
So I am now using the word 'activities' and because so many teach-
ers mentioned ‘play’ when they said what they thought learning was
I have added the word ‘playful’. (exploratory, playful activities/tasks
devoted to generating alternatives)
Olena
1. https://www.etymonline.com/word/task
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This week I had a flash of insight which I thought was unrelated to
this course, but then I reconsidered it. I overheard one of my very
experienced colleagues who was mentoring a new teacher saying the
following: “So, the way I teach this grammar point is... It always
works!” I am doing my best not to pass any judgement here, but it
seems to me that reflective practitioners should do their best to avoid
such phrases and thinking. To me, once you have arrived at “the way
you teach it” which “ALWAYS works”, you are done as a teacher.
A few other valuable (at least to me) lessons from this course I’d like
to share:
1. I should focus on applying a more descriptive, non-judgmental ap-
proach to my (and other teachers'!) practice. After all, when a teacher
teaches a lesson, they do the best job they can with the resources
and knowledge they have and in the circumstances they are in. Now
when I look at a transcript of my lesson and feel dissatisfied with the
interaction, I try to interpret it as a good sign: it essentially means
that at some point between the lesson and now I gained better in-
sight into my practice and did some reflection.
2. As a teacher and a reflective practitioner, I should do less and think
more. I used to be (and I guess I still am!) a “professional develop-
ment junkie” who attends online and offline courses, reads journals
and blogs – you name it. But this has now turned into an exhaust-
ing quest for new, better, grander ideas to implement in the class-
room. This is time-consuming and, what’s worse, it does not neces-
sarily result in more learning in the classroom. This course has shown
me that I can analyse my practice and my students’ performance us-
ing transcripts and implement small, gradual changes, which may be
more effective than all the other “fancy ideas” I like to trial.
3. Using the data from transcripts to work on students’ problem areas
does not have to be time-consuming and can be easily combined
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with the rest of what we do, i.e. following the (often quite rigid) syl-
labus.
John in reply:
These are the most dangerous words in any profession: “It works!”
What is “it” and what is “works”?
If teaching a grammar point in a particular way works, what if we
changed it a bit and it worked better? What if we changed it a bit
and the result was worse?
As I wrote in reaction to another participant, bloodletting was prac-
ticed for centuries and yet there was no proof that it had good effects
because alternatives were not tried and compared with bloodletting.
The Nobel prize committee commissioned a study to see to what
extent all those who have received the Nobel prize in all areas had
something in common.
What they had in common was they questioned the accepted beliefs
of what reality was. A doctor in Australia said that ulcers were caused
in many cases by bacteria. He was laughed at, scorned. “Bacteria can-
not live in the stomach with all the acid in the stomach.” In the event,
many ulcers are caused by bacteria not by worry or some emotional
difficulties.
When one of the Japanese Nobel recipients was asked how he be-
came successful he said “I had to forget everything I had ever learned
and start fresh!”
I am attaching a quote to remind us of the importance of looking
with new eyes.
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With all due respect to journals I have come to the same conclusion
that you have, we can learn more by exploring on our own than by
reading about what others claim we should or should not do.
Having said that, I am not against reading–I mean why would I write
books and articles? But articles which prescribe and do not enable
teachers to learn on their own I do not think are beneficial.
See ya soon.
Sit down before what you see and hear like a little child, and
be prepared to give up every preconceived notion,
follow humbly wherever and to whatever abyss Nature
leads, or you shall learn nothing.
T. Huxley
Question to readers: what metaphor would you use for planning lessons?
Why? Read and compare your ideas with the course participant and
John.
Svetlana
1) As we’d been discussing the scripts so extensively and intensely,
my inner stubborn “old-dog” teacher had to give in and experiment
with them too – I haven’t had a chance to record my interaction with
the students yet, but managed to record my students talking in pairs.
Then, for the sake of saving my time and making them accountable,
I gave them a homework task to transcribe their recordings (“type
it down, send it to your partner, print it, correct or mark the mis-
takes you’ve made you recognize, bring your notes to me so that I can
point out those areas where you still need improvement but you’re
unaware of it”).
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Keeping in mind two ideas from our first webinar “Accuracy is ab-
solutely critical in understanding” and “Don’t go from stage One to
stage Two unless they’ve mastered the accuracy”, I’m taking a slow-
er pace with the lessons now in terms of moving on to new material.
We’ll see how it goes, but, as of now, the students are enjoying this
individualized approach and I get a clearer picture of what’s happen-
ing during pair work when I’m not around listening.
Though, to be honest, I did record a very short bit of me speaking in
the lesson and I definitely see some room for improvement intona-
tion-wise (what seemed to me in the lesson as a genuine surprise ex-
pressed by me, in the recording sounds as a blunt defensive remark).
2) There was an idea expressed either in one of our webinars or in
the comments (or both) “not to plan lessons at all” with which I can’t
agree (being a meticulous planner myself and enjoying the process
immensely). [Note: refer to Chapter 6]
Planning lessons is like planning a trip: you can wander aimlessly,
enjoying the walk itself and picking up something as you go or you
can head straight to your destination. The latter has plenty of bene-
fits: you see the path to follow (and you know why it’s been chosen
–something guided you there – your goals), you aren’t distracted by
irrelevant things you’ve come past in this path and you reach your
goals. I like both ways.
John in reply:
Dear S, I thought I made some comments but cannot find them so
am trying again.
Re planning, of course some balance is useful–too much and you ig-
nore the students and focus on the plan. Too little and you can lose
your way.
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We need to have a place to stay on a trip and a way to get from a to
b. But as you said, taking time to just look around and have no dead-
line to complete a walk enables us to see new things we would have
missed.
Re your realizing that a remark you made sounded differently when
you listened to the recording–support for my claim that what we do,
what we plan to do and what we would like to do are often different.
Having your students transcribe and you correct [them] seems to be
very beneficial. You did [transcribing] too and you were able to indi-
vidualize in a way you cannot do in class work in which we ask every-
one to do the same thing, which of course everyone cannot do any-
way.
The more people I can get to realize how crucial accuracy is, the hap-
pier I am.
Question to readers: what pros and cons of repeating the same task or
activity with students can you think of ?
Marta
On a personal note, there are so many points which got me thinking
deeper about my teaching practice following the course so far, read-
ing comments and a delightful discussion with Tatyana. However,
here I would like to prioritize the areas I've been working on recent-
ly:
1. Pacing is crucial in the classroom. It gives learners more thinking
time and more time for action. Traditionally we all believe we are
short on time trying to fit as much as possible into a certain time
constraint. This is far from sane, though. Giving learners time to di-
gest information is vital in this respect. Enabling your students to
come up with their own conclusions and discoveries. Getting your
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students to decide on strategies and action plans. And finally, giv-
ing them a chance to reflect in their activities post factum. Reflective
teaching is not only about the teacher; it is also about the students.
2. However, there is one point I would disagree with. It concerns re-
peating the same activity opting for better and better results. I am
not convinced it works for everyone. Evidently, many learners will
benefit from this practice, every time paying more attention to more
and more smaller details. It develops their ability to focus and notice,
which is crucial in language learning. On the other hand, a good deal
of learners may well get bored with this activity, opting for a more
varied menu. To my mind, a balance is required here.
Tatyana to Marta
thank you for your thoughts and kind words! I can’t agree more with
you: balance is the key! As for the point you made about repeating
the same activity over and over again, well, I don’t think John meant
to say that we should repeat the same activity but rather, that if we
decide we need to repeat the same activity with our students, we’d
better do it in a slightly different way, thus making the repetition less
tedious for the students. And naturally, the element of surprise or
mystery adds to motivation of students to do the activity again. So,
no 'shoulds' :-)
John to Marta
M, yes time to digest in your first point. Re your second point we can
keep students engaged if we do the same content many times if we
change the format of the content and provide a range of tasks with
the same content. So you are right that doing the same thing over
and over with the same material can be boring. But I have never ad-
vocated this.
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If we want students to master “Where did you go yesterday?” we can
on the second or third time we introduce the question write on the
board Wdygy? on one day. On another day we can write the letters
backwards. On another day we can draw a sketch for each word in
the question.
And rather than just have them say the question we can ask them to
mouth it, write it after we say it but not before we give them like 30
seconds between when we say it and we ask them to write it.
Question to readers: Would [Marta] and John agree with you? Why, or
why not?
Jane
I'm sorry for the late post. I was trying to figure out what the right
answer for this solo task might be.
That leads me to the first realization I want to share. I am the kind
of student who likes to give the correct answers and tell people what
they want to hear. The idea that whatever I notice is valuable in its
own way has never occurred to me before. I felt guilty for not know-
ing the color of the tie and told myself "you should've paid more at-
tention". I do that as a teacher as well. For example, when some of my
young learners have a conflict and I was focusing on something else
and didn't notice it until it's a big problem, I chastise myself for not
being aware of every single thing that's happening in my classroom.
That brings me to my second realization, and I think other partici-
pants have said something similar: I know how to be very descriptive
when looking at someone else's class or transcript, but when it comes
to my own I am full of "should've"s. Also, my posts included a lot of
judgments. It is a challenge to sit down with one A4 page of tran-
script and just count how many words and how many correct and in-
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correct words without also thinking in terms of "too much" or "not
enough".
Meanwhile, videos and transcripts don't include judgments or jar-
gon. We add those things as we interpret and analyze.
John to Jane
Yes the videos do not contain judgements.
Of course it can be a challenge to not judge ourselves but as you start
to do it becomes less of a challenge.
Thrilled I am that you are moving away from the idea that there is a
right answer. Not easy since the world is set up to require so-called
‘right answers’.
I tried to avoid Jargon and Judgements. A few might have slipped in.
Tatyana to Jane
thank you for your observations! You are so right to notice how hard
we are on ourselves. It was not until recently that I had realized that
I’m in a constant search for the right answer or for the right step not
only in my teaching but in my life as well. Not surprisingly, when our
mind is focused solely on searching for one and the only correct so-
lution we miss out on seeing the broader picture and peculiar details.
Questions for readers: Think about the alternatives you created/gener-
ated with the transcript you selected. Share the beliefs about teaching
that your alternatives are (may be) based on.
Editorial Note: The following responses were prepared by the partici-
pants in pairs.
Katka and her learning partner on GA 2
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We chose GA 2, 'Role Play’
Task for readers: read GA 2, 'Role Play’. Can you consider three ways
to make small changes in the piece of lesson below? Read and compare
with the ideas from the course participants.
Vocabulary Role Play
T: All right, on this page, there is a word that tells what he did.
(Name of student.) Do you know what it is?
S: . . . found. He found a bean. > > 5
T: Right. The word is found. And you know what? I believe I have
the word found right here. Let’s practice what that might look like.
found.
(Places a flash card with the word found on it on an easel.)
S: Found. > > 1
T: If Jasper found a bean that was on the ground—Ah!
And he found it. Ah! Can you show me?
SSS: Found it. > > 2
T: One more time—Ah found it. (Moves hand along floor where
there is a plastic stick.) I can find it right now! Now I’m not looking
at it. I already found it.
SSS: Found it. > > 2
T: One more time. Show me what that would look like.
T and SSS: found it. (Moving hands towards plastic stick on the
floor.) > > 2
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T: Good job. All right.
T: So we’re going to need to use the word found. Found. Let’s put
it right here. (Puts the flash card on the easel.) Found. It’s an action
word. It’s what he did.
PARTICIPANTS’ NOTE: Teacher said 112 words, Students said 12
words
For our pair assignment my partner suggested we try out John's idea
from the reading (Chapter 8.2 from the book) and consider three
ways to make small changes (sharing them below with the examples
we discussed in relation to the lesson scripted)
1. Stop doing what you usually do by breaking your habitual uncon-
scious behaviors—rules: for this lesson, we would try and stop speak-
ing too much while explaining an item to students.
2. Try doing the opposite of what you usually do, or having your stu-
dents do the opposite of what you usually have them do: for this
lesson, we would let students try and explain the item first (before
teacher's explanation); we would also try silent praising (a smile or
thumbs up)
3. Do something, or have your students do something, inside the
classroom that is commonly done only outside the classroom: we
thought about encouraging students to look up the word in a dictio-
nary (on the phone, depending on the context and age, etc.)
Besides, we categorized our opinions/ideas about this piece of
lessons into 2 groups: what we think is useful/helpful for student
learning, and what we thought was less helpful (or not helpful at all).
Here are the 2 lists we got.
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useful/helpful:
• nominating a student using his/her name
• using mime and telling the story (supporting the verbal
story visually)
• using a flashcard with a written record of the word
• using engaging materials (story, visuals, props, etc.)
less helpful/useful:
• students are repeating/pronouncing isolated linguistic
items (found it)
• confusing example offered by teacher (picking up sticks
in the context of finding a bean)
• using L2 only for explanations and examples
Finally, we took each item from the list above and asked ourselves
'How could the opposite be true?' Here are the new lists we have.
useful/helpful ideas may become 'less helpful' if we consider the fol-
lowing:
• nominating a S using his/her name > > this can push
a student out of their comfort zone and put them on the
spot;
• using mime and telling the story (supporting the verbal
story visually) > > this can result in confusing the mean-
ing, or making a wrong connection (that 'find' is the same
as 'pick up', for example)
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• using a flashcard with a written record of the word > >
if students don't know how to read in English, this may be
not helpful
• using engaging materials (story, visuals, props, etc.) > >
we don't know how engaged all the students in this group
are, and we don't know whether they have a chance to use
the materials, or if it is only the teacher who has 'control'
over it
'less helpful/useful' ideas become 'helpful' if we consider the follow-
ing:
• students are repeating/pronouncing isolated linguistic
items (found it) > > this may be a more natural way to use
language, as opposed to focusing on 'full sentences' as we
see quite commonly done in the schools in our countries,
for example
• confusing example offered by teacher (picking up sticks
in the context of finding a bean') > > students may need to
do more work figuring the meaning out, asking questions,
decoding the meaning from the context, etc. Learners be-
come more active and therefore learn better.
• using L2 only for explanations and examples > > refer-
ring to L1 may save time in class, and offer confidence and
comfort to the learners who need it
Olena:
I enjoyed reading about how you implemented the ideas in John’s ar-
ticle 8.2 and used this type of thinking in your approach to the task.
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The point you made about engaging materials, i.e. ‘engaging accord-
ing to whom?’, is excellent!
John: Dear K,
You are on the way to looking at how what some think is useful
might not be and how what is not useful might be. As you continue
your exploration, write two reasons rather than one–so saying re-
peating words alone rather than sentences might be useful because,
give a second or third reason. Ditto re using L1 for directions, etc.
Sounds like a lively discussion! Did you record your discussion? If so
send it to Steven and maybe we can listen to a bit of the discussion
Sunday.
Katka:
Thank you for the reply! No, we have not recorded ourselves (and I
wish we had, as we talked about a number of things, both about the
course and outside).
Yes, I can see how each point can have 2, 3 and more reasons, both
‘for’ and ‘against’.
For example, repeating words alone rather than sentences might be
useful because, (1) it’s easier to say something short than the whole
sentence and (2) we can work on pronunciation features very closely,
e.g. individual sounds (‘p’ and ‘f ’ were difficult for Korean learners,
so the same may be true for the ones in the lesson, in the word
‘found’). I am sure there are possible reasons 4, 5, etc. Maybe some-
one in the group could join us and make the list longer?
Using L1 was a huge area of our conversation actually, because we re-
flected on our beliefs, on our learning experience, our teaching expe-
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rience before and after taking a CELTA course, before and after be-
coming teacher trainers, etc.
I like the exercise of brainstorming possible reasons, alternatives and
questioning the ‘given’ (or ‘always works’ as Olena mentioned in her
thread this week). My favorite part of the reflective process.
THANK YOU FOR THE CHANCE to ‘think aloud’ about it!
Olena and Jane
Jane looked at GA5 because it is the kind of activity she does with
classes of older students (11 and up).
GA 5 Transcript During “a Warm up”
T: Next question is what did you do last night? Miki...
S: Miku.
T: Sorry, Miku.
S: I was study, ah studied, eto watched TV.
T: I was watch TV... you don’t need ‘was’
S: huh?
T: I...
S: ...was. I did.
T: I... ...watch TV.
S: watched TV.
T: Very good.
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ALTHOUGH MY TEACHING context is seemingly very differ-
ent from Jane's, we seem to have come to similar conclusions in many
aspects.
One alternative Jane might try in a lesson similar to ga5 is to respond
only to the content of what the student says, rather than jump right
into correcting the grammar. The teacher can choose to focus on the
purpose of the activity and be interested in the student’s answer in
terms of what she is saying, not just how she is saying it.
Another alternative is to just stop talking after asking the question.
Presumably, there are more students in the class than just Miku. Per-
haps they can be enlisted to ask follow-up questions or retell Miku’s
answer. Or, if it is just Miku, perhaps with more time to think and
speak, she will have more to say.
We also talked about getting students to have these conversations
in pairs (since it seems like there might be a list of questions), with
teacher monitoring for language issues, collecting them, and giving
group feedback after. This would avoid embarrassing students by sin-
gling them out.
Another possibility, if the teacher needs to correct in the moment, is
to pay careful attention to what the student says. This student used
Japanese. The teacher could help the student translate the Japanese
word and then produce a better sentence in English. (And then, per-
haps, follow up with a question on the content!)
Transcribing this short interaction with the student might also help
both of them see where they can make other changes in ways that will
help them both at the same time. It would be more visual than the
conversation alone and might result in more uptake.
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Both Jane and I think that sometimes teachers might want to focus
more on the content and the interaction than error correction.
When error correction is done, it has to be conducted in a principled
way that would ensure the uptake. When the teacher just recasts
(ga5) or asks “Do you all agree?”, students might not even realise
they made an error. So letting students speak, recording their talk,
transcribing and correcting it would be a better approach than sim-
ply recasting or pointing out that there is an error.
Question to readers: after reading these ideas, what beliefs/assump-
tions/principles do you think both teachers share? Why do you say so?
Interestingly, despite that fact that we teach in different contexts and
work with different groups of learners, we seem to share a number of
underlying assumptions and beliefs about language teaching.
1. Activities and tasks need to have a clear purpose. Although we
don’t always need to announce it to the students at the beginning of
an activity, we need to keep it in mind.
2. The teacher needs to express at least as much interest in WHAT
students say as in HOW they say it.
3. Silence in the classroom can be quite productive and even neces-
sary, e.g. thinking and processing time, or just letting students take
charge.
John in reply
Dear J and O,
I just lost about 6 paragraphs of reactions to your insightful com-
ments. Small changes, one click wrong and big results, 30 minutes of
commenting erased.
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So I will start again with joy. Maybe the second time around I will be
less wordy and clearer after rehearsing my comments.
First to your last 3 points.
1. Consider how not having a purpose can be better than having a
purpose. If we have a purpose we think of our purpose rather than
what they students say, write and do.
2. One problem with being able to be keen to focus on what students
say and how they say it is that a lot is said in a short amount of time.
If we ask students to write our questions and their responses we can
correct their errors and then when they speak they are less likely to
say the sentences incorrectly. Each time they say something incor-
rectly it is more deeply embedded in their minds and thus harder to
eradicate.
Having students do pair work aloud and respond to our questions
aloud leads to loads of errors. More controlled use of language is
needed to master language and prevent the continuing use of errors.
We cannot develop our language by speaking. We will continue to
make loads of errors.
Videos 2 to 6 ‘Read and Look up’ and 16 ‘Transcribing’ show ways
to master language.
3. Silence in the classroom for sure. And if students write more be-
fore they speak there will be more silence and more processing.
Wait time-the number of seconds between a teacher asking a ques-
tion and a student responding or the time between a student re-
sponse and a comment from the teacher can be adjusted. But usually
it is not adjusted and teachers require immediate responses and they
give immediate reactions with no wait time–silence to consider what
was said.
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When teachers who teach low level and high level students are
recorded, it is seen that they give more than twice as much time
to high level students than to low level students to respond. So of
course the high level students produce longer and more sophisticat-
ed comments. Writing is a silent activity and allows more thinking.
Your point earlier about having students transcribe I of course sup-
port and am in fact a fanatic about.
Re Miku, she was in fact the only student. She found transcribing.
She had never before in 6 years of English classes heard her own voice




Thanks for your comments. I was really interested in everything you
wrote, but two things that particularly stood out are about silence
and speaking. Regarding silence, I have never counted the seconds of
wait time I give to my students, but I am aware of the need to give
them time. Sometimes students have decided what they want to say
and are still not sure it is perfect, so they say nothing. Have I not
waited long enough? How long is long enough? How do I find out?
About speaking, you wrote that “We cannot develop our language by
speaking. We will continue to make loads of errors.” Are you saying
that students should not practice speaking freely unless we are sure
they will not make any errors? Are there any times in the classroom
where it is appropriate to allow students to try and use English to
communicate a story, a need, or a request?
Task to readers: how would you respond to the participant’s questions?
Nicole’s post
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Maria and I had a discussion about our thoughts about ga3 [See the
transcript in the appendix].
I picked that transcript because for me, I was kind of looking at it as
a scientific activity because I was thinking of an exploratory activity
for that. I thought I could change it into a more investigative activ-
ity instead and hide the cards around the classroom and make them
look for the cards as if they are going on an exploration. This can help
them get the idea of "finding" things through experiencing it. This
is based on the belief that students learn more if they involve feel-
ings in learning. I remember when I was teaching Physics when I was
in another Asian country, to teach projectile motion, I would throw
the eraser across the classroom. The students would be surprised, and
that would help them remember.
John to Nicole
Your use of the word exploratory is very important. There is a book
by one Douglas Barnes* who talks about exploratory talk and final
draft talk. Your activities–putting the cards around the room and
having students find them is exploratory thinking which might lead
to exploratory talk.
*John is probably referring to this book2.
In the video of the lesson I transcribed the teacher puts her hand on
the floor and says “I found it.” When I show the video without the
sound not one teacher so far has said she is demonstrating the word
found with her gesture. They say touched usually since this is what
she did.
So not only did the students not explore, they were shown a gesture
that did not illustrate the meaning.
2. https://books.google.co.jp/books/about/Active_Learning.html?id=OXw3AAAA-
CAAJ&redir_esc=y
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This video is attached to a book that is required reading in some
states in the US. I see the video as an example of how to prevent stu-
dents from learning.
Throwing an eraser to show projectile motion is an example of what I
call “reminding students of what they already know.” They know the
action of throwing but do not know the term so you reminded them
that they know the idea and then said here is one term for what you
already have experienced and therefore know.
Maria to Nicole:
Nicole, I like what you said about throwing the eraser. I think adding
the element of novelty in any lesson can create a memorable impres-
sion. It’s like the things John has said about working with the same
text repeatedly but presenting it in different ways.
Task to readers: Which ideas from the chapter do you like? Write them
down, and then think about alternative, or even opposite ideas. Do you
know a colleague who may agree with the new statements?
A Final Note from John:
During our conversations, when I asked participants to mention
some points they remembered from the comments people made,
most could not remember any. I mean, there are a couple dozen posts
plus comments on these posts from me and other participants. You
have together created a virtual methods book on transcribing.
Editorial Note
In the coming section, Chapter 11, the focus will be on interactions be-
tween people inside and outside the (language learning) classroom. Do
we talk to each other in the classroom the same way as we do when dri-
ving, buying something at a store, or explaining how to put on make up?
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What is similar, and what is different, and how can these observations
help us become better language teachers to our learners?
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Chapter 11: Self-Reliance
EDITORIAL NOTE
Transcripts in this segment invite us to examine and compare interac-
tions between people inside and outside the (language learning) class-
room. For the written homework parts 1-3, participants had a choice to
either work in pairs, or approach the task on their own. Before reading
the responses from the course participants, readers can try doing the tasks
themselves.
You will notice that some responses from the course participants had no
replies. Read and choose the ones that you would like to reply to. Then
think about the ones you didn't choose and examine your reasoning.
TASK 1
Discuss transcripts iids 1, 2 and 3 and list at least 3 ways interaction




1. Whether the interaction occurs outside or inside the classroom,
communication is paramount.
2. The role of “expert” is negotiable, although in the classroom set-
ting the teacher is often automatically given this role.
3. More is going on than might be apparent initially.
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4. In both settings, there is a feedback loop which goes both ways
(Speaker - Listener - Speaker, Teacher - Student - Teacher). Even in
iids 2, although the trainee doesn’t say much, his/her actions provide
feedback to the trainer. The trainer’s feedback is verbal, but essential-
ly both of them are doing the exact same thing, i.e. feedback.
5. In both settings, people tend to seek agreement and social cohe-
sion unless their critical needs are not met. It is surprising how much
people are willing to put up with for the sake of good relationships.
Differences:
1. In conversations outside the classroom, people use lots of pro-
nouns without clear linguistic referents and rely on the shared un-
derstanding of the context. More slang and expletives are used and
fewer experiential words.
2. Classroom interaction doesn’t have a lot of regard for how lan-
guage is used in daily life (due to constraints of the syllabus, upcom-
ing tests, etc.). It often presents “idealised” daily life (no interrup-
tions, no false starts, no expletives, no more than two speakers at a
time, everybody likes each other etc.)
3. In the classroom, teachers often try to encourage students to use
“proper sentences” (preferably complex sentences). As we can see
from the transcripts, outside the classroom, people often communi-
cate in phrases and fragments.
4. The amount and nature of feedback are different. Outside the
classroom, it often revolves around our feelings and perceptions, e.g.
in iids 1, Janice says “Oh... that feels so good... nice and cool”. Essen-
tially, she is commenting on her feelings about the skin freshener -
not Dolores’s actions or words. In a training situation, including a
language classroom, the feedback is often a value judgement, albeit
short and vague, e.g. in iids 2, the trainer repeatedly says “good”.
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John in reply: Regarding communication and feedback, in the pair
settings as you point out these are mutual. In a classroom the teacher
sometimes gets in the way of the loop, given that the teacher has a
plan and many students to deal with.
In pairs we are willing perhaps to put up with more to keep the rela-
tionship than in a class, whereas keeping relationships up among so
many is really not possible.
Your comments about the differences are profound and to me it
means that much of what we try to do in classrooms as they are set up
is a total waste of time since the material we are presenting has noth-
ing much to do with how we use language.
I try to show ways to bridge this gap in activities in Small Changes.
Regarding the driving lesson, we are reminded that the contrast be-
tween in class and out of class settings is not so black and white.
Many who teach driving and other skills are no different from teach-
ers who teach in classrooms. Conversely, some language teachers de-
velop activities that enable students to use language in ways that they
would use them in a non-teaching setting.
BEWARE OF LABELS–teaching and non teaching settings!
Katka and her learning partner*
* John responded to these participants later, after their last post in this
part.
My learning partner and I compared our notes about the tasks, and
we thought it is better to share them now (than never), before the
course officially ends. Grateful to those of you who will be reading
and responding!
Notes and thoughts about the specific context in the transcripts:
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- the relationships are close enough (teacher, friends, colleagues), so
the style is very informal (and cursing occurs) > > students may need
a lot wider range of context(s) to be able to communicate in
- the activity is about doing something specific (whereas in class we
are sometimes having a conversation on a more abstract level) > >
so recording a conference presentation or negotiations in English
would bring a different level of language
Nicole with Liew Loon Teik
For the similarities of the iids transcripts, we noticed the way the
teacher complimented learners to reaffirm correct choices like "That
was good." Also, the trainer empowers the trainee to be an au-
tonomous learner by keeping prompting to a minimum.
For the differences, for the classroom setting, the teacher proposes
thought-provoking questions which incorporate HOTs. For the
"How to Apply Make-up" transcript, the process was really described
in detail, whereas the other two transcripts just showed normal con-
versation.
For example, for the transcript talking about different objects, the
classroom setting had more descriptions while in the real life setting,
they only used words like it, them and one to describe the objects.
Also, for the non-classroom setting, there was more of a two-way
flow of the conversation compared to the classroom setting.
Jane to Nicole: What are (is?) HOTs?
Liew Loon Teik: HOTs stands for Higher Order Thinking skills.
Questions like ‘How ...?, ‘What else ... ?,’ etc are thought-provoking
questions which will require pupils to think out of their comfort
zones.
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John to Nicole and Liew Loon Teik
Nicole and Liew, you rightly point out that communications in class-
rooms and outside are not so clear cut; there is overlap.
The use of words like it, them, etc. though does remind us that our
focus often in class on experiential vocabulary is not perhaps so use-
ful, as we know about experiential words from experiencing them!
Task 2
View videos 2, 3 and 4 (together, if possible) and discuss and write how
small changes led to different results after you view them once. Then
view them again and discuss and write how else small changes had an
impact on what was happening in the lessons.
Link to video 2, Oral Reading: https://youtu.be/fLYnlh7AsrU
Link to video 3, Read and Look up: https://youtu.be/83kZeGpid4s
Link to video 4, Read and Look up Pointing: https://youtu.be/gC-
qrxFM-SSg
Marta and William
Relating to the ideas of my partner, William, it is obvious that read-
ing aloud is not a natural type of reading, that's not the way we tend
to read in real life. Therefore, I do agree that reading should be com-
bined with activities which make it more meaningful e.g., reading
and looking up or a mirror reflection of a text. Additionally, it is im-
portant that the learners be engaged with the content of the text.
Here we could use pictures, questions, puzzles, anything which will
give meaning to a seemingly mechanical nature of reading.
I do see eye to eye with William who suggests that learners should
take responsibility for their learning, being occasionally guided on
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the way. However, it is crucial to understand (again referring to OBE
of John's ideas from the video) that the challenge is optimal (not too
easy, not too hard).
John
M and W
I see reading as I see all learning: as predicting. While pictures, ques-
tions, puzzles can be used to give meaning, I believe meaning comes
from the text. Of course matching pictures with text can clarify.
I also see reading as a means not only to be able to share emotions
with characters in fiction or get excited about new information but
to master the patterns and vocabulary of English -– integrated!
I have a few chapters on ‘read and look up’ in Small Changes, Big Re-
sults so I will not repeat a lot of my suggestions here.
In most so-called reading lessons I have observed through the years
and in lesson plans suggested in most methods books, teachers are
told to introduce the key words, out of context and define them or
translate them. Then teachers ask students what they think the read-
ing is about, then students read aloud one by one looking at the text
or silently and then answer so-called comprehension questions. The
time spent reading is maybe 5 minutes out of a 40 minute class. It
is like trying to learn to swim by doing warm up movements on the
side of the pool for 10 minutes, splashing in the pool for 5 minutes,
swimming one length, getting out of the pool to walk back to the
starting point while another person swims one length and at the end
a few more stretching exercises. In this fictional 40 minute so-called
swimming lesson the time spent actually swimming is often 10 min-
utes at the most.
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Back to ‘read and look up’, the idea is not to master reading aloud
which is as you point out an unusual activity which most people
do poorly even if they do it a lot (like politicians who use tele-
prompters), but to master speaking, listening, writing and silently
reading the language -– integrating the 4 skills and integrating gram-
mar and vocabulary.
Questions to readers: What may be some pros and cons of asking stu-
dents to read aloud in the classroom? In which situations (outside the
classroom) have you found yourself reading aloud?
Liew Loon Teik with Nicole
For this task, Nicole and I managed to watch Videos 2, 3 and 4 to-
gether and the following are our thoughts:
Video 2
Luka's misreading of the title '1800' actually led to the reaction of Mr
John who might have given a non-verbal cue by moving his hand to
point out the error.
Immediately, Luka smiled with realisation at her mistake and cor-
rected the error. This minimal involvement of Mr. Fanselow, who
presumably made a small gesture in response to the error, was signifi-
cant in my opinion, as it dictated the flow of the session. To note, the
teacher's presence which projected the 'I-am-all-ears' vibe made the
students warier of their reading.
Clearly, when it was Izuna's turn to read, she began by clearing her
throat. In Nicole’s opinion, the action of her clearing her throat was
to indicate to Mr. Fanselow that she's ready or to give an impression
that she will give her best. Alternatively, the students can be said to
be on their toes and were anticipating their turns, respectively. Mr.
Fanselow mentioned that their eyes were glued through the entire
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session and I believe that it's the result of them being fixated with the
text in order to not mess up their parts.
We can all agree that in this video, the students were very tense as
there were very minimal movements. For instance, Luka's small ac-
tion of moving her pen after her reading could be a sign that she was
relieved that her part was already over.
Also, if we were to study Video 2 alone, the students' ability in read-
ing the text (word for word) might not necessarily translate to them
understanding the text wholly or in context as highlighted by Mr.
Fanselow in the video, thus resulting in them being unresponsive to
the text as they might be trying to comprehend the significance of
the words being uttered in context.
Video 3
In comparison to Video 2, ‘Video 3 – Read and Look Up’ was more
interactive in nature. It can be clearly seen from their facial expres-
sions in the video that the students were more relaxed and felt less
vulnerable or less concerned about making mistakes in their reading.
Unlike Video 2, students read silently first before looking up and
reading the text together. Another change implemented in this ac-
tivity was that the text was mirrored, thus requiring pupils to reshuf-
fle the words into a recognisable order. Instead of solo or individual
reading, the students seemed more connected with one another and
in my opinion, it felt as though they were radiating the feeling of
‘We’re in this together.’ and ‘You’re not alone’, which encouraged ac-
tive participation of the three students.
However, the reading was performed together, which I want to refer
to as ‘choral reading’, and might not be an ideal reading activity to
gauge student’s reading competency as some might take advantage of
this activity by lip-syncing their way through a portion of the text
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of which they are unsure of, if not entirely or half-heartedly utter-
ing the words as they have others to back them up. For instance, in
Video 3, amidst the lively environment exhibited by the students, it
seemed that some deliberately mumbled unfamiliar words and de-
spite all three students being productive, it is through this situation
that they overlapped each other. My concern is the overlapping pro-
duced by the students might cancel out correct utterances and cause
confusion among the pupils.
Video 4
At first viewing of Video 4 – Read, Look Up and Pointing, we were
unable to discover anything significant about Brian pointing in the
video as only two still images were provided. However, when we re-
viewed the video and compared it with Video 2, we managed to
gather the following possible intention:
In my opinion, the teacher, Brian, played a more active role in the
session by pointing. Generally, pointing is a basic non-verbal move-
ment which is a crucial communication element, and Brian’s effort
in pointing can be perceived as a means of wanting to be included
in the session. As compared to the teacher in Video 2, who had his
hands on the table, Brian’s effort in pointing relays the intention of
catching the students’ attention and providing them with visual di-
rections, rather than just verbal instructions alone. For instance, in
the 2nd still image of Video 4, Izuna can be seen reproducing the
same non-verbal action by pointing to the text while the other two
students looked on intently.
Katka and her learning partner
Small changes made in video 3 and 4 we noticed:
- asking students to read the same passage in the mirror image
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-students experience the 'read and look up' technique (with a break
from a text, having time to process what they read)
-I can also see them looking at each other, talking to each other
-the teacher (Brian) is sitting closer
-they seem to take turns by themselves, as opposed to being nominat-
ed by John in video 2.
I can see how the small changes brought enthusiasm and liveliness to
the students. They seem to be enjoying the process of doing the task
(smiling, looking at each other).
I can't think of anything 'less useful' in making these changes at the
moment, however, I can offer a couple of ideas why NOT making the
changes might still be a good idea. I guess a lot depends on the lesson
objective, and activity aim/purpose on the way to that objective (are
they reading for content? for pronunciation practice? another aim?)
1) students reading aloud and practicing pronunciation/intonation
patterns and sentence stress? (e.g. training for a presentation, a micro
skill in public speaking?)
2) students may have had a task to help each other with the pronun-
ciation inaccuracies while listening to each other.
I guess the piece is too small to have a profound discussion (it looks
like a super small class of only three students, so a lesson with them
may have a stage where they read aloud, and do other activities with
the text?) Just a thought...
Task 3
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View video 8 https://youtu.be/sWRCyir2Vpg, Self-reliance, and
write some ways that this video, which is unrelated to language learn-
ing, might be useful in your teaching
Eva
This video shows exactly what I try to tell my students and my fellow
teachers- do not give the answers immediately but give alternatives,
lead the students to get to the point by themselves. We just need to
facilitate the learning process.
I personally use associations, I ask them to guess to try to find out by
themselves, I lead them all the way till they figure it out.
This video reminds me of that process of trying one way, another
way.... until you learn it at the end!
"You learned this! I didn't teach you!" ♡
John to Eva
Eva, did the fact that the student removing my cuff links has nothing
to do directly with language teaching turn you off in any way?
To you, what was the most impressive moment in the video?
What did you notice about the female student observing the male
student removing my cuff link?
What statements that either I or the male student made were most
memorable?
EVA to John
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It did not turn me off. In fact, I was as curious as the girl in the video
was!
I see it as metaphor for indirectly leading our students to learn by
themselves.
Looking at the girl – she is so curious about the whole situation, her
head going from one side to another trying to see how the cuff link
works, and at the 51st second in the video she sighs “Ohhh” as if she
was doing the whole thing and now she understood it. She is so in-
terested in it and excited about it all.
The most memorable moment when the girl was leaning back and
forward to see it all and how happy she was when the cuff was re-
moved. ♡
I like the last part too: “I learned how!”
“You learned this, I didn’t teach you” ♡
Nicole and Liew Loon Teik
From video 8, we learned that as teachers (and as students too), we
should always be open to try anything. Also, if something does not
work, try to use alternatives. Sometimes, something needs to be seen
from a different angle to understand how to make it work. Doodling
also helps a lot when taking notes. It's a way for our brains to process
what we are hearing so we can understand better. And, lastly, a third
person, like the female student in the video, can also learn from an
activity even if they are just a third party participant or not an active
participant in that activity.
Katka and her learning partner
To me, this illustrates the power of learning by doing, or experiential
learning (when learners are active and are trying things out instead
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of being told, shown, explained, etc.). It is in line with what I believe
and practice. The title of the video is a great summary for this idea (a
lot of times, it is about learning, not being taught)
Jane to Katka:
I’m so glad you decided to post your thoughts today! It gives me a
new reason to look back and think more about the tasks. One thing
that you wrote that really struck me is “students may need a lot wider
range of context(s) to be able to communicate in”. Maybe it seems
obvious, but it was a reminder I needed today.
I also like the elegance of “a lot of times, it is about learning, not be-
ing taught”. It reminded me of times when I feel that a class is really
a struggle, and I realize later that it’s because I’m pushing my own
agenda too much and ignoring the learning that’s actually happen-
ing.
Katka to Jane
Thank you Jane for reading with your attentive and caring eyes, and
your comment. Have a very ‘fresh’ example of ‘being taught’ versus
experiencing an ‘aha moment’ in my very first lessons with ski in-
structors. One instructor would often repeat ‘I have just told you not
to do [that]’ but I knew it would take me just some more time to re-
ally do [it] correctly.
I am now going to re-read the others’ posts, too. Thank you Jane for
the inspiration to keep reflecting!
John
Dear K,
Read and look up is an activity that enables students to process lan-
guage—the integration of grammar and vocabulary. Over time the
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language in the texts moves from the page to their eyes to their brains
and out of their mouths. And then when they write what they say
and compare a recording of what they say with what they write and
the text they can begin to see to what degree they have mastered the
language in the text. (If you look at video 12 you will see these next
stages.)
Pronunciation is not dealt with partly because many of the words in
the texts students are not likely to ever have to say. Rhythm, paus-
ing at the end of sense groups, and intonation are important as they
show to what extent learners are understanding what they are read-
ing.
Other activities teachers can do with the same text can be to ask
learners to say the sense groups they are reading as if they are bored,
excited, drunk, singing a song, etc.
Re the small class, if you have a chance to look at video 1, I discuss
this issue. I and many other teachers have had students read and look
up in classes of 40 students and upward. The pair of students in video
12 were in a class of around 20,
Before I forget, you thinking of a couple of reasons why the alterna-
tive might not be a good idea is a crucial step in our analysis of what
we do. We have to ask how what we think is useful might not be
and how what we think is not useful might be. YOU ARE SO FAR
THE ONLY ONES THAT HAVE STARTED TO ASK THESE
QUESTIONS; THEY ARE CRUCIAL!!!*
*Editorial note: John uses uppercase letters for emphasis here.
Back to other activities with the text, one is to have students write
yes/no, either/or and question word questions about the text dealing
with facts, experience and inferences and write responses–again to
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manipulate the language–integrating vocabulary and grammar and
all 4 skills.
And Jane, yes, yes, and yes again for your comments.
Katka to John: Thank you for the reply John: indeed, a lot to think
about in your ‘Small Changes, Big Results’ book (reading it bit by bit
and savoring the videos as I progress).
I like the point about skill integration while working on a text, and
by letting the student(s) do more work/plan with what they are read-
ing. Another example of how learner independence is important.
And... the opposite may be true, too? :-) Just kidding! Thank you for
the course!
Task to readers (based on what John’s asked the course participants)
View Video 11 and write to what extent what you have read so far in
this resource is in line with what John suggested we do to understand
our teaching in Video 1.
Olena
In Video 1, John openly speaks about some teachers’ scepticism, say-
ing the following: “When I initially show these clips to teachers, they
say that they teach classes from 15 to 50 students. They say it’s easy to
do activities with just a few students”. He also points out that these
activities have been trialled in large classes and provides an example
that viewers can find online. It is one of the things that I really like
about this course: John shows us a certain way of thinking and re-
flecting, but he does not discourage or dismiss our scepticism. On
the contrary, on multiple occasions, he said/wrote: “Don’t believe
anything I say”. To me, it sounds like a challenge and an invitation
1. https://youtu.be/LX-HYM9QuME
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to explore these new ideas and insights in my own practice. In other
words, I interpret John’s “Don’t believe what I say” as “Don’t believe
what I say – go and try it in your own classroom and see where it all
leads you”.
The incomplete information task shown in the video is indeed bril-
liant in and of itself, but it took me four times watching this video to
realize how this idea of incomplete information can also be applied
to my classroom. John introduced this activity as a way to engage stu-
dents in deeper learning and processing, but I guess the point of this
course is that teachers (especially if they don’t record and transcribe
their lessons!) only have incomplete information about what’s going
on in their classrooms. If I don’t work with the transcripts, I won’t
know what my learners know, what they don’t know, how they react
to things, what makes them tick, what makes them bored etc. Tran-
scription does not provide you with everything you need to know,
but it is the only manageable way for us teachers to deal with this
constant state of incomplete information. We “put on a different pair
of glasses” and zoom in, narrow down, home in on, focus on details.
And then from up close, things might appear much less appealing
than what we thought they were from afar, but we suspend judgment
and study them as they are.
Watching the same video multiple times – this is a must. I’ve re-
read so many books (fiction, non-fiction, ELT books) and each time
I’ve discovered new layers of meaning and created new links between
people and events. Videos are often regarded as more expendable and
less serious, and they often don’t get due attention. I watched video
1 five consecutive times and every time there was a new detail I no-
ticed, or I thought of a new angle/perspective. I could have gone fur-
ther and watched it again, and I am sure there would have been more.
At first, let me be honest with you, I thought the video was a bit slow-
paced, but then I started to think how these pauses could be inter-
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preted in a positive way. On the third viewing, I actually found these
pauses well-thought out and thought they were conducive to pro-
cessing and thinking. When I watched it for the fifth time, only then
did I really feel the power of the non-judgmental approach: I just
thought, well, the pauses are there and they are so-and-so many sec-
onds long. So, I guess one of the points of watching the same video
multiple times is getting into this “non-judgmental zone”, at least at
the beginning of my reflective journey.
Eva to Olena:
Yes, yes the extra pair of glasses indeed gives us a deeper insight into
what is going on, a better information of what is going on in the
classroom. I also find it very, very useful.
“Non-judgmental approach” is the key word representing the whole
course!
John: I thought I had commented on these comments but I cannot
find my comments.
Main point is that I am blown away at how you found looking at
Video 1 more than once was more and more revealing.
Questions to readers: do you agree with the participant? Can you think
of other alternatives and make a list of their pros and cons?
Tatyana
The video is completely in tune with and neatly summarizes what
we've been discussing on this course:
- details can be easily overlooked if we only look at a broad picture
- if we are to introduce small changes we need to look at the details if
we want to see the changes
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- it's healthy to look at the same thing from different perspectives, i.e.
putting on different pairs of glasses
- it's preferable to look at the same thing several times, because every
time you will notice something that you overlooked before
So, what we need to constantly do is to zoom in, zoom out and then
zoom in again, remembering that the broader picture is the combi-
nation of numerous small details unseen to a hurried eye.
So, instead of rushing to make a generalization, slow down, open up
your eyes and mind, listen or read without judgement, observe, no-
tice, describe, analyze, and repeat. Somewhere between these cycles
introduce a small change and repeat the cycle. :)
John:
Yes, yes, and yes again. The idea of zooming in and out and in differ-
ent ways is a metaphor I use in Breaking Rules in which I describe an
observation system I developed called FOCUS.
I said you can focus in, focus out, do a long shot, a close shot, you can
take pictures from the back side and front of the class, etc.
The cycle as you describe it is different from how many in our field
describe the cycle since you mention the essential point: “Some-
where between these cycles introduce a small change and repeat the
cycle.” All too often this crucial step is not taken.
Katka
After watching video 1 these are the points that remind me about the
course (and book) philosophy:
- looking at a picture very closely, seeing details of what the students
are doing, their body movements, posture, etc
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- developing the predicting skill by completing an introduction using
just the first and last letters of the words, and the lines indicating the
number of letters
- putting a recording device closer to the students
- centering details in the reflective process
- putting on a different pair of glasses (as a 'lens') to reflect through
as a helpful approach
- this is a short video (5 min) for multiple watching and re-watching,
and during the course the idea of 'doing more with less' is emphasized
a lot.
John: K, I am of course pleased that Video 1 was clear and that you
feel that looking at it more than once will be potentially useful. I
think as I said that having students read or listen to anything one
time is the same as not experiencing the language in the piece.
Eva to Katka: Great points and useful tips to incorporate in teach-
ing. Doing more with less- very powerful! I also find it interesting the
switching from positive to negative, bringing a new perspective.
Katka to Eva: Yes, ‘doing more with less’ is my life philosophy, if I
may say so (goes far outside of teaching) In what way does it apply
to you and your context? Sometimes teaching kids may feel like the
opposite (many activities in the frame of a lesson, for example...)
Eva to Katka: Agree with you: yes, it goes far outside of teaching! I
apply it in my everyday teaching – paying attention to details, reac-
tions of the students (they show if they are sure or not sure / should
we revise it once more or not); even a single text can be used for
many aspects of teaching: grammar, vocabulary, a speaking activity...
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Jane: Hi Katka and Eva, I think teaching kids isn’t really the oppo-
site of doing more with less. Multiple activities in a short space of
time are really just ways to present the same information in new ways
(catering to the shorter attention spans of young learners). So the
bites are smaller, but they’re all from the same meal chopped up in-
to different shaped pieces! (Can I stretch this metaphor any further
without it breaking?!)
Katka to Jane: Jane, So true, and such a wonderful metaphor-
stretching exercise! Yes, with very little ones the ‘same’ activity done
with a small twist, e.g. stand up and repeat the same words or sen-
tences, etc. can bring a big chance. Small change, big impact.
William on Video 1:
After watching video 1 a few times:
- As teachers, we sometimes need to suspend the sense of skepticism
that sometimes prevents us from considering whether a technique,
method, or small change will work in our own contexts. Perhaps as
a result, we ‘stick with what we know’ and over time become a little
frustrated as the methods we have come to rely on begin to fail us,
not because they are ‘bad’ or ‘wrong’ in themselves, but because we
aren’t really considering how they can be adapted.
- Maybe we can follow these principles not just with the materials
John describes, but with all the other manuals and guidebooks and
videos we have in our respective libraries.
- We can also learn something from sources that don’t relate to TEFL
at first glance, like Blake’s poetry, to use just one example. Blake
could also teach us something about getting out of the classroom (or
wherever our workplace is) to reflect, ponder, contemplate and eulo-
gize.
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- The notion of ‘nudging’ is something I’ve read about before, and
it’s quite an interesting concept. But some people are prone to resist
when they feel that someone is trying to ‘nudge’ them in a direction
they would not have followed if given the choice, even when their
natural choice might have led to negative outcomes. Changes may
therefore need to be small and gradual, - an evolutionary process -
rather than sudden, and shouldn’t be framed according to rationales
like “we know what’s best for you” or “we’re doing this for your own
good”.
- Some more non-TEFL sources that might come in useful include
Dan Ariely’s books, Charles Duhigg’s ‘The Power of Habit’ and
‘Smarter Faster Better’, and ‘Thinking Fast and Slow’ by Daniel Kah-
nemann. The ideas captured in books like these might not work for
everyone, and nobody should expect an epiphany, but we might be
able to relate at least some of it to our own practice.
John to William:
Dear William, I do not know Duhigg but do know Kahnemann who
I find very helpful. Reading outside of our field I think is very impor-
tant, as you have mentioned in your comment about Blake.
Skepticism, as you point out, can be negative–holding us back–or as
I see it positive since if we question everything we are in once sense
liberated.
Having said this, if we ask whether an activity is useful or not and see
it is not we have to drop it.
Epiphanies are often experienced in the most unusual ways –walking
along observing children play, seeing dogs bark, picking up some-
thing a person in front of us has dropped and thinking of how so
much of what we do we cannot plan ahead of time. See you soon.
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Jane to William,
William, based on what you wrote about nudging, I think you’ll
like the book John showed in his video. The way I understood the
concept from the book, it was less about pushing people by making
choices for them and more about taking into account that people
are lazy and making the default choices healthier ones for them. Like
asking people to opt-in to sharing their information online rather
than making them opt out (or opt out of organ donation rather than
opt in). And in education, it might look like letting students opt in
to taking standardized tests rather than opt out...
Question to readers: In what ways do you stick with what you already
know or have known? Give 1-2 examples, from your teaching experi-
ence, or life in general.
Jane
To start with, I watched the videos from the three sessions of our
course so far. And I'm really glad I did, because there were some
things I hadn't noticed during the live session, and there were some
things I'd told myself I wanted to remember and then forgotten.
Points from Video 1 that are in tune with what we've done in the
course so far:
* the focus on length - I laughed out loud at the example of the blood
test: "If they take it all, you know, you'll die." In our assignments
in this course and the transcripts and videos we've been provided,
everything is bite-sized. And there is a lot of detail we can get out of
a seemingly small amount of data.
* the focus on lenses. In the video, John says we need to put on differ-
ent pairs of glasses - see things through different lenses. In the course,
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we were provided with partners to help do this, and with assign-
ments that require us to look over the same material multiple times.
* the focus on recording small groups of students. In the video, John
says that recording small groups of students helps teachers to focus
on what students are doing and saying, and how they respond to the
lesson. In the course, we've also seen videos and read transcripts with
small groups of students. They provide a snapshot of the class. My
partner also did this with her own transcript, and it was interesting
to hear her students' reactions.
* the focus on small changes. In the video, John quotes Darwin as
saying that the things in nature that are most likely to survive are "the
most responsive to change". I think that's true of teaching as well -
the teachers most likely to develop new skills and ways of teaching
are the ones who can look candidly at their lessons and make small
changes.
John to Jane:
Amazing that in so few hours so many of you have been converted to
a new view about your teaching.
Question to readers: Which focus (out of the four ideas mentioned
above) interests you most? And least? Why?
Nicole on Video 1
After watching Video 1, I noticed that I have started "watching
videos with different glasses on". I noticed that there is a big dif-
ference with how I see and understand the videos when I watch
them several times, focusing on different things. I also think that the
quote from Charles Darwin is very relevant for this class. Adapting
to change is a very important skill and to be a more reflective teacher,
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adapting is necessary not only in our teaching, but in all aspects of
our lives.
John to Nicole:
Nicole, I am so blown away by your comments and those of many
others that looking at video 1 more than once is more and more re-
vealing. I am delighted.
John to everyone: No comment except to say as I pointed out in re-
sponse to another participant, you no longer need me. You can all
now teach a similar course!
Editorial Note
In the following part you will join a conversation on designing a Gram-
mar Workshop for teachers or students, and may be inspired to try the
idea out with your colleagues.
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Chapter 12: Grammar Workshop for
teachers
EDITORIAL NOTE
In this part you are invited to join a conversation on designing a Gram-
mar Workshop for teachers or students, and may be inspired to try the
idea out with your colleagues. Be prepared to think about the idea from
various angles/lenses, and generate alternative solutions.
Question to readers (especially academic managers/coordinators): How
can you share some of the ideas from this resource with teachers in your
context? How can you inspire them to start recording themselves, and
transcribing?
William
I’d just like to share something that I’ve learned through applying a
technique inspired by this course.
I was given the task of running a series of one-hour ‘Grammar Work-
shops’ this term for some of our learners. Now, the way some teachers
have run these workshops in the past has been something like this:
Step One: Present a grammar point the learners need to know or
should already know.
Step Two: Get them to practice the grammar point via a few careful-
ly prepared activities and tasks.
Step Three: Voila!
I know what you’re thinking.
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So I thought, how can I utilize transcribing for these workshops?
The method – if you can call it that - that I came up with is like this...
I’ve been using a software tool called Flipgrid for some time now
– it’s basically a means of enabling learners to produce short video
recordings of themselves. They can use their laptops or smartphones
to do this, so it’s convenient, and the videos are only accessible to the
teacher and other members of the class.
So the first stage of the procedure for the grammar workshop is to
give the learners a short prompt or question about a week before the
workshop is due to take place, and they can record their response and
send it to me via our group’s Flipgrid account.
I do set a couple of rules: firstly, the recordings can be no more than
a minute long, and secondly, the learners cannot spend lots of time
planning and preparing their responses- they simply read the prompt
or question, start recording, and send it in one take.
So by the time the workshop is due to take place, I’ve got a batch of
recordings from all the learners who will be attending. Some of them
have been asked by our administration team to attend, while others
have elected to attend because they think they will benefit from extra
practice.
I’ll watch a couple before the workshop just to gauge their level and
what types of problems might occur.
When the workshop takes place, we select one of the learners, en-
tirely at random, and watch their video. Then, I get the entire group
to transcribe the recording. I make sure to tell them that they must
transcribe exactly what they hear, not what they think should have
been said.
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As they’re listening to one of their own, it’s unlikely that they’ll hear
too many terms that are unknown to them or will get thrown off by
accent and things like that, but this part still takes 15 to 20 minutes.
After this, I get one of the learners to take charge of playing and
rewinding the recording, and I transcribe it on the board for the
whole group to see. Again, I’m transcribing exactly what I hear, not
what I think should be said, although as I progress, I can draw the
group’s attention to different areas by writing text in different colors,
or drawing brackets around phrases and chunks of language, or un-
derlining and circling areas I want them to pay attention to.
Once the whole thing is on the board, we’ve still got about half an
hour left, but I can do a lot with this small amount of time.
- I can get the learners to compare what they wrote with what I wrote
– are there any differences? Why? This can be interesting as some-
times a small grammatical or pronunciation error means that learners
have interpreted the message in different ways. I saw this happen just
this week, when there was a little confusion over whether the learn-
er whose recording we were analyzing had said “I won’t run my own
business in the future because...’ or ‘I want to run my own business in
the future because...” – a really small thing in itself, but we were able
to see how it can carry a lot of significance.
- I can show them that probably 90 per cent of what they say is ab-
solutely correct and accurate – this was the case last week with a
learner who was using set phrases and collocations perfectly, she’d
simply made a few errors with conjunctions and prepositions.
- I can show them that it can be difficult for learners to avoid ‘slips’
and other small errors when responding to a question or prompt that
they haven’t had much time to prepare for.
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Additionally, what I’m seeing is that grammar and pronunciation are
inextricably linked. For example, a pause, or rising or falling intona-
tion at what for us, as advanced speakers of English, would be the
‘wrong’ part of a set phrase or thought group can cause the listener
to interpret a message in a way other than what is intended by the
speaker, even when the grammar (in written form) seems accurate.
If, in the workshop, we find that (for example) preposition errors are
common, then I will send the learners some extra materials for revi-
sion in this area, and will also ask them to watch their own record-
ing again to look for the same thing. The student whose video has
been watched in the workshop is spared having to do this, as the job
has already been done by me, which I suppose makes up for the mild
embarrassment of having their video repeatedly watched by everyone
attending.
I’d just like to ask everyone what they think of this – any comments
and criticisms are welcome.
Exploring, and loving it.
Questions to readers: What did the participant’s ideas have in common
with yours? How were they different? What can you learn from his way
of seeing a workshop for colleagues?
Tatyana to William:
A very nice application of transcribing, I think. However, I would
like to suggest a small change Do you think you can reduce the time
you and your students spend on transcribing the randomly chosen
video by doing it simultaneously? I mean, the teacher is transcribing
the video at the same time as the learners are doing (not after they
have finished). I believe, this will give you more time to discuss and
reflect on the transcription with your students.
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I understand that you need to put your transcription on the board
for everyone to see and compare with their own. But I think there
could be some ways to make it possible: in old times the solution was
the overhead projector, nowadays this could be a projector connect-
ed to your laptop?
John: Dear W and T,
Consider how you can decrease the time students transcribe. Can the
number of patterns be decreased? Can a few patterns be practiced
that are related rather than a wide range of patterns
If they miss prepositions it means that the patterns they are trying
to produce are beyond their level. I mean getting 90% correct is not
sufficient and it means the structures are beyond what they can do.
Fewer structural words and sentence patterns all related to a similar
text I think would enable students to master many of the sentence
patterns and structural words that they have been using incorrectly
for years.
To what degree can we make more simple the patterns and structural
words we have students use and the range of activities we ask them to
do.
They have to experience the same structural words and sentence pat-
terns dozens of times to master them–listening to them, transcribing
them, doing read and look up with them and saying them.
Just doing a pattern one or two times has no effect.
Consider how many times we have to practice a musical piece to mas-
ter it with no errors?
Ditto movements. After I had a hip replacement I had to walk in a
certain way–foot forward rather than pointing to the right or left.
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Well, it took me like scores of times to get my foot pointing for-
ward–a one dimensional activity much less complex than saying a
pattern correctly.
Fewer structural words and sentence patterns more and more times
is the only way learners can master a new language.
William in reply:
Thanks John. I guess I had the wrong idea. I’ll go back and rethink
the way I run these workshops.
John: William, there are no wrong ideas. There are ideas we have and
alternative ones. Neither are right or wrong but as we explore we can
see how some ideas we have do not produce the consequences we de-
sire and some do produce the consequences we desire. Enjoy.
John to William and Tatyana
Dear William and Tatyana, I re read the initial description of what
was done and then what happened in class and then comments from
both of you.
You have both done what I alway hoped after I suggesting activ-
ities–alter my suggestion and create alternatives. Also you both
looked at the results and saw ways to make small changes.
Over time, also ask the students to write comments about the activi-
ty–what was useful and what was not useful.
Re the words they leave out–prepositions, etc. Of course the reason
they leave them out is that we do not hear them either live or from a
recording. We have to know that they belong where they do and put
them in even though we do not hear them.
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In the sentence “I was born in Chicago.” “was” and “in” are almost
impossible to hear since they are not stressed. So learners say “I born
Chicago.” Who was born in Chicago? Were you born in Chicago or
New York? What year were you born in Chicago? and other ques-
tions students have to write and say and read silently/look up and say
them over and over.
Of course the same is true in all languages. In the Japanese sentence
pattern “Watakushi wa John desu” [“I am John.”] most elementary
learners of Japanese leave out the ‘wa’.
The point is that if we write what we hear we are going to write in
incorrect English. We have to know that certain slots in a sentence
need certain words. Ditto for suffixes. A language learner shopping
in NYC might say something is “five dolla” even after studying Eng-
lish for 50 years. We cannot usually hear the “erz” at the end; we have
to know it exists.
Many teachers believe that when a student says “five dollar” all we
have to do is say the word correctly and the student will learn the cor-
rect form.
I have had hundreds of students transcribe parts of lessons and so far
none have written “five dollars” when the teacher says “five dollars”
after the student has said “five dollar”–not one. Because they cannot
hear the correct form. They only know the incorrect form.
Knowing the rule–we add -s or -es to form a plural–has no effect.
Sometimes writing the words using the phonetic alphabet helps
them remember the form. I saw a teacher draw a bee on the board
at the end of dollar once and some students suddenly realized that
there was something needed at the end of dollar other than r.
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I am constantly surprised, bewildered by the fact that transcription is
so rare in our field. In all other service industries recordings are cru-
cial to understand what is happening.
How exciting exploration is because we do not know what we will
discover except that we will discover something we did not previous-
ly know.
Katka to William:
I loved the idea of this workshop: did I get it right that it is for
teachers who are also language learners? If so, their proficiency level
should be quite high (hence 90% accuracy you mentioned)
I wonder if there is a ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ way to run such workshops
(isn’t the course about a number of alternatives and options to ex-
plore?) I like the 60 sec max length in this idea, and offering many
learners/attendees to see theirs being analyzed (and feel safe about
the idea to share a recording). I guess such a format can become a
‘trend’ or ‘series’ so that more recordings were made by members, and
some could be discussed, as suggested. Or they could be paired up (as
we were!) and work on a specific piece together, and then share the
findings. All in all, one of the objectives could be to help develop the
habit of reflection by looking closely at the language produced.
Can I borrow your idea for a future session with teachers?
It was a pleasure to read your comments in the course (using a chance
to say it, better late than never!)
William to Katka:
Hi Katka, of course – go ahead and let me know what adaptations
you make.
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I ought to have stated that it was learners, rather than teachers (B2 to
C1), in the workshop but they were transcribing recordings of them-
selves speaking, rather than trying to transcribe ‘native speak’ or ad-
vanced uses of English in contexts they were unacquainted with. My
idea was that, if the learners transcribed a minute’s worth of their
own speech – with errors and slips included – I would be able to
identify which errors could be self-corrected by the learners them-
selves and which ones I would need to address in future lessons. As
John stated, it does need some adjustments, but I think something
like this may work better than the if-it’s-Tuesday-we-have-to-learn-
the-second-conditional approach some teachers use.
Questions to readers:
What workshop ideas for colleagues do you have?
How can you explain/introduce the idea of recording/transcribing to
more experienced colleagues? New(er) teachers? Parents and other
stakeholders?
Editorial Note
In the next chapter you will read John’s article "Smile, You're on Candid
Camera". If you have not become comfortable with the idea to be record-
ed while teaching, the following piece will add ideas why you *should.
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Chapter 13: Smile
EDITORIAL NOTE
In this part the focus was on connecting the ideas from the course and
John’s article "Smile, You're on Candid Camera", and below you will ex-
plore the written posts about the task, and later live conversations about
it. The part ends with John’s reflective stories about working in Nigeria,
NYC and Chicago.
As before, if you notice some responses from the course participants with-
out any replies, think about how you’d respond to them.
Task to readers: read the article "Smile, You're on Candid Camera" and
note points in the article that you think we discussed during the first 3
classes (document attached)
Eva
This text speaks about teaching more than any other text I have read
in my life! I know I just wrote a judgment!
"Unselfconscious freedom" is to be reached, so the old things to be
seen from a different perspective.
Very true - some of us are reluctant to video tape at first!
"...there were no correct or incorrect ways to act"
"....there are no absolutely right ways or absolutely wrong ways to do
most things we do."
"Suspending judgment, moving beyond allows us to see our teaching
differently"
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Video provides useful information and we will notice that our reality
is different from the actual reality that happens in our class.
Others might have a totally different perspective from us
Our initial perception of reality filtered by our values and beliefs will
change.
Do not make judgments but do analyse.
Comments will begin to be more description and specific - less judg-
mental and general.
These key points I would frame!
Liew Loon Teik
Instead of consorting with the notion of being fearful of what audio
or video recording may reveal, I strongly concur with Mr. Fanselow,
who in his own words highlighted that ‘recording’ should be a stan-
dard behaviour for all teachers who strive to be reflective.
In the pursuit of understanding one’s own teaching and being made
aware of the extent of one's progress in relation to their intention
(attaining a certain accomplishment), transcribing allows teachers to
approach the lesson with a wider 'visual field'. With the help of tran-
scriptions, moments which teachers find to be insignificant during
the lesson might be perceived otherwise on second screening.
Also, the effectiveness of transcription could be further enhanced
when done collaboratively. For instance, a teacher could include his
or her students and colleagues when transcribing the lesson. Despite
the fact that different individuals would result in contrasting opin-
ions of a certain behaviour or practice in the classroom, this is exactly
what teachers should be aspiring for. The notion of constantly re-
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flecting on one's own practices would engage teachers in meaningful
discussions with peers.
To note, the practice of sharing ideas during the transcribing process
would help provide insights to teachers as they might have over-
looked certain details which may have seemed insignificant initially,
but were later proven to be essential. Comparatively, the joint effort
between teacher and partner or teacher and students would be sig-
nificantly more productive than transcribing and evaluating one's les-
son individually.
In 'Smile', it is written that writing opposite judgments and interpre-
tations also alerts us to the fact that others might well have a totally
different perspective from us. Through this course, Mr. Fanselow has
constantly reiterated "Believe nothing I say" but to consider what is
lacking in the lesson or activity that could be further improved.
John to Liew Loon Teik:
Dear Liew Loon Teik, A very clear and succinct–short description of
the main themes of our course.
One point that I did not mention enough is the fact that when I talk
about rules as in the title of my book Breaking Rules, I think of be-
haviors and actions and gestures and language we and our students
use that is out of consciousness–automatic and unplanned.
Teachers around the world say “OK, now” before giving a direction.
This is not in the plan of anyone but we all say these words–out
of conscious language use. Most teachers are surprised that they say
these words at all much less very, very frequently. Ditto re “very good,
great job, good” which teachers often say even when what students
say or do is not correct. Again when teachers record and transcribe
they are surprised at the frequency of these words.
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Students in Japan often twirl their pens or pencils and when shown a
video are surprised. Ditto when they see how they are adjusting their
hair. Many tap their feet quite quickly while sitting in class and again
when they see their feet moving they are surprised.
Cheers
Katka
After reading the piece called '“Smile, you’re on Candid Camera” I
created a list of some points we talked about in the course so far:
1) video recording helps to 'uncover' the integrity, or the degree to
which what you do is in tune with what you want to do
2) suspending judgment and moving beyond absolutes are 2 im-
portant ingredients of reflective thinking (about lessons, about any-
thing)
3) looking at feelings, or initial/general impressions as a starting
point for reflecting and thinking about the lesson (instead of seeing
them as 'end' points, or 'the' points)
4) judgments can be used later and in a different way: to explore
rather than to praise or condemn
What I personally like (from the article) and plan to try out in my
practice:
the idea about 'switching the titles' in the columns of 'positive/neg-
ative' opposites (this will really bring a new angle/viewpoint to the
thinking process)
random recording transcription (fast-forwarding to the specific mo-
ment and then writing down what is said there)
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Thank you for the reflective opportunity!
John: I like to think that the points you found useful and will try out
are examples of how learning ways to analyze transcripts need not be
complex though our findings might be complex. But the methods to
analyze are quite straightforward and can be learned after one or two
readings of articles like Smile.
Jane
Some of the points from the "Smile" article that stood out for me as
things we've discussed in class sessions or in the Google Community
are:
• There is no correct or incorrect way to act. The de-emphasis on
judgment (either good or bad) has been present since day one of this
course. The article reiterated that there is no need to judge and that
there is a freedom in that. This is a surprisingly hard lesson to learn. I
think as teachers we have been trained that there is a right and wrong
way to teach, and as students we are trained that there is a right and
wrong way to learn, and that is not easy to let go of.
• Focus on one group of students to see the real effects of teaching.
During the second live session of the course, John asked us what ac-
tivities we've found useful as language learners and what we see that
is similar about those activities. He suggested that in all of them, the
teacher is invisible. Likewise, the article suggests focusing the record-
ing on a small group of students, not the teacher.
• How to transcribe. From the beginning of the course we've dis-
cussed this, and it is reiterated in the article. It has also been part
of the discussion in the forums: how to select what to transcribe
(random is fine), how much to transcribe (12 lines, one A4 paper,
3~4 minutes = a small amount), how to describe: write down what
teacher and students say, describe gestures. In the session last week,
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John talked about looking at things you don't normally notice, like
the details of stamps, or how much students move their feet.
• Working with a partner or with your students. From the beginning
of the course, John has argued for multiple lenses and multiple per-
spectives. We all see something different (like the color of the tie),
so having another pair of eyes in the process is very valuable. I think
we've all found this out on our own through the assignments as well.
• Lesson planning is a waste of time. John's been writing this in com-
ments on our forum posts for weeks. My boss says something similar.
I've always been skeptical. But this article made it more clear: tran-
scribing is planning based on real examples and alternatives generat-
ed from them. Planning based on imagination is not planning based
on the actual people in the classroom and their needs.
John:
to Jane and others who have recently sent comments. You can all
teach the course now. You have pointed out the issues and how to
change your perceptions and ways of analyzing. I am now redundant,
which is always my hope.
Olena to Jane:
I really like the point you made about lesson planning. As a metic-
ulous (often obsessive) planner, I initially found it really hard to ac-
cept, but now I know that I can channel all this energy into transcrib-
ing and analysing the transcripts to respond to my students’ needs
and immediate challenges instead of teaching something that they
may or may not need in a distant future. Like most teachers here,
I still have a syllabus to follow, but as John said at some point, im-
plementing these small changes, recording, and transcribing do not
need to take up all our class time.
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John to Olena: O, Not sure whether I commented or not but this in-
sight about not planning so much but using the transcriptions as the
basis of our lessons saves time and makes what we do more closely re-
lated to what our students need. The syllabus cannot be covered in a
way that students learn unless we match what the students are able to
do with the points in the syllabus. If the students cannot do point A
in the syllabus there is no point in going to point B.
Olena
1. There are no correct or incorrect ways to act, which I find very
liberating and motivating. I have stopped thinking about becoming
a “better teacher” (Better than who? Better than when? Better for
whom? How much better?). I am now starting to focus on “the de-
gree to which what you do is in tune with what you want to do”.
When we manage to suspend judgement, we can actually focus on
describing what we hear/see instead of wasting our energy on criti-
cizing our every move and agonizing over all the options we should
have chosen but didn’t.
2. Transcripts should be very short snippets of the lesson to make
sure that they are manageable and that we can look at the same mate-
rial wearing multiple pairs of glasses. We need to go beyond “initial
judgements and one-dimensional interpretations”.
3. Assigning opposite labels to activities and characteristics is a great
way to examine and challenge our beliefs.
Jane to Olena:
Hi Olena! I really like your third point. This is a practice I want to
do more of.
Eva to Olena: I WILL stop thinking about becoming a “better
teacher”! It is indeed wasting energy! I love this!
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John to all:
Dear O, J and E,
O, your initial comments which J and E accepted provide support
for one of the central themes of my teaching life–teachers sharing
learn from each other in more profound ways than teachers sitting in
classes with experts and reading articles and writing comments about
them which they submit to the professor who comments on them.
Joint exploration, peers learning from each other.
As I say in Video 12 Transcribing after students see that they can lis-
ten to the CD and read the passage and write what they hear on their
own they do not need me. “Bye, bye John” is what I think I say in the
video.
Short snippets–nice word. Opposite labels, yes for sure. And not be-
coming better–better than who?
See ya all soon.
Marta: Thank you for your thoughtful ideas. I’ve come to realize
there is no good/bad dichotomy in teaching. However, I still believe
in effective/ineffective
Eva: This is why I love this course!!! Sharing and learning!
Questions to readers: what does ‘becoming a better teacher’ mean to
you? To what extent do you (dis)agree with the course participants?
Tatyana
First of all, I'd like to say that I really loved the practical techniques
suggested in the article. How simple but ingenious they are! I will
definitely try them out.
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As for the points the article covers of the points that we discussed
during the course, here is what I think:
1. On the role of seeing and hearing your classes in order to be
keener on trying to understand your teaching and seeing the degree
to which what you do is in tune with what you want to do.
In the first webinar we talked about the usefulness of transcription in
revealing the discrepancy between what we thought and planned to
do in class and what actually happened.
In the article "Some ways to make small changes" there was a brilliant
idea to make a list of our beliefs and assumptions on learning and
teaching and write down the activities we do in class that match
with each and every idea on the list. By consulting the transcripts or
watching the videos, we can see if we follow our ideas in our teaching
practice, in other words, if our beliefs are in tune with our practices.
In the second webinar, we actually expressed our views on teaching
and learning by completing the sentences "Teaching is ..." and "Learn-
ing is ...".
2. On the avoiding judging either positively or negatively.
In the first webinar, John stressed the point that being a reflective
teacher is like a mirror which reflects non-judgmentally the reality as
it is. So we too, need to suspend judgement and describe what we see
or hear.
3. On working through the three steps of the video analysis (initial
judgment / examples / characteristics) with your colleague.
In the first webinar, we talked about how important the collabora-
tion is, and that, in fact, learning is a joint activity as different people
will notice different things.
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4. On writing down the initial impressions (judgements) as a starting
point rather than as an ending point and writing down what could
be the opposite impression or judgement.
In the article on making small changes, John mentions one way to
bring in a small change in our teaching practices, which is by doing
the opposite of what we usually do. Such techniques can reveal some
hardened patterns of teaching that we take as a norm and never ques-
tion. It can reveal not only the constraints but also the opportunities
we usually missed without being aware of them.
5. On inevitably continuing making judgments and interpretations.
I find this point particularly important in the light of our discussion
here on the course. Yes, we need to strive to suspend judgment but we
should be realistic too and should understand that it's not possible
to avoid any judgemental statements. But by repeatedly challenging
our judgments of what we observe in our classroom we go on a high-
er level of perception and arrive at the realization that our "mental
map" and "reality" are two different things, or as John puts it: "What
we perceive is not reality but our initial perception of reality, filtered
by our values and beliefs."
This is what John was talking about in Video 1 when he recommend-
ed putting on different pairs of glasses and looking closely at the de-
tails not only once or twice but several times or dozens of times.
6. On overcoming our fear of being recorded.
It's natural for all living things to avoid pain and strive for pleasure.
So, it's not surprising that we tend to avoid unpleasant situations.
Being observed and judged is a stressful situation for many teachers,
even if the only observer and judge would be themselves. We are al-
most always driven by our preconceived beliefs that collectively com-
prise our fundamental ideas of who we are, who others are and what
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the world around us is. That's why questioning such beliefs could be
felt as truly shocking and highly disturbing. Some time ago someone
told us that we need to be experts in what we are doing, we must
be knowledgeable, certain and never make a mistake. Thus, record-
ing ourselves and seeing ourselves not always acting as know-alls can
make some teachers truly frustrated. This particular fear and experi-
ence of watching the video recording of their teaching for the first
time was accurately described by Heather Thomas.
However, in the first webinar John said, "The only way we can learn
is to admit our ignorance." So overcoming our fears and limiting be-
liefs and regularly recording and transcribing our lessons for further
discussion with our peer teachers will definitely make us more bal-
anced and thoughtful practitioners. And that's why John at the end
of the third webinar urged us to systematically look and relook, in-
terpret and reinterpret.
So this overview of what is written in the article Smile and what has
been discussed throughout the course clearly shows that the article
covers most of the topics raised in the course.
Olena to Tatyana:
let me just say, wow! The way you summarised the key points of the
course and linked them with the readings is phenomenal. It’s a very
clear and succinct summary of the entire course.
John to Tatyana:
Dear T, let me echo that O. The way you summarised the key points
of the course and linked them to the course and the readings is phe-
nomenal. I would just add one word: very! I know I say we should
not judge but to say that linking the readings, etc. is phenomenal is
not so much a judgment but a fact.
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When we listen to say a Mozart sonata and say it is sublime we are
not judging but stating a fact.
So as with all words, judgment can be slippery. And fact can be slip-
pery. But in some cases a judgment and a fact are the same: the Mona
Lisa is a glorious representation of a woman.
Tatyana to John:
Thank you, John! I’m really pleased with your feedback:) And I also
think when we say that Mozart’s sonata is sublime we are not stating
a fact or making a judgement, we express our feelings:))) And this is
something else we haven’t talked about in our course. Perhaps we will
have the chance to talk about feelings in teaching in another course
or convention?
Questions to readers: to you, what is the difference between facts and
opinions? Descriptions and interpretations? Are all interpretations
judgements? Why or why not?
Editorial note: the discussion on the Smile article continued in the live
meeting later that week.
John: Eva and Nicole both commented about the Smile article.
Maybe you can each share your ideas. Not everybody had a chance
to read what they had to say. Sometimes when people say things it is
more powerful than reading, and sometimes reading is more power-
ful.
You can start, Eva, and Nicole, you can follow up on your reaction to
Smile, You’re On 'Candid Camera'.
Eva: I know that Candid Camera show, it was shown in my country
as well. I find it very interesting. If I were one of the actors, I would
do the same probably.
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And about the text: I am surprised how useful the text is. I took
some quotes and I shared with the others, and something I like best is
the freedom. The freedom must be reached. Because we are all afraid
when someone is filming or observing our class.
I was doing the DELTA course and I know how it feels when you
have tutors observing you and grading your knowledge and your
teaching and your everything. This whole course is about having
freedom, not about making judgements, it's about analyzing. If we
reach this freedom, we can see the old things from a different, from
a very new perspective. Even more, if we do it with our colleagues,
if we analyze ourselves, they will share their thoughts with us. Some-
thing that we considered to be boring, they may find it useful, and
interesting, and attractive.
So even better if we are doing this, when we are analyzing our classes,
our segments of our teaching with our colleagues. Because not just 2,
but 4, 6, 8 eyes, will see very differently, and we'll reach that 'other re-
ality', if not the 'real reality' we see, what we expect, what we suppose
is happening in the class. That's a different perception.
And as I said I would frame the key points: from now on, whenever I
speak about teaching, I will share these points. This is a bible for me.
John: You mentioned another reality and freedom, and you see
those are intertwined. Because when we are free we can see another
reality. If we are not free we can't see another reality, we are trapped.
Another point which you have not mentioned. Remember the first
word in the article and in the title is 'smile'. [Eva nods and smiles]
John: You are smiling. You were smiling from the very beginning.
The thing is, when we think about our teaching, the first word that
comes to our mind is not 'smile'. I think it's important to smile.
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Eva: Yes
John: When I was in Nigeria, that was my first job teaching. Every
teacher that I was teaching had 2 to 20 years more experience than
I had. I had to give demonstration lessons and I had to visit them in
their classrooms.
So one of the demonstration lessons I gave... We had a classroom
with 40 primary school students and then behind that there was an
amphitheatre with seats for 40 teachers to observe the class. One of
the things I did was I had the students move the chairs. They had
their forms, 4 students in each form working together. So I asked
them to put the forms together this way [makes a clapping gesture]
facing each other.
After the class the primary students left, and the teachers in the am-
phitheatre said: 'John, you know, if we do that the supervisor will
say we can't do it. We can't move the chairs.’ To me, it's so restrictive
not to be able to move the chairs. That's the way it is. After a while
the teachers realized that when the supervisor or inspector did not
come, they could do some of these things, and when the inspector
came they could not do them.
I was teaching in a suburb of Chicago in high school and the school
was shaped in the letter 'A' and in the middle of the letter there was
a beautiful garden with picnic benches. One day I asked the class if
they wanted to have a class in the garden, they said 'Of course!” so
we had a class in the garden.
The next day the principal who was walking around the classroom
hallways all the time, said to me. 'John, I was told you had a class in
the garden yesterday. Which is a lovely idea. Unfortunately, all the
other teachers told students that it is a school regulation that you
can't teach in the garden. This in fact isn't a regulation, but since all
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the teachers have already told the students it is a regulation, if you do
it, it makes them look bad.' This is so baffling to me.
In NYC in high schools teachers stand in the hallways when the stu-
dents walk from one class to the other. If a student has a hat on, the
teacher shouts 'Take off your hat!' because having a hat on is disre-
spectful. About a week before I observed this shouting at the stu-
dents 'Take your hats off !' because it does not show respect, I went
to a bar mitzvah. That's where Jewish boys and girls do a ceremony. I
went into the synagogue, and at the door I was stopped and they said
I have to put a skull cap (the same kind of cap the pope wears) on be-
cause you have to show respect. In high school they say you have to
take your hat off and they are shouting at the kids left, right and cen-
ter. What difference it makes, right?
Jane (writing): bar mitzvah = coming of age ceremony
John (continues): So, smile, freedom and another reality. Why do we
impose one reality on everyone around us?
Eva: You know, it's not just the smiling. It's the way we move around
the classroom, it's our body language that is important. Lots of char-
acteristics. I understand what you say. When I was teaching in the
Emirates, in Dubai, there were very strict rules I was not aware of.
It was a British school but the rules were very strict, last year it hap-
pened. I was teaching letters to 6-year-olds. I bought spaghetti and
I wanted them to make letters from spaghetti. The children enjoyed
it, they enjoyed it more than just writing the letters on the paper. It
was a wonderful class! When the class finished, I was called by the
manager and the principal and they said please don't do that again
because other teachers just teach using the blackboard, so when you
are doing this, you are employing something new and they are 'bad'
teachers in the parents' eyes. I was surprised! We should be creative,
and kids should enjoy [the process].
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John: Montessori would be very happy with you. Maria Montessori
would have done spaghetti...
Eva: Of course!
John: So, Nicole, would you like to say something about 'Smile'? You
wrote something recently, right?
Nicole: It's not about 'Smile' but it's a little connected to that. For
me when I started teaching here where I teach now I was hesitant to
record the videos of my class, because we sometimes do it, we show
each other how our class goes to compare.
My colleague and I both teach the same class. It's just a two-week dif-
ference. So we want to see how the other person is doing, if the kids
are enjoying it, what these activities are doing for them. To me the
reason why I did not want to record videos of my class was because I
feel hesitant and I feel I will only look at what I am doing and criti-
cize what I have done wrong, what I did that was not what I was sup-
posed to do, things like that.
After taking this class after reading your notes about 'Smile', I felt that
it made me realize that the idea of recording is not really for me, it's
for my class. I feel I am just being scared, and that was the reason
why I did not want to do it. And like the people in 'Smile, you’re on
candid camera' (I watched it also when I was a kid) like those peo-
ple, I think the spontaneous reaction that they have is what each of
us wants to see in our classes, what each of us wants to take a note of,
so that we could take a look at what works and what does not for the
different kinds of activities that we do. That's what I got from 'Smile'.
John: Well, you introduced a new word that is very important which
is 'spontaneous'. Spontaneous. So much of our teaching is ritualistic,
so it's not spontaneous on our part and it's not spontaneous on the
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part of our students. It's ritualistic, it's just going through the mo-
tions.
So spontaneous we can add to freedom and another reality. Sponta-
neous so that the students could be surprised, and we could be sur-
prised. That's another meaning of 'spontaneous'.
John: Tatyana, do you want to say something? About 'Smile' or any-
thing else? Speak to us.
Tatyana: Thank you. First of all, hello everyone. It's been a while. I
enjoyed this article very much, and I really appreciated the point that
even positive judgements should be suspended. We are all educated
in the sort of mentality that we all strive for confirmation of what we
are doing that we all want to be supported and accepted by the theo-
ries, by our group, our supervisors. We actually wait for positive feed-
back, and if we don't get it, if we get negative or we get none, we feel
frustrated, confused, we feel we did something wrong or that there is
something wrong in us.
Positive judgement is something we all want to receive, but in fact
positive judgement can be a block to seeing what is happening. I re-
ally like this idea because we need to refrain from any kind of judge-
mental statements, positive or negative, to see exactly what was hap-
pening ... just to state the facts (this, that, or that). This was a good
point for thought for me taken from this article.
John: Jane?
Jane: One of the things that stood out for me in the 'Smile' was the
idea of working with other people. Having multiple lenses, it relates
to having partners for some of the activities during the course. It's
been really good for me to have a partner to talk to and work with,
and it is something I can do at my school as well, like talk about class-
es before and after, what we expected and what actually happened.
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Just working with a partner and students to get multiple perspec-
tives.
John: Charles Dickens in one of his novels, I forgot which one, said,
if you have a pair of scissors, they work together, they cut the paper.*
Of course you can cut the paper with a knife, you can crease it and
cut it with that. But if you have the two together (and it's the same
with chopsticks: if you have two, you can pick things up) He says
that's an example of cooperation. He did not mention chopsticks but
I did.
* Editor’s note: "'Where's the use of a division between you and me? We
are the two halves of a pair of scissors, when apart, Pecksniff; but togeth-
er we are something. Eh?'" The Life and Adventures of Martin Chuz-
zlewit, chapter 11
John: William, speak to us: what do you want to add related to what
has been said about 'Smile'. It does not have to be about 'Smile'.
William:
Something that came up to my mind while listening to the others:
we read a lot about the importance of leaving the comfort zone in
order to ‘improve’, and get used to something entirely new. I think
that sometimes everyone in a conversation with colleagues has to be
willing to go outside of their comfort zone, or it may add reticence
and distance between people in the conversation. It can be related
to what John said in the story about the garden, or what Eva talked
about in her spaghetti activity example. By doing courses like this
we may learn to get comfortable and willing to leave our comfort
zones. As John said, small steps, small changes, discussing our classes,
recording lessons, observing each other in non-judgemental way.
Something I’d suggest to my colleagues back in school, and will do
with my own teaching.
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John: and the other thing you can remember, I am trying to empha-
size, like if you are doing spaghetti, instead of doing it for the whole
class, do the writing on the board, etc. Do the standard procedure
for ¾ or even more than ¾, maybe 90% of the class and then 10%
say 'Class, we have 10 minutes now, I finished what I had planned,
so let's do the spaghetti.' Teachers are going to be less offended and
more open to possibilities, because you are just experimenting for a
few minutes. If I had taken students to the garden for 10 mins, maybe
no-one would have noticed. But to do it for the whole period of 50
minutes, it's impossible to hide that.
So you could call this ‘experiment’ for 10 minutes, try this little thing
you want to play with. Another reality, freedom and spontaneity for
10 minutes. And another teacher may say instead, 'Gee, I noticed
that you did this for a few minutes, I am going to try that too.'
That's another meaning of the small changes: small amounts of time
that you try a small change. Because nobody wants to be blasted in
their face with some new ideas. 'Here is my new idea!' -' Oh God...
Leave me alone. I am busy.' Small changes and a small amount of
time.
And also some of the students may be upset. But if you do it for 10
minutes instead of 40 minutes, they will slowly become accustomed
to an alternative that previously they would have totally objected to.
Questions to readers: brainstorm 2-3 ideas of what you can do in your
classroom for 10 minutes in order to try something new and experi-
ment? In what way(s) would/could these actions impact your students’
learning experience?
What advice would you give yourself for the coming 12 months of teach-
ing?
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Optional: send it to yourself via https://www.futureme.org/letters/
new
Editorial Note
The following chapter is a collection of pop-up conversations about the
value of teacher professional development.
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Chapter 14: Pop-up discussions about
developing professionally
EDITORIAL NOTE
In the final part of the course, teachers could catch up on the earlier work
that had to be done. John also offered several extra/optional assignments
to complete. Most of these tasks have been addressed in chapter 11. In
the spirit of doing the same activities multiple times, we suggest that
readers find new ways to approach the same tasks you may have already
done.
Finally, we collected questions raised by the course participants on de-
veloping professionally and John’s responses to them. Is your preferred
method of professional development mentioned? What new ideas would
you like to try?
Tasks for Readers
Read the list of exploratory tasks from John. Many have already been
addressed in previous chapters, but we encourage you to get into the spir-
it of repeating tasks multiple times in different ways. So make a small
change that feels right for you—for example, if you did a task alone be-
fore, do it with a partner this time. Feel free to adapt the tasks so they
suit your own situation/teaching context, and comment on one of the
tasks.
John’s Extra Tasks
1. Re-Read the article "Smile, You're on Candid Camera".
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2. View videos 2 and 3 with a fellow teacher if possible
and discuss how small changes were positive and not pos-
itive.
3. View Video 1 again and write to what extent what we
did in our course was in tune with what I suggested we do
to understand our teaching in Video 1.
4. Review Self-reliance Video 8 https://youtu.be/sWR-
Cyir2Vpg and write some ways that this video, which is
unrelated to language learning, might be useful in your
teaching.
5. Consider buying Small Changes in Teaching, Big Re-
sults in Learning which I think will make further explo-
ration of your teaching more engaging and enjoyable.
Link to the book: https://itdi.pro/itdihome/small-changes-
teaching-big-results-learning/
William responds to task 5
I've received my own copy of ‘Small Changes’ [book] - really insight-
ful, and even though I've only had time to read a few sections so far,
I feel I'm learning a lot already. Thanks John
John: Dear William, Thanks for sending a comment to Amazon re
Small changes.
Re reading the book and watching the videos, slow and steady–a
bit each week so you can try out suggestions and reflect. No need
to rush. Like a cookbook–try one recipe a few times making small
changes and then move to another one–start with a main course,
move to salads, then to desserts, etc.
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The sessions we had together and the comments everyone wrote were
very stimulating.
Question to readers: Can a ‘Recipe Book’ be a possible metaphor for
teachers’ approach to their own professional development? What other
metaphors can you think about?
Olena
John and my classmates: [I’d like to share] a question that has been
bothering me lately.
I have really enjoyed this course and I am really trying to implement
all my insights. But (how) do you guys manage to stick to the non-
judgmental approach when there are so many "experts" around who
will readily tell you what and how to teach? I go on Twitter and
there's this entire debate about whether we should do TBL, PPP, or
principled eclecticism, whether or not fun in the classroom is impor-
tant... you name it!
As a person who loves reading, listening, thinking, and learning, I
oftentimes find myself totally overwhelmed with everything people
think ELT teachers SHOULD be doing in the classroom. There are
days when I find it really hard (impossible) not to judge myself.
So, here is my question to you: when there are so many (loud) voices
around, how do you make sure that you don't let them silence your
own?
John: Dear O and fellow participants.
Tough question. The short answer is if there is jargon in the title, do
not read on or listen or view more.
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If you think this is too tough a standard, read or listen to the first few
lines. If the material is written in the first person–I–versus “The pre-
senter, the author, etc.” stop reading, viewing and listening.
If the person seems to be a practicing teacher, give the person the
benefit of the doubt.
But you can learn loads by listening to your students and people like
those who were engaged in this course and analyzing your interac-
tion.
Henry David Thoreau, an American author, had this to say about
who to listen to:
“I would not have anyone adopt my mode of living on any account;
for, beside that before he has fairly learned it I may have found out
another for myself. I desire that there may be as many different per-
sons in the world as possible; but I would have each one be very care-
ful to find out and pursue his own way, and not his father’s or his
mother’s or his neighbor’s instead.”
Substitute ‘teaching’ for ‘living’ and focus on “pursue his own way”.
Olena: Thank you so much! This really helps! And please let me just
express my gratitude for this learning and discovery journey that I
have started in this course.
William: Thanks for this. I’ve felt the same way in the past – there
a few of those “How to Teach...” books out there are insightful and
useful but some do seem prescriptive and make you feel like you’re
being pushed in directions that aren’t right for you or your learners.
Be more comfortable with your own approach, even if you find it
hard to explain that ‘approach’ to others (or even to yourself )
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Question to Readers: In your Professional Development as a teacher, do
you tend to focus on the experts, or trust your own judgement and use a
more ‘non-judgmental’ approach? In what way did/could this resource
help you be/become ‘non-judgmental’?
Jane: Olena and I have decided to continue meeting as reflective
buddies once a month for as long as we're able to keep it up. Today we
met to discuss a transcript I shared from a recording of my class last
week. We decided to use the article 8.2 "Some ways to make small
changes" as a focus for looking at the transcript (inspired by Katka).
The transcript focused on students working with a reading text with
incomplete information. Olena pointed out that one of the assump-
tions we make about reading - a “rule”, if you will, is that it has to be
all text. She suggested using pictures/images instead of gaps in the
text as a way to break the rule. That suggestion inspired me to consid-
er also having students provide the pictures. Another "rule" that we
considered it might be interesting to break is keeping text in order. It
might be interesting to try giving students each a part of the text and
letting them think critically about what the correct order is.
Something we thought was good about the transcript was that error
correction was not rushed. The teacher waited for students to notice
the errors and correct them without prompting. One way that this
might not be good is if students spend their time looking at incorrect
text they might remember wrong information.
Something we thought was bad about the transcript was that the ac-
tivity was teacher-fronted (by which I mean that the teacher was at
the front of the classroom directing the students' pace). One way that
might be good is that the teacher can make sure new mistakes don't
enter into the text.
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Some small changes we considered the teacher could make: in the
transcript, the teacher erases mistakes and writes the correct words.
Olena suggested doing the opposite. Crossing out mistakes and writ-
ing the correct answer above them. Another idea was replacing judg-
mental feedback like "good" or "good job" with a non-judgmental al-
ternative like "thank you" or a nod. We also discussed using different
variations of the text: a text without spaces, a mirror image text, and
texts that incorporate pictures as well as incomplete information.
Going through this process was really interesting and enlightening
for me. It generated a lot of new ideas that I'm looking forward to
trying and recording and seeing what happens. It was also interesting
to see my class through other people's eyes. Not only my partner but
also my own eyes as I sort of dissociate myself from the teacher in the
transcript (to try to be more objective).
Beginning next month, we plan to work through Small Changes in
Teaching; Big Results in Learning chapter by chapter and use it with
shared transcripts of our own classes or other tasks that we find ap-
propriate.
We look forward to feedback from anyone who is still around!
John in reply:
Dear J and O,
1. Yes, forget good, good job, etc. I would also consider not nodding
or saying thank you or if you do either of these, do them very little.
Why? For you to discuss.
2. Before students are given incomplete information it can be useful
for them to have seen and heard the teacher say aloud the text—not
the whole text but two lines at a time.
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There will be fewer errors then. Each error means students get the
wrong idea in their mind and it is more and more difficult to elimi-
nate these mistakes. If the students make errors the text is too diffi-
cult for them.
3. Re teacher-fronted, if students work in pairs then the teacher can
sit next to each pair and monitor the pair for a few minutes, give
feedback–like changing mistakes and move to another pair.
4. The same text the students should experience on subsequent
days–not just once and as you will see there are loads of ways for stu-
dents to experience the same text in Small Changes so that it seems
like it is a new text.
5. Writing is crucial as part of reading–a central step in read and
look up is writing. Look at video 11–your students might not have
phones with a recording application. If they don't, if you have one
pair use it for a few minutes each day so they can hear how what they
say is similar and different to/from the text.
Remember there are two kinds of changes we make when we read
aloud–Last night it was dark.
If we say “Last night it was black.” YES. Paraphrasing shows under-
standing. But if we say “Last night it dark.” NO NO NO. The gram-
mar has to be the same.
Again thrilled about your meetings–consider doubling the number
but spending less time during each meeting. Small changes also
means just a few changes. And after you make a few it is better to
discuss them soon after. So rather than generating 10 alternatives a
month consider 5 every two weeks.
Short discussions that are frequent help us focus sometimes.
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Cheers.
Questions to Readers: What could be some advantages in forgetting the
word ‘good’ in the classroom and in avoiding praise? What could some
disadvantages be? Which style feels more natural to you (and what kind
of experiment could you try, based on what John said)?
John: Those of you who touch type, you know, without looking at
the keyboard... could you raise your right hand?
Ed.: About five out of twelve hands are raised.
Oh, well, here’s something I would suggest. None of my business,
but, if you touch type and if your students learn how to touch type,
their English is going to improve. Believe nothing I say.
But you know when you write Chinese characters, or Japanese, you
have to do a stroke order: first line this way, second... however. So
you learn how to write tactilely, and the same thing with typing.
When you type, just like playing the piano, after a while spelling, sen-
tence patterns, they just come out because you learn it tactilely as
well as mentally. In many countries now, like in Japan, a lot of uni-
versities now require that everybody has an iPad. And they go like
this (miming one-finger typing) on the iPad because the keyboard is
very small. You can buy an external keyboard for a very small amount
of money. You can learn how to touch type in about three weeks.
There are a million programs on the internet. If you and your stu-
dents touch type, it will improve your language development a great
deal. It doesn’t mean that you’re typing faster. But the point is not
speed. It’s to learn tactilely plus mentally, same as the piano. And you
don’t have to have a keyboard in front of you. You can sit on the train
and go like this: “a,s,d,f, space, a, s, d, f, space, j, o, h, n, space” You can
just do it on your lap, you don’t need a laptop.
From the chat transcript:
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• It’s like muscle memory. This totally jives with my
experience!
• The benefits of touch typing for English Language
Learners(!)
It is amazing to listen to student ideas. I was in New Zealand for
many years and we had a requirement that every student who wanted
to graduate with their degree had to learn touch typing. Now I used
to tell the students about tactile learning ,right? Well, to most stu-
dents that was absolute nonsense and it was a waste of my time. So
I started to ask students to write down, what is a list of reasons for
learning to touch type. One student said, “It’s cool.” Another one
said, “I can impress my girlfriend.” Another one said, “I can impress
my boyfriend.” I mean those reasons would not have occurred to me
in a million years but it is amazing to listen to student ideas.
Questions to Readers: Can you touch-type? If yes, how did you learn? If
not, were you inspired by what John said about it? What other benefits
of touch typing for language learners can you think of ?
Note: To close this part, we'd like to leave you with these words from a
course participant:
Details are important.
What we do and what our students do is often different from what
we THINK we are doing.
Details reveal so much, don't they?
Lots of small pieces of a puzzle (read ‘changes’) eventually reveal the
big picture (of the teaching).
Small changes lead to big results in every field, and I think that if
we perceive the classroom as a whole, we will not get the clear pic-
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ture of what is going on. Reflective practice will lead us to make small
changes that will affect our teaching, so let’s be responsive to change
and make the most of these small details we have noticed.
John: Yes, yes, yes and again yes.
Editorial Note
The following chapter is a collection of pop-up conversations about ex-
ams, tests and assessment approaches. Can you predict how John thinks/
feels about exams?
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Chapter 15: On Testing/Exams/
Assessment
EDITORIAL NOTE
Throughout the course, participating teachers raised questions of the
purpose of exams and testing, the ‘right’ kinds of student learning assess-
ment, continuous assessment, international examination systems, etc.
John responded to the posts and questions on those topics, and shared a
piece from his book Small Changes in Teaching, Big Results in Learning
that he called the ‘Informed Consent Form’. This form is also discussed
in Video 191. Would you sign this form?
Questions to readers: In what way(s) could ‘teacher burnout’ be connect-
ed to the (over)use of tests for assessment? Have you ever experienced this
yourself, or know someone who has?
William
Reading some of the comments reminded me of problems and
dilemmas I’ve faced in my own teaching, a few of which I guess have
led me to this course.
I did encounter a touch of ‘burnout’ last year from having perhaps
taken on too much, with studying for a DipTESOL on top of a full
working schedule, along with a one-hour commute each way to and
from work and – most importantly – my family commitments. De-
veloping as a teacher is important, but if your five-year old daugh-
ter wants to show you a picture she just drew, or if the one-year old
needs a nappy change, well, you know what comes first.
1. https://youtu.be/jNM3dZTGVnw
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At the same time, I was feeling what might be best termed the ‘drag’
into lazy teaching, or teaching by numbers, or teaching the same
courses the same way every term, every year, just because the students
are different, and you know you can get away with it. I see other
teachers doing that, and perhaps it’s something that happens to many
teachers after they get a few years of experience – they know enough,
and do enough, to be safe in their roles, but... we know what happens
next. We’ve all met those teachers.
I think my natural tendency in teaching is to do a lot of the things
John promotes, even if it’s without really knowing it, but a few as-
pects of that natural tendency have been pushed back a little by the
parameters and expectations of my job. I feel I was a more creative
and inquisitive teacher three years ago, before I started my current
job, than I am now (although it’s still a great job with a lot of posi-
tives). How can I get that back?
I’m looking back at my own comments where I seem to be making
excuses for ‘having’ to teach to make sure the learners pass their
midterms and finals, and ‘having’ to teach from a textbook, and ‘hav-
ing’ to prepare learners for the TOEIC and other standardized tests
of English, and wondering if the ‘drag’ is happening to me, or if it has
already happened.
Perhaps it would have happened wherever I was teaching. Has any-
one else here ever felt the same thing?
Looking at John’s comments, and his book, I think that small
changes are the right way forward – incremental steps that might
seem insignificant in themselves, but which are wiser than sudden,
rash, thoughtless actions. I'm certainly not going to quit on Monday
morning or start telling my groups that much of what's in their text-
books and tests is pointless, even if I secretly think so (!).
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I’ll bear this in mind as the course progresses and as I keep develop-
ing and learning to teach.
John replied
William, your candor is very refreshing. Regarding your having to
use the textbook etc., well you can do ‘read and look up’ videos 2 to
6 with any textbook. And the students will see that they learn more
than from the usual oral reading. Dictating sentences from the book,
and having students transcribe your directions are tasks they will find
engaging and they will begin to master some patterns.
If there are 10 paragraphs in a text in your textbook you can select
like the first three and do them three times rather than 10 paragraphs
and ask the students in which alternative they remember more.
Asking students to write the questions you ask in their notebooks
and write their responses and then walk around and correct what
they write and then point to a student and ask the student to ask
question 1–looking at another student not at what is in the note-
book–read and look up–and having all students write the response
in their notebooks will enable them to master more.
Jane replied:
William, I hear you.
I had my own experience with burnout a few years ago. I don’t have
the added commitment of a family that lives with me, but even so, I
was doing too much. I needed (and luckily was able to take) a long
break.
The feeling that you describe as “the drag” sounds very familiar. It
makes me feel so unsatisfied with my job. And I notice that it hap-
pens to me when I am teaching the lesson plan and not the students.
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Even when the lesson plan works like a charm, perhaps especially
then, I want to make sure all students are getting what they need to
improve and become more independent learners.
For myself, I find that I resist change quite a lot. When someone sug-
gests something new, I tend to make excuses for why I can’t do it or
why it won’t work. I’ve been trying to train myself out of that and try
things first. I’m such a slow learner, but I’ll get there.
Olena replied:
William, thank you for your honesty and valuable insights! Yes, been
there... I’ve been teaching the same Academic English course for the
past 18 months (that’s 7 times!) and while I feel like I’ve become real-
ly good at assessing students’ level and needs and getting them where
they need to be, I also feel “the drag”... With a part-time Master’s pro-
gramme and loads of marking on top of that, there have been mo-
ments when I was starting to question a) my vocation; b) my sanity.
This course has been a breath of fresh air, and what I think I am start-
ing to realise is that I really need to work smarter – not harder.
John
William said in a recent comment that he was not keen on TOEIC
and that in the country where he lives only 2 parts are used!
As you might have sensed I feel all so-called standardized tests
should be banned from use.
I wrote an informed consent form as a satire on commercial tests
which I am including below. As you can see it is related to Video 19
in which I discuss commercial tests with a couple of teachers. EN-
JOY.
Note: the form is also discussed in Video 192
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Informed Consent Form
I am providing a copy of the Introduction to the Informed Consent
Form as well as the Informed Consent Form Chris and Phil read
parts of aloud in Video 19, in case you want to discuss them with col-
leagues, students, or administrators.
Of course, you and your students could transcribe the spoken ver-
sions of the ICF. But hearing unfamiliar voices and messages you
have never heard before might be bewildering as well as time con-
suming. After becoming familiar with the language used, transcrib-
ing is likely to be more gratifying and can still diagnose language
needs
As I have pointed out many times in the videos and readings, hearing
or reading material one time is, to a large extent, a waste of time. The
retention rate of students who are native speakers of English listen-
ing to lectures [in English] one time is around 10%.
If you write down what you remember after you listen to videos 1
through 25 one time, I think you will be able to confirm this claim.
It is unlikely you have retained very much. I supplement my often
excessive talk with videos but I introduce more than one point in
each video and many of the points are distinctive and the opposite of
many widely held beliefs and practices.
Multiple viewings of the videos with pauses to write comments and
multiple readings of one or two sections of each reading interspersed
with your trying the activities suggested are necessary to understand
and change what you do.
It is the same for your students. No one learns to play a piece on
any instrument nor to master a tennis stroke, soccer play or swim-
2. https://youtu.be/jNM3dZTGVnw
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ming stroke with one try. Language is more complex so once is never
enough.
I stress once again that the purpose of listening, reading, speaking
and writing English for non-native speakers of English is not just to
understand and say or write a few words.
Rather the point is for them to process the word order, various forms
of words—go, goes—, words with no experiential meaning such as
‘of,’ ‘not,’ ‘maybe,’ the stress, rhythm and intonation of spoken lan-
guage, the experiential words such as ‘process,’ ‘various,’ meaning, in-
tonation, and the message that they see or hear or try to share aloud
or in writing.
Introduction to an Informed Consent Form
I might be less adversarial towards the publishers of standardized
tests and the preparation books for these tests if the commercial
groups would require test takers and the heads of institutions who
require the tests, and often know nothing about language learning or
ways to check learners’ progress, to sign an Informed Consent Form.
People have to sign these before many medical procedures. Some of
the consequences of standardized tests can be as negative as the re-
sults of medical tests and some prescribed drugs.
A Proposal for an Informed Consent Form
I am proposing an Informed Consent Form for commercial testing
and test preparation publishers and English schools that prepare stu-
dents to take standardized tests. I am proposing it in the spirit of
Jonathan Swift in A Modest Proposal, 1729. He suggested that to
improve the economic situation in Ireland, the Irish fatten up under-
nourished children and feed them to Ireland's rich land-owners.
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Here are a few points I would suggest commercial companies consid-
er in developing an Informed Consent Form.
As the videos and readings focus on language learning and teaching,
it is written for language learning test takers. It could just as well be
for any and all standardized test takers and subjects, as all of the is-
sues are basically the same, though they reach an extreme in language
testing and learning.
1. I am taking this exam because an institution I wish to enter or am
working for is obsessed about scores on so called standardized tests,
thanks to your very cunning, pervasive and costly marketing. I am
being forced to your profits from the exorbitant fees you charge the
millions of people who sit for your commercial products. I want to
share my objections to being forced to take this exam at such great
expense.
2. Because my actual abilities required to answer these test questions
can vary by 50 points below or above my score, my achieved score,
my future is determined by test companies which have never been
able to produce tests with precisely accurate results. And I under-
stand that if my score is lower the second or third time I take this
exam, it does not necessarily mean my language abilities have de-
creased.
You provide information on variations in scores on your websites but
in language that few understand.
I object to your lack of transparency and to the dubious claims you
make about the value of your tests and I take your exam objecting to
your lack or transparency, or in normal English, honesty.
3. Because my teachers are forced to focus on test preparation, they
have to teach in ways that stifle my language development and their
development as teachers.
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Every day, my teachers have been giving us numerous multiple-
choice questions which contain one supposedly correct choice and
three incorrect ones. So, every week, I listen to and read maybe 300
incorrect sentences along with 100 correct ones.
I have to listen to the teacher’s explanations or read those in test
preparation books, most of which I cannot understand about why
these choices are incorrect or correct. Hundreds during the course.
One exposure to a correct sentence model or verb or whatever, form
with an explanation of why the form is correct and others are not
correct is more than useless. The exposure to three time more errors
than to correct language is detrimental to my learning.
I sign this Informed Consent Form knowing that preparing for your
exam prevents me from learning English that I can use.
In no other classes do I have to endure the ordeal of being exposed to
three times more errors than correct information.
4. Because fiction, songs, and poetry are rarely, if ever, used in stan-
dardized tests, I am forced to read and listen to boring and banal pas-
sages and impersonal dialogues, rather than songs, poems, short sto-
ries, and other forms of literature.
I object that you are limiting my world view and emotional experi-
ences and stunting my language and personal development by not
encouraging me to develop my language abilities in the ways people
have learned languages for centuries, by reading and listening to sto-
ries, songs, poems, and personal narratives each person selects indi-
vidually.
5. In all reading and listening, passages I have seen, both in my first
language and in English, I see titles. Your removal of titles from pas-
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sages is another instance of how your exams are removed from the
way we speak, read, listen to, and write language in our daily lives.
6. I learn more about what I know and need to learn from activities
such reading silently, saying what I want to say to others and into my
cell phone recording application, writing what I hear said and com-
paring it with the original, and writing questions about what I read
and listen to than from test scores. I think that diagnosis should be
the goal of determining what I need to learn, rather than be used to
evaluate me.
Seeing that I got a score of 40 on grammar, and 61 on vocabulary
tells me nothing. By seeing that when my teacher said “Please write
down everything I say”, I wrote “Pleae wrte down overy I’m say,” I
and my teacher know what I need to learn.
Learning what I know and do not know from these types of activities
costs me nothing but provides me with information that both my
teacher and all of the students can use.
The separation of testing from learning and teaching that your com-
mercial tests force us all to experience I do not approve as my signing
of this Informed Consent Form indicates.
7. As everyone knows, but commercial test and textbook companies
do not point out, success in school and life is not due to any one fac-
tor. Yet, the text and test industries have worked strenuously to con-
vince institutions and learners that, if they get a high score on a stan-
dardized test, they will succeed.
In discussions with fellow students and my teachers, family, and
friends and in my observations of people who are successful, I have
noticed traits such as these that are crucial to a fulfilling life, both in
classrooms and outside of classrooms:




•Ability to relate to peers 4
•Ability to relate to older people 5





•Capability for dealing with ambiguity 12
•Physical dexterity 13




•Aptitude for solving problems 18
•Determination 19
•Tactile sense 20




•Respect for people different from one’s self 25
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The focus on Proficiency in English 21, to the exclusion of the other
24, measured by English tests that treat me as a passive recipient and
encourage rote learning, is unlikely to enable institutions and com-
panies to enroll and hire people with the skills needed to work on
solving the great problems of our day.
Almost all learners of English as a foreign or second language are
stronger in some of the other 24 traits listed, there are many more,
of course. I have seen many of my peers who had low test scores and
sometimes grades improve their English abilities and flourish as stu-
dents or employees because they were given chances to tap their oth-
er skills and use in their studies or jobs.
8. Because gestures and facial expressions, animation, and originality
are not evaluated in IELTS I have no confidence in the score I receive
and resent the fact that such crucial features of interaction are given
no value.
9. I am distressed that only one person evaluates me in my IELTS in-
terview. Inter coder reliability as far as I know is not used in evaluat-
ing not only the spoken test in IELTS but in almost all teacher made
tests.
My friends and I video our conversations with each other, with visi-
tors to our class. We look at them in pairs and with our teacher. We
practice some of the patterns we got wrong and record the conversa-
tion on the same topic again and again. We compare our recordings
and see changes. A much more informative option than IELTS and
costs us nothing.
I sign this ICF knowing that I will learn hardly anything about my
language ability and distressed that testing is separated from teach-
ing and learning.
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10. When I read my textbook at home and answer the so called com-
prehension taking as much time as I need—re –reading some sen-
tences a couple of times and re-reading the questions as well I get
more correct answers than when me teacher limits the time in prepa-
ration for standardized tests which limit the time for each section of
the test.
I sign this ICF knowing that the time limits distort what I under-
stand and do not understand.
Signature of person taking test
Signature of parent or guardian for a minors taking the test Date
EDITORIAL NOTE: THIS document can be found in John’s book,
Small Changes in Teaching, Big Results in Learning.
Questions to Readers: What do you think about the Informed Consent
Form above? How does it make you feel? Would you sign it (as a lan-
guage learner? As a parent/guardian)? Can you imagine offering such
a form at the institution you are working in?
William to John:
Thanks for this John. On reading this and looking at this week’s pair
work task, I’ve been reminded of the aphorism ‘the most important
things cannot be measured’, as W. Edwards Deming might have said.
Instead, we take what can be measured and make that important.
I live in a society that is utterly, absolutely obsessed with tests and as-
sessment and measuring things to ‘prove’ you are educated.
English has been taught as a compulsory subject in all elementary
and high schools, and universities, since the 1970s, and most people
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over the age of 50 will have taken various tests designed to show their
ability to use English. Yet English language proficiency among the
general population here has never really improved over the past few
decades.
John in reply:
I love Deming. For those who do not know about him, check him on
the internet.
Editorial Note: William Edwards Deming was an American engineer,
statistician, professor, author, lecturer, and management consultant.
(Wikipedia3).
He helped Toyota develop its system of being a better company–one
central point he pushed was everyone has to be involved and each
person has something to offer from the person who sweeps the floor
to the cooks to the managers to the people on the assembly line, etc.
What he advocates has a great deal to say about how we can develop
as individuals as well as members of a company, community, and/or
school.
William, I know about tests, and the results in your country–no im-
provement in the last few decades shown by standardized tests–are
replicated in Japan, the US and most other countries.
Blood letting continued for hundreds of years in Europe with people
believing that we had x number of liquids in our bodies–blood, bile,
etc. And when we were ill the fluids were not in balance. The solu-
tion? Take out blood! Well though this killed most people the prac-
tice persisted for hundreds of years. Ditto standardized tests.
3. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W._Edwards_Deming
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All of you would find the book The Tyranny of Metrics very, very
useful. You could present quotes from it to your administrators to
show how absurd standardized tests are.
Question to readers: What issues do teachers in your educational cul-
ture discuss regarding testing?
John
... Tests are used and mis-used constantly around the world.
When I was in Nigeria we had an entrance exam and I went to this
place where there were 40 students in the classroom, and there was a
monitor and there were open windows. And what happened was stu-
dents' relatives, older brothers, whatever, were outside. They would
see one of these questions on the test, write the answer on a small
piece of paper and throw it to the student. The student would catch
it and then mark it correct. The student got a higher grade but had
no idea of what he was doing. But he had that answer from his older
brother or whoever. Around the world people game the system.
All you have to do is have a conversation, record it, transcribe it, look
at how it reads.
No competition. No hierarchy. Why do we need a hierarchy? Any-
way, I am sorry I go on about this, but I think it is very destructive to
learning.
Editorial Note: The discussion below took place in one of the live classes
on the course with John.
On Continuous Assessment
John: Oh, Liew, in your country you’re doing this new kind of test-
ing. Tell me what it is. You have a new kind of test—no tests. What
is it called?
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Liew Loon Teik: Oh, yes. It’s called Continuous Based Assessment.
John: Right. I’m not sure what that means. But I know that if you
use transcripts of what students actually say, that’s going to give you
more information than tests. And I didn’t say this so specifically in
the last meeting but one of the central reasons I think it’s impor-
tant to record and transcribe both alone and with your students what
they say is you won’t need any tests. You see exactly what they can do
and what they can say and what they can’t say and how many mis-
takes they make, and you compare two activities and see in which ac-
tivity they have fewer mistakes or more mistakes. Now some of you
noticed in some of the classes and in Heather’s article, the teacher
wanted the students to say X in answer to a question, but in fact they
said Y and Z. Hardly anybody answered the question using the pat-
tern or the vocabulary that the teacher wanted them to use. Which
means that the usual way of teaching we use (which is asking ques-
tions to use words or patterns) is useless. They don’t do it. That’s not
the way we use language. So continuous assessment has to include
recording and transcribing. And ideally it would be video plus audio
after a while. Because with video you learn all sorts of things that you
don’t see from the audio.
Question to Readers: do you agree with John’s idea about continuous as-
sessment?
Now one of you does IELTS training. IELTS is very big. I happen to
be totally opposed to all standardized tests in the world (laughs) but
anyway, everybody has to take them. The point is that a transcript
can tell you things that IELTS or TOEIC or TOEFL will not tell
you in ten years. Because you have in front of you what student 1 and
student 2 are saying.
Marta: in the videos there was a good point on noticing learners'
postures and positioning, that could reveal a lot.
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John: Marta, you know, there’s another video. There’s a video in
which a student says “The Chicago Bulls” when I had them say an in-
troduction. “As you know, his name is ...” [Marta in the video puts her
fingers up as bull horns] Oh, you saw it? So he went [John repeats the
gesture] when he said, “Chicago Bulls, basketball” nobody told him
to do that. He put his hands [imitates the gesture from the video] like
this for the Chicago Bulls basketball team. So when you see that you
know he understood. He knew what he was talking about. There’s no
test in the world that shows that.
IELTS gives 1-20 for vocabulary, 1-20 for whatever else, but 0 for
gestures and body language. Yet, when he went like this [bull gesture]
and then he went like this for basketball [bouncing gesture], he
showed he understood. It was unbelievable. And I said, “As you
know, my name is John” but he said, “As we know, his name is John”
and he pointed to me [gestures]. “As we know, his name is John” plus
his body language showed total comprehension. So, when you look
at some of the videos you’ll notice the importance of this. It’s compli-
cated—some of you can’t get permission to do videos, but videos are
worth a million dollars and IELTS, unfortunately, gives no attention
to body language. Some people think that like 40-50% of commu-
nication is body language! They ignore it. TOEIC, TOEFL, Cam-
bridge, whatever. Nothing to do with body language. To me, it’s an
absolute scandal or a scam.
Question to readers: what else can a test test, or can’t it? In what ways
do you think tests and exams may change in the coming 10 years?
Editorial Note 1
The questions of 2020 may focus on online testing and assessment, or the
‘new normal’ of distant teaching and learning, when most classes are
delivered online. What challenges and opportunities are there for mea-
suring student learning? What kind of alternative solutions can we gen-
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erate? And what role does reflective thinking play in making those deci-
sions?
Editorial Note 2
In the coming section you will join the final live class with John and
course participants, and will see how seemingly disconnected topics can
be woven into a conversation about learning and teaching. By the way,
you may want to have an apple and a knife in your hands before you
continue reading.
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Chapter 16: Cutting an Apple
EDITORIAL NOTE
In this part the participants and John meet in a live session and discuss
how to cut an apple and see stars, what to do about the permission to
record students in the classroom, what kind of connection four classroom
moves can have to recast, how getting a new pair of glasses may bring a
major change, and how timing defines (or does not define) a good les-
son. If you are curious how these conversations are connected, read on!
John: Now, this is a totally off the wall request, but would you write
down in the chat how you cut an apple in half. With a knife. You can
cut with other things, but I don't want to be too strange. How do you
cut an apple in half ?
Note to readers: before reading on, answer John’s question: How do you
cut an apple in half ?
Eva (writes): with my hands
John: you use your hands, indeed.
William (writes): slightly to the left of the stem
Tatyana (writes): I cut it from the top
John (says): is it vertical, right?
Tatyana (explains): it depends on the size of the apple. If it's too big,
I would have to turn it somehow. I keep the knife steadily and turn
the apple a bit more. If it's small, it's easily cut from top to bottom. It
depends on the size.
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John (says): of course it depends on how sharp the knife is
Nicole (writes): Get a knife. Hold the apple with my left hand. Cut
from top to bottom, in the middle part.
John (says): that's vertical...
Jane (writes): 1. Set the apple on its end. 2. Hold it with one hand. 3.
Hold the knife in the other hand and push down vertically.
John: I was in a class and one of the kids in that class said to the
teacher: 'I saw a star when I cut the apple' Now, how did the student
see a star when the student cut the apple? Write it in the chat.
Task to readers: answer John’s question before you read any further
Participants write in the chat box
• Ooohhh. She or he cut it in half the other way!
• He cut it horizontally
• the shape in the middle of the apple
• He/ She is cutting from the bottom, horizontally.
• the seeds...
John: What do you think the teacher said? “There is no star in an
apple.”
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Another reality. Freedom. Small change. I just find this is spectacular.
There is a quote.
'Sit down before you see and hear like a little child, and
be prepared to give up every preconceived notion, follow
humbly wherever and whatever abyss Nature leads, or you
shall learn nothing.' - T. Huxley
From the Editors: You’ve read this quote before in this book. Would you
like to try one of John’s activities? Cover up the quote and try to fill in
the blanks?
S _ _ d _ _ _ before you s _ _ and h _ _ _
like _ little c _ _ _ _ , and _ _ prepared to give u _ every
preconceived n _ _ _ _ _ , follow humbly w _ _ _ _ _ _ _
and whatever abyss Nature l _ _ _ _, or _ _ _ shall learn
n _ _ _ _ _ _.
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So I find Huxley very stimulating. Another example, small example,
of a small change and a whole new reality. Look at all those people
who are spending their lives cutting apples vertically instead of trying
it horizontally to see what happens if they do it this way. Again, it's
not bad to cut it horizontally or vertically, it's just two different ways,
two different realities, each shows us a different view of reality. No
superiority of one to the other. If we don't see the two views, I think,
we will limit our lives basically.
Thank you, we can throw the apple away.
Questions to readers: Below John talks about the idea of recording stu-
dents. How does this connect to the idea of ‘cutting an apple’ in a differ-
ent way?
How many other ways are there to cut an apple?
How many other ways can you think of to observe a class?
What are the benefits/dangers of NOT trying to “cut the apple” in a dif-
ferent way?
John: There are two views of recording students, as well. Some of
you were unable to record saying that there are objections from stu-
dents, parents, principals of the school. What I said in the recent
comment to one of you was: when a student writes an essay we get
permission to read it, right? So what's the difference if they write
something or if they say something and we record what they say?
How was that different from reading what they said in their note-
books, in an essay, or completion exercise, or even doing the ques-
tions and answers in a textbook? I don't see the difference. Why do
we have to get permission for speaking?
I can understand visual, video, but these days kids are doing selfies all
the time. The point is if you record and they transcribe, you just say
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'this is a language activity, just like a dictation', but instead of a dicta-
tion, the students are recording what I am saying, transcribing it in-
stead of just listening to me once and then trying to write what I say.
Anyways, you can discuss it with the parents, you can discuss it with
the principal, you can work on all the parents, but some of them will
begin to say 'Well, it makes sense'. So I am not trying to impose this
idea, but just to say 'Maybe we can play with this idea that recording
is not that evil'
Questions to readers: To what extent do you agree that ‘recording is not
evil’? Do you need a permission to record your classes? What could be
some arguments for and against the recording idea? Whose opinion may
be important: students’, parents’, school administration?
John: Now, I am going to give you 4 terms. You know I don't like jar-
gon, but I am going to give you a little jargon.
Task for readers: How would you put these 4 words in order? What do/
might they mean in teaching/classroom context? Why would you make
such an order?
a.soliciting b.reacting c. structuring d. responding
After you make a decision, read on.
John: Good evening, class. Tonight, I’m gonna teach you some jar-
gon. Could you write this down?
'Good evening, class. Tonight, I’m gonna teach you some jargon'
Participants write in the chat
• Jargon alert: 1. Good evening, class. Tonight, I’m gonna
teach you some jargon.
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• Good evening class. Tonight, I'm gonna teach you some
jargon.
• Good evening class. Tonight I'm gonna teach you some
jargon.
• Good evening, class. Tonight, I'm going to teach you
some jargons.
John: What I just said is what I call a ‘structuring move’ (spells it
out). I am going to introduce four types of moves.
First is structuring. Usually we say something like 'Good Evening' or
'Now', e.g. 'Now I am going to give you a dictation'. 'Now I want you
to open your books to page 22.' That's a structuring move - you are
just setting the stage for somebody to do something. In classrooms
around the world about 99% of the structuring moves are made by
the teacher.
Then the teacher says: ‘What am I holding?’
I call it a ‘soliciting’ move (spells it out). Soliciting. I am using it in a
sense of asking a question.
What's this? (holds up a pen) Then the student says 'Pen!' Response.
So teacher sets a stage: structuring. Teacher asks the question: solic-
iting.
Student responds: 'Pen'
Teacher reacts: 'A pen' Another reaction: 'Very good'
Now, the first reaction, 'a pen', somebody will call that 'recasting', so
you can say that's the reaction, and the teacher 'recasts'. I don't like the
word 'recasts'. The teacher says the response to the question correctly.
'A pen' rather than 'pen'.
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I've recorded hundreds of students and I asked them to transcribe,
and so far not one after the teacher says 'a pen' not one student has
written 'a pen'. They say 'pen', the teacher says 'a pen', they write down
'pen'. If they knew that 'a pen' was correct, they would say 'a pen'. They
can't hear 'a pen' because they don't know 'a' exists.
In Japan and in every other country I have visited they have beautiful
posters, e.g. with fruits. And they've got a picture of a bunch of ba-
nanas. What word do they have under a bunch of bananas on the
poster? You can type what you think.
Participants write in the chat
• bananas
John: Eva, you are using correct English, but the posters are not us-
ing correct English.
• Tatyana: banana
• “a bunch of bananas” :D
John: no poster in the world says 'a bunch of bananas'. Every poster
I've looked at: 'Banana'. There is a bunch of grapes, under the bunch
of grapes: 'grape'. They show two oranges, and under the two oranges,
it's: 'orange'. Under an elephant, it's 'elephant', not 'an elephant'.
Look up 'elephant' in a dictionary, and if there is a sketch, under the
sketch it will have 'elephant', not 'an elephant'.
Participants write in the chat box:
• a / an ...plural ...
• jargon
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John (continues):
Now, in 1963 Oxford published something called an 'Advanced Eng-
lish Dictionary', which is still going on. For some reason in 1963 un-
der 'elephant' they had 'an elephant'. Later, for some reason they elim-
inated the articles. Now under a rat they have 'rat', not 'a rat', under a
cockroach they have 'cockroach', not 'a cockroach'.
So students don't use the articles, and we say 'Oh, they don't have ar-
ticles in Japanese, they don't have articles in Hungarian, in Icelandic,
I don’t know. We don't teach language, we teach words. There is no
such thing as 'apple'. 'An apple', a slice of apple. 'An Apple' meaning a
laptop.
Again, 'Small Changes' looks very much in detail at what we do and
what we teach. And it's amazing that so much of what we do is 'mis-
teaching' rather than helping learners develop because we focus on
language.
What was the point that I made before this, about 'apple'? Could you
type it in the chat?
Participants are typing in the chat:
• jargon
• Don't believe what I say !!!!!! love this
John: Recasting helps no-one, recasting was a total waste of time, be-
cause if they knew the language, they would say 'an apple'. If they say
'apple', we say 'an apple', we ask them to record, no-one writes that the
teacher says 'an apple'. They don't have the pattern in their mind.
I asked students to write down a symbol for 'an', 'a' and 'the'. For 'a'
they wrote one dot, and for 'an' they wrote two dots, and for 'the'
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they wrote a dot with a circle around it. The students were from
many different countries. Then they began to see the difference be-
tween 'a' and 'the', and they knew that they had to fill in that space if
they had to say 'an apple', 'a banana', 'a bunch of bananas', 'The banana
I ate yesterday was very old’, whatever...
Using sketches to represent and symbolize function words is a way to
help them see the grammar in the new way which is much more pow-
erful than a recast. Recasting has actually no effect, it takes a lot of
time. The teacher is saying the same word correctly, the student has
no idea there is a difference between what the student said and what
the teacher responded. Don't believe what I say!
John: Ok, so we've got structuring, soliciting, responding and react-
ing. In classrooms around the world the teacher is responsible for
99% of structuring, at least 60% of soliciting, and 100% of the re-
actions. But in conversations, it's not 'structure (teacher) – solicit
(teacher) – response (student) – react (teacher)'. One person asks a
question, another person asks a question, another person makes a re-
action, another person makes a statement (structuring), another per-
son reacts...’ There is a huge difference between teaching and non-
teaching settings. This is not the difference between teaching lan-
guage in the classroom and teaching how to put on make-up in the
classroom, or a driving lesson outside the classroom and teaching
something in the classroom. Those are very similar.
But conversations in different places are very different.
John: Nicole and a number of people in their comments during the
weeks talked about a new set of glasses and in video 1 you see I
had that pair of ridiculous large glasses. Well, some time ago I had a
cataract removed from my right eye. And before I had a cataract re-
moved, I thought I saw just fine. I asked a doctor: why do I have a
cataract, everything looks terrific.'
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So anyway, the cataract was removed from my eye and then when I
covered my left eye and looked at things, the light that previously was
yellow was white, and then I covered my right eye, and the light was
still yellow. Before I said 'when you put on a new pair of glasses' and
now I say 'you take off your cataracts and you see a whole new world'.
It's unbelievable to me.
When I went out after the sun was down, the street lights were very
dim and walking was a little precarious. Now with the cataract re-
moved I mean it's like there are spot lights on all the time. It blows
my mind. I thought I was seeing fine, the doctors said 'you are not
seeing fine'. When the cataract was removed I realized I obviously
was not seeing so fine.
We constantly are deceived by what we think we know and what we
think our reality is.
And somebody said 'relaxed' and 'casual' [referring to the course] and
...
... one of the books that I like most is Plato’s Socratic dialogue and
the men (it’s unfortunate they were all men at that point) sometimes
in a bath house they were chatting - casually - and I think it is very
important, so when I meet teachers to discuss their classes I usually
go to a restaurant and we sit and have a meal, drink, chat informally
about the lesson. I don’t think that sitting in a classroom, in a formal
setting, in a hierarchical setting, I don't think that it is that produc-
tive, and sitting in a casual setting... You can have a cup of coffee, or
go for a walk, have a conversation.
“And that’s what I see classrooms as - a series of conversations. We
learn something from the students. And the students learn some-
thing from each other. And no tests, no goals, no “improvement”.
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And I think someone said no planning. No planning. And no im-
provement.”
Question to readers: write 1-2 take away points about your learning
from this resource. Now read what the participants from this course
wrote about their experience.
Eva: My fave is 'Don't believe what I say!'
Jane: “Lesson planning is a waste of time!” Transcribing is planning.
That’s really liberating.
William: Admit ignorance, (be honest about it)
Eva: analyze
Tatyana: Slow down - relax - open your eyes, ears and mind - listen,
watch with the fresh eyes and ears - observe - notice details - describe
- reflect - experiment – play
Jane: Also, look at the same thing a lot of times in a lot of different
ways
Nicole: Seeing something with different colored lenses make things
more interesting and gives you more input even for just a minute of
your lesson.
Eva: This course is a new gate for me in the teaching area. It opened
a new door.... much wider. I really see teaching from a different per-
spective
Liew Loon Teik: Approach one's lesson with an open mind.
Nicole: And with a transcription of your classes, you see more of
what you most probably missed which can give you insight into what
happened in class.
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Eva: I feel I have bought a new pair of lens for teaching
Liew Loon Teik: I have gone through transcripts in research (merely
reading) but did not realise its potential until I attended this course.
I intend to implement this method in my classrooms to further im-
prove my teaching.
On Timing
John: 10 pm. 'Class that begins on time and ends on time is a good
class. There was a person in my TT College in Nigeria, Mr Anani,
and this was his motto: ''If a class begins on time and ends on time,
it's OK. If it does not begin on time or end on time, it's a bad class. It
does not matter what you are doing in-between.”
'Not everything that counts can be counted. Not everything that can
be counted counts.' (Einstein)
Editorial Note
In the final (bonus) chapter you will have more reflective questions to
discuss, and find some links and further reading suggestions.
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Chapter 17: Bonus Material
IN THIS PART WE WILL share some more reflective questions for
you to think about, after reading this resource.
What is the meaning of ‘reflection’ to you?
In your opinion, how does reflection connect to action?
What were your favorite questions or tasks in the resource? Why did
they stand out?
What were your least favorite questions or tasks in the resource?
Why did you feel so about them?
What was new in the resource?
In what way did it (or could it) impact your teaching manners,
habits, styles and skills?
In the Introduction to this resource, we called John ‘a unique course
facilitator’? What did you notice about him guiding the participants’
reflective thought process?
If you already have experience of running courses online, what do
you do differently, and why?
If you have never facilitated an online course, what can you ‘borrow’
from John’s style of working with teachers?
What questions would you like to ask the teachers participating in
the course? The editors of this resource? And John himself ?
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Some Technical Terms - or in John’s words, ‘jargon’ - that came up in
the resource
CCQs, or Concept/Comprehension Checking Questions
ICQs, or Instruction Checking Questions
Continuous assessment
directions (similar to ‘Instructions’)
errors of commission
errors of performance
Instructions’ (similar to ‘directions’)
recast (error correcting technique)
scaffolding
TTT as Teacher Talk Time
Glossary references:
NILE ELT https://mycourses.nile-elt.com/mod/glossary/
TKT Glossary, Cambridge English https://www.cambridgeeng-
lish.org/Images/22184-tkt-glossary-document.pdf
Scott Thornbury’s blog https://scottthornbury.wordpress.com/tag/
terminology/
ELT Journal Key Concepts in ELT https://academic.oup.com/eltj/
pages/Key_Concepts
Read or watch more of John’s work
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An Interview with John at EFL Magazine by Alexandra Chistyakova
(2019)
https://www.eflmagazine.com/an-interview-with-john-f-faneslow/
John’s Blog at iTDi https://itdi.pro/johnfanselow/blog/
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Appendix
EDITORIAL NOTE
In this part we collected the transcripts and resources John shared during
the live sessions and weekly homework/discussion boards in the course.
Related to Chapters 1-2
ci 5 Transcript: Painting and a box
1. S: I throw it—box. (Points to a box on the floor.)
2. T: You threw the box?
3. S: No, I threw in the box.
4. T: What did you throw in the box?
5. S: My. . .I paint...
6. T: Your painting?
7. S: Painting?
8. T: You know... painting. (Makes painting movements on an imag-
inary paper.)
9. S: Yes, painting
10. T: You threw your painting in the box.
11. S: Yes, I threw my painting in box.
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CI 6 TRANSCRIPT: CARLOS's trousers
1. T: ...OK? Chemical pollution. OK.
2. S4: (yawning) O o o.
3. T: Trousers! Alright. Carlos (S4), do you wear trousers?
4. S4: Alway...All my life.
5. SS: (laughter)
6. T: Always. You’ve worn, I have...
7. S4: Eh wear wear (inaudible).
8. T: I have... well do you wear trousers?
9. SS: I wear.
10. SS: I wear, I wear.
11. S4: Yes, I I do.







19. T: Mm hm. Have you got trousers on?
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20. S3: Yes, I have.
21. T: What kind?
22. S3: Jeans.
23. T: Jeans... Say the word jeans. Jeans.




29. T: OK.OK. Huh! Does anyone need an ashtray?
CI 7 TRANSCRIPT CI 7 Hats and Ties
1. T: What are you holding? (expects student to tell him)
2. S: What are you holding?
3. T: The answer!




8. T: It’s linen.
9. S: He holding hat.
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10. T: Again.
11. S: She holding hat.
12. T: She?
13. S: holding...
14. T: It’s blue.
15. S1: It blue.
16. T: It’s blue.
17. S2: It’s blue.
18 . T: It’s blue.
19. S1: It blue.
20. T: It’s blue.
21. S1: It blue.
RELATED TO CHAPTER 4
cs & h 1 Student Renditions/Versions of Teachers’
Comments
Here is what students’ wrote, on the blank below, write what you
think the student said.
99. Twose key words other understand.
97. Key words very easy understand.
95. Two have very easy key word.
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93. To the key word is the understand.
91. Tou the easy key word is understand.
89. To the key word is understand.
1.
_________________________________________________________
Z. We going bringston, bring stone means. . .
Y. Where going. . .
X. I’m goin to. . .brainstorm mean. . .
W. Bringstorn. . .bringstorn mean. . .
V. I will briengston. . .briengston mean. . .
U. We brainston. . .Brainstorm’s mean is
T. We going to bring stone means. . .
S. Were goin to start Blemstorm. Blemstorm means. . .
R. Be stome. . .bestone num. . .
Q. Where going to?
P. Im’ going to Brinstorm.
2____________________________________________________________
CS & H 2 STUDENTS’ Renditions/Versions of a
Teachers’ Statements about an upcoming field trip
Opening statement from the teacher:
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I want to say some things about our field trip next Wednesday.
Here are 7 students’ versions of 8 statements that the teacher said
about an upcoming field trip. On the blank line below each of the 8
statements, write what you think the teacher said about the upcom-
ing field trip.
1st statement:
1. What going do next Wednesday
2. Youll going to go to Wellington on next Wednesday.
3. We’re going to Wellington on next Wednesday.
4. We are going to Wellington on next Wednesday.
5. We’re going to Wellington on next Wendnesday.
6. We are going to Wellington Next Wednesday.




1. Visted. . .i. . .con. . .hote.
2. Education. . .continental Hotel.
3. One intercontinental Hotel.
4. . . .
5. We wanna visit Intercontinental hotel.
6. . . .
7. we are visit continental hotel
2nd Statement:
_________________________________________________
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3rd statement:
1. What is. . . nynk?
2. You very fortunently
3. We are very fortunate to get through.
4. We’re very fortunate to get through.
5. We’re very fortunated get through.
6. We get throw. . .




1. you have to make presentation
2. You have to make a good presentation
3. you have to make a good presentation
4. You have to take a good presentation.
5. You have to make a good presentation.
6. You have to make a good presentation.




1. The hotel have dress paud
2. The hotel
3. The hotel has a dress cort
4. . . .
5. The Hotel has dress court.
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6. The Hotel has




1. no jeans. . .
2. No jeans, wear good shoes
3. No Jeans, wear good shoes
4. No Jeans Wear good shoes
5. No jeans Wear good shoes
6. No jeans. Wear a good shoes




1. We leave a 9’ oclock
2. Will lease at 9 o’clock
3. We leave here at 9:00 on o’clock
4. We’ll leave here at 9. O”clock
5. We leave here 9:00 o’clock.
6. We will be here 9 o’clock.
7. We leave here 9:00 o’clock
7th statement:
__________________________________________________
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8th statement:
1. We st continatul
2. You’ll go to continental
3. We go strightly in contiental
4. We ‘straytly
5. We’ are going staightly to Continental hotel
6. We will straght go
7. We will go straggly
8th statement:
__________________________________________________
1st statement: We’re going to go to Wellington next Wednesday.
2nd statement: We’re making an educational visit to the Interconti-
nental Hotel.
3rd statement: We’ re very fortunate to get through.
4th statement: You have to make a good presentation.
(Students had heard this statement in all of their classes but the state-
ment was made to refer to oral reports they had to give in each
class. So though they all wrote this statement more closely to the
teacher’s statement than any other, the meaning they attributed to
it was different from the intention of the teacher’s statement. The
teacher wanted to remind them that they had to dress well to make a
good impression. In the event, none of the students had to make any
presentations; they simply listened to what the hotel manager told
them.)
5th statement: The hotel has a dress code.
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6th statement: So, no jeans. Wear good shoes.
7th statement: We will leave here at 9:00 o’clock.
8th statement: We’re going to go straight to the Continental Hotel.
RELATED TO CHAPTER 6
Transcripts for Reflective Teaching by Heather Thomas,
International Pacific College
This paper reports some of the observations of a group of tertiary lan-
guage and content teachers who met regularly to reflect on short tran-
scripts from their classes. The transcripts were a springboard for discus-
sion on classroom techniques, class dynamics and student learning. As a
starting point, they used Contrasting Conversations (Fanselow, 1992),
which advocates a non-judgmental approach through which ordinary
things are seen with new eyes.
INTRODUCTION
Contrasting Conversations aims to be a kaleidoscope, rearranging
teacher perceptions of classroom experiences into fresh patterns.
These are the sorts of mental realignments experienced, in another
context, through reading Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain
(Edwards, 1993). After two chapters, I was able to draw. In those
chapters I learned that people cannot draw because they do not really
see. I learned techniques for freeing the mind from false preconcep-
tions of how things look. Mental images of trees, for example, can
prevent us from seeing the particular characteristics of an actual tree.
The solution is to draw the empty space around the tree. We are able
to see this as it really is, to draw it, and by extension, to draw the tree.
I was enabled to see, and therefore to draw. Similarly, unhelpful pre-
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conceptions about teaching might cloud our perspectives. If we are
freed from these preconceptions, we are enabled to see, and therefore
to teach in new ways.
I was part of a small group of language teachers that met regularly
over the course of a year to consider short class transcripts through
the lenses offered in Contrasting Conversations, and under the guid-
ance of its author. Following this, some of us became facilitators, en-
couraging other small groups of staff to try the procedure. I had col-
laborated over the years, with subject specialist teachers in writing
and teaching content-based college papers, and was therefore inter-
ested in finding a mutually comprehensible meta-language for dis-
cussing classroom interactions. As an educator of ESOL teachers in
Certificate, Diploma and degree programmes, I was also interested
in trying these techniques in observation follow-up discussions. If
teacher trainees are equipped with a ‘toolkit’ that includes reflectivi-
ty, they can continue to learn from their experience (Gray, 2000), to
ask why things are done as well as how to do them, and to engage




Our procedure was to tape our classes, transcribe one- or two-minute
segments of interactions, and meet with our peers to consider this
data. Memory cannot capture the rich and sometimes hectic class-
room panorama. As illustrated in the tale of Rashomon, in which
four independent witnesses give differing versions of a murder, we
need the primary data of the transcript (Fanselow, 1977:17).
The process took less time than more ambitious methods such as ob-
serving or viewing videos of whole classes. A startling number of in-
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teractions can occur in a short time. As one teacher put it, ...’you can
get a truckload out of two minutes’. Some other teachers, unable to
find value in a micro approach, preferred to observe or video whole
lessons. As one said, ‘I need to see the whole lesson – how it is intro-
duced, how one thing leads to another, how the objectives are met,
how it concludes, how it all hangs together’.
In hindsight, some pre-teaching on the sorts of insights that can be
gained from short transcripts might have been useful. For example,
merely by considering teacher talk, we can learn a great deal about
how teachers manage their classes, involve students in tasks, group
students, ask display or referential questions, allow wait time, re-
spond to students, orient students to lessons, check understanding,
solicit information, provide direct instruction, correct errors, pro-
vide feedback, and carry out elicitation (Nunan & Lamb, 1996).
Small group transcripts can illustrate how students negotiate mean-
ing, or how they co-construct learning. Supplementary observation
tasks (for example, Richards & Lockhart, 1994; Wajnryb, 1992)
could provide a targeted and accessible framework, ‘...“a way in” to
discovering the classroom...’ (Wajnryb, 1992:8-9). An accessible in-
troduction to action research using transcripts, could also be of ben-
efit (for example, Tsui, 1995).
The discussions
Our discussions had three stages: classification of data into two op-
posite categories, re-classification, and consideration of different ap-
proaches to the situation shown by the transcript. For example, when
considering how to encourage students to speak more in class, we
listed data under the headings, ‘encouraging’ and’ discouraging’. We
then looked at the encouraging items to see how they could be inter-
preted as discouraging, and vice versa. Where calling on a particular
student by name had been classified as encouraging, we now reclassi-
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fied this act as discouraging, because it might have increased the stu-
dent’s anxiety. Finally, the person who had provided the transcript
decided on action - to stop the practice for a week and observe any
changes. Participants had control over the data that they presented,
the decisions they made, and were responsible for how much or how
little they put into the process.
The particular discussion above took place when we were still be-
coming accustomed to the process. On the corner of my notes I have
scrawled my apparently dawning enlightenment, ‘If I’m already en-
couraging students, surely I shouldn’t try the opposite - to be dis-
couraging? Being encouraging is one of the things I do best – if any-
thing I’m too encouraging. Oops. Maybe I could try being silent’.
As we were sometimes jolted out of ritualistic behaviours, we did
question who needed this treatment and how often. For example,
surely young teachers had not yet developed harmful rituals. But,
ironically, observation and conferencing revealed that many had
done so. Especially if they had experienced very teacher-centred
classrooms, they took teacher-centredness as a given. During our re-
flections, most of us went through phases when we were more open
to change than during others. The best advice was probably given in
the introduction to our text, that Contrasting Conversations was to
be considered a ‘cookbook’, to be dipped into as required (p. 8).
Overcoming barriers
The first reaction of participants to their tapes was often to be self-
critical. One experienced teacher, considered proficient by her col-
leagues, spoke of the first time she saw a video of herself teaching, ‘I
was devastated’, she said, ‘I was forced to confront so many aspects
of my teaching, and more, of myself. I never wanted to put myself
through that again’. However, because there were no judgements and
no plaudits in our group, there was no need to be anxious or to pos-
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ture. We were able to avoid falling into the trap of turning a reflective
practice group into a showcase where ‘success is worn like an armour’
(Graves, 2002:19).
Meeting with peers rather than supervisors can have advantages. Peer
mentoring can ‘connect with teachers’ ZPDs’, allowing teachers to
adjust incrementally, as much as they are ready for, rather than being
blown away by ‘perfect’ models (Murphey, 2000). Supportive peers
can create a safe environment. The facilitator must be the first to
become vulnerable. For example, in an early meeting, I presented a
transcript showing how I tried unsuccessfully to draw a student into
conversation in English. This may have encouraged a member of the
group to bring to the next session, a transcript that illustrated a simi-
lar situation even more vividly.
Transcript 1:
Teacher: Can you give me an example?
Student: Eh?
Teacher: Can you please give me an example?
Student: (Talks in Japanese)
Teacher: I would like the answer in English please.
Student: Ah – sorry. /ll/
Teacher: You mean s-o-r-r-y
Student: Eh?
Lecturer: The word is ‘sorry’.
Student: Ah... (Continues in Japanese)
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Lecturer: No – I’d like the answer in English please.
Student: Sorry. /ll/
Teacher: Noooooo! (Both laugh).
SOME OBSERVATIONS
A sampling of the discussions in our groups included the following.
Strategic competency and fluency
Most of us used tape rather than video for pragmatic reasons, and
therefore could not observe body language. However, when we con-
sidered how this lack might be an advantage, we realised that listen-
ing to voices isolated from the larger picture of communication, in
itself actually produced insights. Several teachers commented that
they were shocked when they realised how little their students ac-
tually said. The students, it seemed, had developed strategic compe-
tence, which led to a false impression of fluency.
The difficulty of practising target forms in ‘authentic’ ways
We often noticed that things did not turn out according to expec-
tations. Some observations showed how difficult it was to construct
‘authentic’ speaking tasks that would elicit target forms. In one class,
students completed a unit on the use of the past simple and past con-
tinuous. They listened to a model in which someone described what
they were doing when they met their best friend. The model con-
tained sentences such as, ‘I was travelling when I first saw her’; ‘I was
working in a factory when we met’. But the practice speaking activi-
ty produced few of the targeted forms, even when the teacher inter-
vened to ask questions that might have been expected to do so (Tran-
script 2). This realisation led to an interest in task design and a re-
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thinking of expectations regarding authentic dialogue. Would native
speakers have produced the target forms?
Transcript 2:
Student A: I will talk about my friend in Japan.
Teacher: Is she living in Japan now?
Student A: Mmm
Teacher: Sentence (rising intonation).... .........
What were you doing when you met?
Student A: We were students.
Teacher: You were studying?
Student A: Mmm
Teacher: What was she doing when you first saw her?
Student A: She was my friend’s friend.
When it is better to be wrong
Another example of thwarted expectations involved a study of the
transcripts of students working together in small groups to solve
problems. Sometimes these illustrated how students aim to co-con-
struct meaning according to ideal interactionist or socio-cultural
conceptualisations. But at other times, we saw how there were advan-
tages to being wrong. It avoided the loss of face, maintained class-
room harmony, and avoided transgressing against senior students or
male students. In the example below, learners are editing a passage,
and after some hesitation, accept a suggested correction even though
they seem to know it is wrong.
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Transcript 3:
Student A: And the next mistake, in line 15 ’...had con-
trolled Cuba’s
paper industry’. (reading)
Student B: Fourth mistake is, ‘Saralegui had never watch-
ing’ (reading) ‘... had never watched...
Student A: mmm hmmm.
Student C: ‘She had been working...’ (reading)
Student A: Not yet - major, major’, first. WRONG
Student B: hmmm? major?
Student C: major?
Student A: majored ...had majored
Student B: hmmm... had majored...OK.
Student A: The next one...(pause) She had been work-
ing...
CONCLUSION
There are many natural barriers to reflective practice, including anx-
iety about being judged and the difficulty of focusing on long-term
professional development in the face of short-term goals. In today’s
economic climate, there are also institutional barriers including time
pressures, short-term contracts, the part-time nature of much ESOL
teaching, and the rise and demise of language institutes. Teachers
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may need to be convinced that they should willingly embrace a prac-
tice that might lead to even more uncertainty and change. Yet, stick-
ing with the process of reflection long enough to perceive its rich-
ness, will better enable us to make decisions that are thoughtful and
principled. From time to time allowing our practices to be ‘respect-
fully’ challenged through a process like that in Contrasting Conver-
sations, will help to keep our teaching fresh and our vision clear.
Note: the article can be retrieved here https://ltprofessionals.com/
wp-content/uploads/2015/09/HeatherThomas.pdf
RELATED TO CHAPTER 10
GA 3, Vocabulary Role Play
T: All right, on this page, there is a word that tells what he did.
(Name of student.) Do you know what it is?
S: . . . found. He found a bean.
T: Right. The word is found. And you know what? I believe I have
the word found right here. Let’s practice what that might look like.
Found.
(Places a flash card with the word found on it on an easel showing
Jasper in a reader.)
S: Found.9
T: If Jasper found a bean that was on the ground—Ah!
And he found it. Ah! Can you show me?—
SSS: Found it.
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T: One more time—Ah found it. (Moves hand along floor where
there is a plastic stick.) I can find it right now! Now I’m not looking
at it. I already found it.
SSS: Found it. 15
T: One more time. Show me what that would look like.




T: So we’re going to need to use the word found. Found. Let’s put
it right here. (Puts the flash card on the easel.) Found. It’s an action
word. It’s what he did.
T and SS: On Tuesday, he planted it. (Pointing to the line on the
reader on the easel.)
T: What did he do on Tuesday? (Name of student.)
S: He planted it. 26
T: Could you show us what that might look like?
Come on up. You may even use the tool he used to plant it.
Can you find it?
Where’s the tool that he used. Now look carefully.
Which tool do you have in your hand.?
(Student is holding a lavender shovel.)
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Does this look like the shovel? 33
(Pointing to the tool on the page of the reader on the easel.)
Go take a look at the tools.
See if she can find the tool that matches it.
(We see the flash cards with the word shovel and rake on two toys
tools minus the article.)
Which tool is that?
S: Trowel40
T: Say a trowel, trowel. I’m going to borrow the label again. And I’m
going to take it back again for now. And can you show us how he
planted that bean?
S: (Moves trowel along the carpet.)
T: Nice Job. Everybody show me how Jasper planted his bean?
Say the word with me—planted.
SSS: Planted. (As they move their hands along the carpet.)
T: Oh, you have to put the bean in the ground too. Dig the hole
again
with your trowel. (Said as students were patting the carpet with their
hands.) 50
Put the bean in. Cover it up. Now, show me planted all by yourself.
Planted.
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He used that flashlight to help him do something.




T: Let’s look at the word. Let’s look at the words in our story and see
what he did with the flashlight. How he used it. He used it.
(Points to line in reader on easel which has the words) 58
Read it with me. (Teacher points to each word in the sentence with
the
plastic item that she had previously had on the floor.)
T and SSS: “On Friday night he picked up all the slugs and snails.”
T: What did he do?
SSS: He picked up slugs and snails. 63
T: He picked—show me what that would look like, to pick up slugs
and snails.
SSS: (Some students put their hands on the carpet.)
T: Where did he put the slugs?
S: In a jar.
T: In a jar. Good job.
Let’s pick up some slugs. (Gestures picking up something.)
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T: I know. Take a look Freddie. Don’t tell. Do you know what it is?
(Holding a flash card with the word moved on it with ed in red and
mow in green.)
Whisper in Freddie’s ear.
Now whisper in his ear.
Now do you know how you want to show that?80
Giving More Exposure to New Words
T: OK turn around. Say, what is our action?
S: Say what is our action. (Points to another student.)
T: Is that your action? Uhm. Show your action.
SSS: (Many raise their hands.)
S: I know. 85
S: I know.
S: (points to another student and says a name)
T: I think I forgot to have you do that. How funny. All right.
S: (Pushes plastic toy lawn mower across the floor.)
T: All right. Now come back and say what is our action.
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T: Is that our action?
GA 4
Ten years old and now
When I was ten, riding my bicycle was very important to me. Swim-
ming was also very important to me. I did not like to read because
the textbook did not have any topics that were important to me. I
never read a story about riding bicycles or about swimming.
Now, reading is very important to me. I have learned that when I
read travel books, I can experience life in other countries sitting in
my apartment. I can learn how people lived 100 years ago. In school
my teachers told me reading was important to get good grades. But
now reading is important because it is enjoyable. 112 words
GA 6
Explaining what to do
Me: Right so, I’m going to read a newspaper article to you. I’m
going to read a newspaper article to you. You listen carefully. OK?
And...when...when you hear a word that is difficult to understand,
for example “Erm...Hello, my name is Ben” “Huh, Ben? Write it
down “What’s Ben?” Write it down, OK? Do you understand? So,
listen to the newspaper article.
(A student sneezes)
Me: Bless you. Listen to the newspaper article, OK. And write down
words...you can’t...understand. OK? OK? No. So, for example, I will
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read a newspaper article to you, OK? You listen, OK? And then,
you write down a word...that is....difficult....when you hear it, OK?
For example, “Hello, my name is Ben, OK, hmm, Huh, Ben? What’s
Ben?” Write it down, OK?
A Student: OK
Me: Do you understand?
Student: Yeah
Me: ??, Miku please explain to rest of the class...in Japanese...what to
do.
Miku: ??????




Me: Yeah, what do you write?
Miku: ?????????? Huh? ????????
Me: Mm, what do you write?
Different Student: ?????????
Me: Very good, OK.
8.2 'SOME WAYS TO MAKE small changes'
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[portions of this chapter originally appeared in a slightly different form
for in the European Journal of Applied Linguistics and TEFL 3.2,
2014, and have been reprinted with permission]
Trying the opposite, breaking rules, asking how what you think is
good might be bad and how what you think is bad might be good,
etc.
There are many ways to make small changes in our teaching. One is
to stop doing something we habitually do that we are not aware of
until we record a lesson and transcribe a one to three minute segment
of it. I have called these habitual unconscious communications rules
and have urged teachers to break the rules they normally follow. If we
see that we say “very good” every time a student responds, even when
some of the responses are wrong, we can stop saying it. If we see in a
transcription that we ask the same students to respond all the time,
we can invite other students to respond.
Another way to make small changes is to do the opposite of what we
usually do. If we usually tell students the goal of the lesson at the be-
ginning of the class, we can instead ask students to write what they
think the goal of the class was at the end of the class. If we normally
have students respond orally to our spoken questions, we can break
that rule by having them write both our questions and their respons-
es before they say them. If we always stand in front of the class when
we give a dictation we can stand in the back. We can take attendance
at the end of class rather than at the beginning.
Observing how we communicate outside of the classroom can be
another source of opposite activities that we can try in our classes.
When we are across a train platform from a friend and the noise from
the trains prevents us from hearing each other, we often just mouth
the words. So we can try giving directions by mouthing rather than
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saying words to mimic one rule we follow in certain situations out of
the classroom, but usually do not follow in our classroom.
Asking how what we think is useful might not be and how what we
think is not useful might be is another way to make small changes.
If you think that teaching reading should be separate from the other
skills, then you have to ask how teaching reading alone might not be
as efficient or effective as teaching it together with one or more other
skills. If you believe that when students are a bit confused you have
failed in your teaching, you have to ask how a little confusion might
be beneficial and an important part of learning.
You might have noticed that outside of classes, people are often
standing up when they write and using very small pieces of paper or
pages in small notebooks. Or in the case of younger students, they
are standing while text messaging. Comparing how many words stu-
dents write while standing using small cards with how many they
write if they are sitting and using standard sheets of blank paper will
show the effect of trying the opposite of the almost universal class-
room practice: “Write only while sitting, except of course when writ-
ing on the board.”
Alternative activities will not necessarily produce better results. But
if we do not change our routines, we will never know. “Only by en-
gaging in the generation and exploration of alternatives will we be
able to see. And then we will see that we must continue to look”
(Fanselow, 1987: 474).
A couple more ways to make small changes
I just suggested three ways to generate alternatives: Stop doing what
you usually do by breaking your habitual unconscious behav-
iours—rules; try doing the opposite of what you usually do, or hav-
ing your students do the opposite of what you usually have them do;
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and do something, or have your students do something, inside the
classroom that is commonly done only outside the classroom.
When I discuss these three ways with teachers, they invariably raise
questions about how the small changes I suggest they try are related
to learning assumptions or about fads and jargon in the teaching of
English.
Of course, there is overlap between the three ways I have suggested
and learning assumptions and fads and jargon. To consider these you
can write down your assumptions about learning, the fads and jar-
gon you are familiar with, and your idea of your role as a teacher and
match them with activities you have your students do. If you think
that students learn from making predictions rather than memoriz-
ing, then write down which of the activities your students do focus
on memorization and which focus on predicting. If you want to un-
derstand cooperative learning better, write down a few activities your
students do in groups or pairs that you think show they are learning
together and a few that show they are not.
Constraints on making changes
Anytime I suggest even a small change in a workshop, teachers’ hands
go up. “I have to follow the textbook so how can I make any changes?
If I do anything differently than my colleagues, they will start treat-
ing me coldly. My principal is like a general. He thinks my role is
to follow his orders. Not following his orders results in an invita-
tion—no an order—to see him in his office.”
As these comments are being made, most teachers are nodding their
heads in affirmation. But the strongest nods come when a teacher
says, “We have to prepare our students for tests!”
In addition to the constraints just mentioned, teachers themselves,
not necessarily consciously, resist change because of what they con-
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sider to be their role and because of their assumptions about how we
learn and fads in our field.
Overcoming constraints
A key reason I have advocated small changes for the past fortyish
years is because of the questions that teachers always raise in both
workshops I lead and in my classes.
I have visited hundreds of teachers in their classrooms and have expe-
rienced the emotional pressure to follow the usual routines and prac-
tices. Often, the first comments during discussions of lessons I ob-
serve deal with the constraints teachers feel. “I would like to do X,
but I can’t because of blah, blah, blah.”
As a result of the restraints teachers felt, I started to suggest not only
small changes but trying the small changes for short amounts of time.
This is one I have suggested for the end of class: “Today, we have a
few minutes left after the lesson. Please write what you thought the
goal was today, either in English or your first language.”
Teachers were consistently surprised at how their students’ descrip-
tions of goals were usually unrelated to their own goals. And they al-
so realized that a few minutes can produce information out of pro-
portion to the amount of time taken.
Another small change I have suggested is about tardiness. Some
teachers will wait a few minutes after the official starting time of class
not wanting to begin until all the students that are coming are there.
One thing I suggest is that teachers ask students to write anonymous-
ly what they liked the most and least about an activity the teacher has
done in the previous lesson during these few minutes spent waiting
for the late students. Again, teachers are astonished by what students
write.
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Therefore, I urge you to try making a few small changes for just a few
minutes in each class a couple of times a week. As you record, tran-
scribe parts of the recordings, ideally with your students, and discuss
with your students what you and your students actually did, they will
indicate which small changes you tried they found useful and which
they didn’t. You can then decide thoughtfully the amount of time to
spend with these alternatives.
A symbol of the power of small changes
During breaks in my classes and workshops, I put kaleidoscopes on
the participants’ desks. They immediately pick them up and look in-
to them, and turn them. When I ask them why, they say they want to
see how the design changes.
To me, turning the barrels of kaleidoscopes reveals the natural curios-
ity we all have for seeing what happens when we make small changes.
If we turn the barrel even 1 mm the design is quite different.
Though the changes I advocate are all very small, just as the turning
of a kaleidoscope just one millimetre is a small change, the results
in the case of kaleidoscopes as well as in our teaching are often very
large and, in fact, profound. And we produce effects rarely or never
before seen.
“Ultimately, I try small changes, and invite you to join me, to see
more clearly what we are each capable of and how our preconceived
ideas and premises as well as textbooks, tests and rules set by boards
of education and principals sometimes limit this capability.
If we realize how much more is within us, it is more likely we will be
able to aid our students in coming to the same realization. Such con-
scious realization, paradoxically, leads in my experience to more free-
dom, for as we become aware of a greater range of what we do on the
unconscious level, we are able to use a greater range consciously.
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Said another way, as we explore our craft by describing, recording,
transcribing, and analysing communications rather than by seeking
prescriptions and judgments from others, (we realize that we do not
need to) seek alternatives from those in charge, rather than ourselves
or our peers, and that we (do not have to) work alone within our au-
tonomous but isolated and lonely classrooms, rather than with col-
leagues [and our students].” (Fanselow, 1987: 7, edited).
Some crucial assumptions
One of my assumptions that underlies the idea of making small
changes is that we should never, never, never assume that what we say
or write and another hears or reads mean the same to both of us, and
that even if we think the meanings are the same, the actual and sup-
posed assumptions and intentions are likely to be different.
Communication is a miracle, not the norm, as Gattegno, the origina-
tor and author of the Silent Way (1971), was fond of saying during
workshops he did in the 70’s. Or, as George Bernard Shaw quipped:
“The single biggest problem in communication is the illusion that it
has taken place” (as quoted in Leadership Skills for Managers (2000)
by Marlene Caroselli, p. 71).
The words small changes, enhancing, predicting, problem solving,
reducing ambiguity, awakening, discovering, thinking, moving from
Huh? to Oh. to Aha, reminding people of what they already know!
are what I believe learning is made up of. But these words mean very
different things to different people. And unless we compare these
words with activities and see to what extent they match, these words,
like all we use to discuss our teaching, are not very useful.
A central flaw in teacher preparation and development is the as-
sumption that the terms used match what teachers actually do and
that the terms mean the same thing to all teachers. Explicit error cor-
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rection, communicative activities, extensive reading—choose your
favourite fad—none of the terms describe reality. Calling something
we do communicative does not make the activity communicative.
A related assumption of mine is that our role as teachers is to remind
people of what they already know, to tap into their experiences and
knowledge as well as their natural curiosity and thinking. Most stud-
ies of classroom interaction show that many teachers assume that
their role is to show students what they do not know and then try to
teach them through explanations. I have found this way of teaching
to be inefficient and ineffective for most language learning.
Objections to exploring the consequences of small changes
Some people see no reason to make any changes, large or small, be-
cause they believe what they are doing is sufficient. Others think that
there is no reason to change because there is a great deal of variety in
the activities in their classrooms.
Douglas Barnes says this about teachers’ reluctance to record and
transcribe their lessons:
“[Suggesting to teachers that] there are patterns in their classroom
behaviour which can be described and compared with that of other
teachers or with their own on another occasion [is a recipe for un-
popularity because teachers] believe that their teaching is a unique
response to what their pupils say and do, arising moment by moment
during lessons . . . . There is, however, much evidence to show that
there are common patterns in teaching behaviour, and that some of
these can be generalized across different levels of education and even
from country to country, if we confine ourselves to highly industri-
alized nations.” (Douglas Barnes. 1978 From communication to cur-
riculum. Page 159. Harmondsworth, England: Penguin)
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If you find routine and a small range of classroom activities gratify-
ing, consider how they might be stultifying. If you and your students
are comfortable with your day-to-day activities, consider how the ac-
tivities might be tedious and boring, and might lead to comfort but
not necessarily to the most efficient or effective long-term learning.
Support for exploring the consequences of small changes
Here is how Alan Maley described the idea of trying the opposite
(one of the ways I suggest to make small changes): “A heuristic is
a ‘rule of thumb’ (If I do this, what will happen?) [Fanselow’s idea
of trying the opposite] . . . is highly generative of new ideas . . . .
Fanselow’s point, which is worth thinking about, is that if we never
try an alternative way of doing things, we never know what might
have happened!”
“Heuristics are a handy way of trying new ways of doing things.
Fanselow argues that it is only by systematically breaking the un-
written rules (or habits) in our classrooms that we can discover new
and possibly better ways of doing things. This is indeed a powerful
heuristic, and highly generative of new ideas—some of them worth
holding on to.” (Maley, personal communication, January 12, 2010)
Tips on Recording classes
Most DVDs of classes produced by publishers and Boards of Edu-
cation are produced with the camera focused on the teacher. There
are occasional quick scans of the students, but it is impossible to hear
what the students say or really see what they are doing most of the
time. As a result, there is no way we can analyze the interactions.
When you make a video recording of your class, point the camera at
a couple of students for ten minutes, then at another pair, etc., so that
you have a recording in which you can hear what half a dozen pairs
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of students are saying and see what they are doing. You will be able
to hear yourself easily.
If you have a couple of students take pictures during class of what you
do and what is written on the board and also a few shots of you ask-
ing questions you can see your gestures, movements and what medi-
ums you use other than writing words.
P.S. The idea of making small changes is common in many areas.
When people cook they alter the amount of spices they add, the time
they cook the ingredients and the size of items they cut, to cite a few
options. Children try riding bicycles without holding onto the han-
dle bars, try to see how fast they can run backwards—just a couple
of small changes that come to mind. In manufacturing small changes
are common. As I said in 2.1a, Toyota’s dedication to making small
changes which improve the quality of their cars, which W. Edwards
Deming advised them to do decades ago, is legendary.
RELATED TO CHAPTER 11
iids 1 How to Apply Makeup
1. Janice: What are we going to do tonight, Dolores
2. Dolores: Well, we'll do a mini-makeup tonight.
3. We've already done the eyes.
4. Janice: What'll I have to do?
5. Dolores: (Hands Janice the cleansing cream.)
6. Well, here, take off that old makeup.
7. We'll begin from scratch.
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8. Janice: (Starts to apply the cleansing cream to her face.)
9. I like the feel of this liquid cleanser.
10. Dolores: Well, just put it all over your face, eyes, throat—go
ahead—now here,
11. take some Kleenex tissue and wipe it off.
12. Janice: ( Janice takes some Kleenex tissue and wipes off the
cleansing cream from
13. her face.)
14. Dolores: Now here, I'll saturate this cotton pad with some skin
freshener, and then
15. I'll apply it to your face.
16. Janice: ( Janice puts a cotton pad on her face.)
17. Oh, that feels so good. . . nice and cool!
18. ( Janice looks at the cotton pad.)
19. Ugh!. . . look at that dirt!
20. Dolores: Well, we'll keep on using cotton pads until we have a
clean one.
21. Janice: How many will that take?
22. Dolores: Well, you'll see.
23. (Dolores hands Janice another cotton pad.)
26. Dolores: Well, that shows you that a cleanser and a freshener
must be used to
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27. remove makeup—even if you use soap and water.
28. Janice: Mmmm. . .I can see that!
29 Dolores: O.K. Now that your face is cleansed, we'll go ahead.
30. I'll apply this liquid moisturizer.
31. It keeps your face from drying out.
IIDS 2 DRIVING INSTRUCTIONS
in the front seat of a car
1. Driver Trainer: Put your indicator on and turn right.
2. (Indicator is on the steering column)
3. (Car is in the right hand lane)
4. Driver Trainee: (puts the indicator on)
5. (Turns the steering wheel to the right)
6. Driver Trainer: That was good.
7. Driver Trainee: (an intersection referred to by “here”)
8. I go left here?
9. (Starts to move into left lane)
10. Driver Trainer: Yeah.
11. Driver Trainee: (turns on left hand turn signal)
12. (Turns the steering wheel to the left)
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13. Driver Trainer: Good.
IIDS 3 COMMUNICATIONS about Objects in Lan-
guage Classrooms
About Gloves
Alice: I’d say they protect you from blisters. I’d have stu-
dents tell me what they use them for. I’d say what they
were made of and how much they cost. Also, the color and
texture. You could teach an idiom such as “They go to-
gether like a hand in a glove,” too.
About a Screw-Driver
Allen: I’d ask what they can do with it. What is its shape?
What jobs can it do? I’d show them how to use it. I’d ask
how they could use a screwdriver in different situations.
“This is used to remove a screw” and “I am turning it”
would be good patterns.
About a Pair of Pliers
Mary: They are made of metal. They can be used to tight-
en and loosen nuts or pull nails out. They have teeth on
them to help grip better. The handles have plastic covers
on them.
About a Hammer
Dick: You could teach the song “If I had a hammer.” The
handle is wood and the head is metal. You could teach
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smooth too and grain in the wood and shiny and claw.
You could teach balanced, too—the tool is balanced.
If you are like most language teachers, your comments about gloves
and tool are similar to those just presented. These teachers and you,
if you are a typical language teacher, would use such objects to illus-
trate vocabulary items or grammatical patterns and to teach descrip-
tion. You would do what you have usually been trained and paid to
do—teach language itself as an object of instruction for its own sake.
But, what types of things would you say outside of a language class-
room if you were using gloves, a screwdriver, pliers or a hammer? For-
get for a moment about being a language teacher! Pretend to be a re-
porter or a spy trying to record conversations that others are making
as they are actually using gloves and tools. Listen, record and then
write down what was said as the objects were used for the functions
for which they were designed.
Communications about Objects Outside of Language Class-
rooms
About Gloves
Bob: Where’re my gloves? Who the hell took ‘em. I need
‘em right away.
About a Screwdriver
Sam: Loosen it for Christ’s sake. You can’t let it down till
it’s looser.
Joe: I can’t. It’s too damn tight.
About a Pair of Pliers
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Rick: Twist the wires tighter. No—not so fucking fast.
You’ll break them!
Joel: Damn! (After the wires break)
Rick: Why the hell don’t you listen? I told you to slow
down. You did it too fucking fast!
About a Hammer
John: Ow! Damn, damn, damn. (After hitting his finger
with the hammer)
Compare your own transcriptions with these. These communica-
tions, as well as the ones you collected, are probably not descriptive
as the ones in the ESOL classrooms were.
Few details about the objects themselves are given in these incidents
for the simple reason that the objects are present and therefore do
not need to be described.
In fact, the objects are rarely even named but referred to by words
like it, them, and one. When the names of the objects are used it is
mainly when they are not there and someone needs them: “Where’re
my gloves? Quick, gimme my gloves!” You also have noticed that
commands are frequent, blending occurs—“took ‘em”—and exple-
tives are used, both in addressing objects and people. Few of the
words have meaning without the objects and actions that accompany
them.
RELATED TO CHAPTER 13
“Smile, you’re on Candid Camera”*
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John F. Fanselow, Professor Emeritus, Teachers College, Columbia
University
When I used to watch a program called Candid Camera on televi-
sion, I sometimes felt sorry for the people who were being filmed
because they were captured on video in unguarded moments after
something rather strange had just happened. I remember one se-
quence in which each person who tried to open a door saw the door
fall down in front of them as soon as they touched the door han-
dle. As soon as the incident was over, a voice would announce to
each person holding a door handle, or caught in some other seeming-
ly embarrassing situation, “Smile, you’re on Candid Camera.” Most
did! In fact, most people laughed, perhaps out of relief, realizing that
a joke had been played on them.
One reason some of us who teach are at first reluctant to video tape
ourselves might be that we unconsciously fear that something embar-
rassing will happen that will be captured on the tape. In our mind,
we might wonder “Wouldn’t we look stupid if the door handle came
off ?” But the people who did not know they were being video taped
on Candid Camera never had time to wonder about feeling stupid
since they were not told they were being video taped until after the
incident was over.
Two possible lessons useful to those who want to explore their teach-
ing might be learned from those who were video taped on Candid
Camera. One is that mot viewers were completely sympathetic to
those taped in seemingly embarrassing situations. Each viewer
seemed to identify with the person on the tape. “Gee, that could hap-
pen to me,” and “I would probably act in a similar way.” Another
lesson is that those who had been taped seemed unconcerned about
however they reacted. They simply seemed to realize that they react-
ed the way they did, without any pretense or planning. Their reac-
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tions were spontaneous and genuine; there were no correct or incor-
rect ways to act.
If you are keen on trying to understand your teaching and see the
degree to which what you do is in tune with what you want to do,
seeing and hearing your classes is imperative. And, if you have been
putting off audio or video recording your classes for fear of what you
might discover, consider the lessons from those who were taped on
Candid Camera, and other programs of this nature. One, there is no
need to judge what we do, either positively or negatively. And, two
there are no absolutely right ways or absolutely wrong ways to do
most things we do.
*The Language Teacher XVIII. Video Special Issue published by
JALT: The Japanese Association of Language Teachers. October,
1993. Pages 3-5.
Suspending judgment and moving beyond absolutes (i.e., stop think-
ing of practices as good/bad or right/wrong) can allow us to begin to
see our teaching differently, and thus free us to alter the proportion
of different activities we do and generate new activities which we had
not previously tried. In the following paragraphs, I will outline some
steps that I have found useful in understanding my teaching and see-
ing the extent to which some practices are in and out of tune with my
beliefs.
Using Video for Reflection
First, you have to make a video. To both take pressure off of you and
to provide more useful information, place the video camera on a tri-
pod or a desk facing one group of students in the class. The result-
ing tape will show the same group of students during the entire les-
son so that you can compare their reactions, responses and attention
during the entire lesson. By focusing on the students, you can study
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the effects of what you do rather than simply what you imagine hap-
pened. Your voice will be loud enough so that even though your face
and body are never seen on the video, you can see the various conse-
quences of your teaching practices on a small number of students in
your class. Over time, you could point the camera at different clus-
ters of students so that you can see how different individuals act in
relationship to different practices you use and various types of feed-
back you provide.
After you produce your video, resist the temptation to watch the en-
tire video from beginning to end. If you do this first, it is likely that
you will make judgments (in the form of labels like “boring” or “ex-
citing”) and absolute statements such as “Their faces look like they
are confused by the question” or “Calling on students can make them
reluctant to speak” about what was good/bad and right/wrong.
An alternative way to use the video is to fast-forward for some
amount of time and then look at the part of the lesson where you
stop. As you look at the segment which you have randomly selected,
write down what you say and the students say. In order to transcribe
even a few exchanges, and describe gestures and movements, you will
have to stop the tape every few seconds and replay it to re-listen to
what is being said and look at what is being done.
After a dozen lines have been transcribed—about six exchanges—re-
play the segment again and add some notes to the transcript which
reflect your interpretation of how the students and you were acting.
“At this point, each student moved forward in his desk so he seemed
to be very interested” or “Her face look as if she is confused by my
question.”
Your interpretive notes will of course contain some judgments, and
perhaps even a few one dimensional, absolute statements. But the
judgments and interpretations made after you first transcribe are dif-
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ferent from initial judgments and interpretations in two ways. First,
they are made after you have changed some of the spoken and visual
information into written language by transcribing the lines and writ-
ing your comments. Second, the purpose of judgments and one-di-
mensional interpretations is different, as I will explain next.
The usual conversations between teachers and observers contain a
number of judgments and one-dimensional interpretations which
are stated as final and complete. “The class was exciting; the way
you had the students define the words in pairs showed how engaged
students can become; calling on students makes them reluctant to
speak.” If we simply accept our impressions as we write them, it is un-
likely that we will be able to learn anything new from our viewing
of videos of our teaching. But if we use thee initial impressions as a
starting point rather than as an ending point, we might see some new
features of our teaching practices or those of others we observe.
Steps to Follow
Here are some steps that I go through in order to make use of my ini-
tial judgments and one-dimensional interpretations and yet not be
trapped by them. First, I divide a piece of paper into two, either by
folding it or drawing a line down the middle, vertically. Then I write
down my initial judgment on the top of the left column of the pa-
per. I ask a partner to suggest a word that is the exact opposite of the
one I wrote. For example, if I use the word exciting my partner might
suggest the words boring, uninteresting, lacking in challenge as op-
posites. I then write their words at the top of the right column. To-
gether, we then look at the transcript and find examples of commu-
nications by either the teacher or students that fit in either the right
or left column. If we cannot find any to fit in the right column from
the transcript, we play the video until we find a few examples.
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After we have examples of what we each consider to be exciting and
boring activities we try to list characteristics of each type of activi-
ty so that we area able to describe them to each other. The exciting
activities could turn out to be centered on topics related to the ex-
perience of the students rather than to language for its own sake or
instances of students speaking to each other rather than to the entire
class or to the teacher.
After at least two characteristics of say, exciting activities are noted,
then two characteristics of what are judged to be boring activities
have to be noted. If we want to increase the frequency of say, exciting
activities in our next class, we simply have to change the activities we
wrote in the boring column so that they have the features of the ex-
citing activities.
The same steps need to be followed with the one-dimensional inter-
pretations. After writing a comment such as “Their faces look like
they are confused by the question” on top of the left column, you
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need to write an example of an opposite comment in the right col-
umn. In this case, “Their faces look like they understand the ques-
tion” would be an example of an opposite comment.
With your partner, you then need to write communications from the
video that you think are in tune with the interpretation in both the
right and left columns as before. If no examples can be found from
the transcribed segment, you can watch the video to find some exam-
ples from other segments of the lesson.
As soon as you have a few examples in each column, write down char-
acteristics of the examples. For example, the questions they seem to
understand might be in their own language in contrast to questions
in the target language. Also, the questions might be about the mean-
ing of the directions of how to do an activity rather than about the
language they are learning. Also, the questions they seem to under-
stand might be those that are frequently used in class on a regular
basis, or some that they have read in their textbook and are familiar
with.
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What We Can Learn
Each time we write a column for a title that is the exact opposite
of the original title, we are forcing ourselves to realize that whatever
judgment or interpretation we made applied to only some of what
we saw. Each time we write down an additional characteristic of the
judgments and interpretations we made, we realize that every com-
munication has multiple characteristics, not just the one we original-
ly noticed.
Writing opposite judgments and interpretations also alerts us to the
fact that others might well have a totally different perspective from
us. Though it seems obvious that different teachers and students have
different perspectives, writing down different ones and trying to fit
examples from our teaching into a different perspective has the po-
tential for enabling us to see what we might take for granted. Fur-
thermore, if we write the titles for the columns as well as the exam-
ples and multiple characteristics, we will see that items we think fit
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in the left column might be considered examples that belong in the
right column to our colleagues or our students.
After the preceding steps are followed a number of times, a different
level of perception can be reached by switching the titles in the
columns. By copying the title we first write on top of the left column
on to the top of the right column and copying the title we first put
on top of the right column on to the left column, we are perhaps able
to realize more concretely and strongly that what we perceive is not
reality but our initial perception of reality, filtered b y our values and
beliefs. By trying to match examples we considered exciting with a
label such as boring, we have to deliberately and consciously reexam-
ine our beliefs and the characteristics of teaching practices which we
think match our beliefs.
The steps just listed lead to analysis. Here are some characteristics of
the conversations that will emerge from following the steps. Com-
ments will begin to be more description and specific—less judgmen-
tal and general. Multiple characteristics of teaching practices stu-
dents, and materials will replace single characteristics of these phe-
nomena.
The type of single causation comments so prevalent in our lives—“If
we smile more, students will be happy”—will be replaced by com-
ments which show that there are multiple causes for many conse-
quences in our class. Maybe when we smile we also tend to move
around more, ask more questions and give more feedback. In short,
a combination of characteristics will start to be seen in relationship
to various consequences rather than single characteristics. We will
realize that waiting a little more for student responses and moving
aware from a student and showing appreciation might together in-
crease the rate and loudness of student responses more than chang-
ing textbooks or totally altering the type of questions we ask. Though
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we will of course continue to make judgments and interpretations,
the purpose of these will be to explore, to open up possibilities.
Small Time Investment
A key feature of this type of analysis is that it should not take a lot
of time. Since only one short segment of a lesson is analyzed simply
to see some new characteristics to change, a fifteen-minute discus-
sion, perhaps over lunch or during a break, provides enough time to
start the analysis. Spending fifteen minutes twice a week for one term
adds up to a lot of time but each single exploration takes little time. If
one considers that one purpose of the discussion is to plan a change
in our teaching, part of the time used to analyze becomes planning
time.
But the planning is based on examples of what we actually did in our
teaching, not on our narration from memory or our mental images.
This planning is intended to change something of what we do so that
we can compare practices over time and thus gain more control over
our teaching. Also, since we must compare our beliefs without prac-
tices in this type of conversation about teaching, our planning is like-
ly to become more in tune with our beliefs, goals and widened per-
ception of the capabilities of our students and ourselves.
If we can keep in mind the unselfconscious freedom of those who
were videotaped for Candid Camera, it is likely that we will be able
to see new things about our students and our teaching practices. If
we think in terms of right and wrong, however, we are unlikely to
be able either to understand what we do any better or to see things
we have not seen before. Using judgments to explore rather than to
praise or condemn can be surprisingly exciting but the only way to
discover this is to pretend you have been on Candid Camera.
Notes
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An expanded version of these suggestions was published
in the TESOL Quarterly in an article called “Let’s See:
Contrasting Conversations about Teaching. (Volume 22,
Number 1, March 1988.) The article was reprinted in Sec-
ond Language Teacher Education, edited by Jack
Richards and David Nunan, published by Cambridge
University Press in 1990. It was also reprinted in Enrich-
ing ESOL Pedagogy—readings and activities for engage-
ment, reflection and inquiry edited by Vivian Zamel and
Ruth Spack. 2002. New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum.) Con-
trasting Conversations (Longman 1992) is an expanded
version of the article.
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RELATED TO CHAPTER 14
These are some more Extra Tasks from John, which you can try doing
by yourself, or with your students, or with your colleagues.
6. With your students, view videos 2 through 16. I produced these
videos for both teachers and students to experience. I designed them
to show students new ways to learn English on their own—to ex-
pand the language learning activities they could use.
After you watch the videos with your students ask them to what
extent they were useful or not useful and what new activities they
learned that they think they could use to improve their English.
If you and your students speak the same first language, using it will
produce probably a richer discussion.
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If you have to stay in English ask students to write down their re-
sponses to the questions first before saying them out loud will prob-
ably result in more sophisticated responses.
If you ask students to transcribe the comments in the videos they
found most useful, they will learn even more about the suggested ac-
tivities. Having each pair of students transcribe one minute means
that you can have a complete transcription of the interaction in the
video in less time than if all the students transcribe the entire video.
Ten pairs of students each transcribing one minute means that a ten-
minute video can be transcribed in around 15 minutes. Having all
students transcribe 10 minutes will take more than a couple of hours
probably.
Of course ask them about the value of transcribing.
7. Read 4. Alfie Kohn and think about ways that what he is saying
and I am advocating are similar and different.
8. Read ELT ideas written by a former student of mine who did
some workshops on analyzing what we do in China a few years ago.
He quotes quite a few people including another former student, Jim
Roth. Just a reminder that what you have experienced in the course
these last few weeks means you are joining a large group of teachers
around the world who have seen that they do not need experts but
only the reminder that they can make discoveries if they look at what
they do without judgment and consider alternatives.
9. I have found mysteries very helpful in learning new ways to explore
since the job of detectives is to explore.
Of course one huge difference is that when teachers explore, we are
not trying to discover murderers. Another is that there is no physi-
cal violence in most of our analyses of what we and our students do.
Some teachers point out that there is sometimes emotional violence
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that we begin to see when we look over and over again at the same
video clip. And most mysteries deal with adults rather than primary
or secondary school students.
So, consider reading mysteries or watching them on TV as you re-
flect. There are a number of mystery authors I have not listed in
the References who have been very influential to my thinking: mys-
tery writers such as Agatha Christie, Colombo, Michael Connelly,
Colin Dexter, Patricia Cornwell, Dashiell Hammett, P. D. James,
Sue Grafton, Sherlock Homes, Edgar Allan Poe, Dorothy L. Sayers,
Georges Simenon, and R. D. Wingfield, to name a few. Peter
Tremayne (author of the Sister Fidelma mysteries from which I
adapted the reading passage A short trip in 1800, I use in many chap-
ters in Small Changes in teaching, Big Results in Learning
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